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The 5P approach is used to make the lesson plans easy to understand, easy to implement in
a classroom and effective in driving student learning through practice.

Use 2 days for practice and
reinforcement of lesson plans.
Conduct a remedial to fill students
learning gaps post a milestone
assessment.
In case of 6 working days in a week, use
the 6th day for remedial and practice.

There are 4 key components of early numeracy for Grade 2

21

07
Identifies, writes, compares and orders numbers up to 99
Identifies and completes number patterns
Skip counts numbers forward and backward
Arranges 2-digit numbers up to 99 in increasing and decreasing
order
Understands place value, expands numbers into ones and tens

NUMBER operations

23

08
Adds 2-digit number with and without carry
Subtracts 2-digit number with and without borrow
Solves 2-digit addition and subtraction word problems
Builds fluency in addition and subtraction for sum up to 20 using
different strategies
Represents 2-digit numbers using multiple combinations of smaller
numbers

08

03
Represents an amount up to Rs.100 using notes and coins
Identifies months of year using calendar
Identifies days of week and timetables
Records and interprets data using tally marks, simple tables and
pictographs

31

10
Identifies basic 3D shapes
Draws shapes such as straight line, circle, triangle, rectangle
Uses non-standard units to measure length
Uses non-standard units to measure weight
Uses non-standard units to measure capacity

G2.02

G2.02

G1.01 | PROBLEM SOLVE
Circle all black objects

1

3

5

7

Circle the yellow objects

Colour all Circle’s (O) yellow

15min

2

Match each board with its shape

4

Circle the big objects

6

Colour all big objects

Look at the things around you and draw and colour 3 objects that have same colour.

G1.01

WORKSHEET

21

07

Identifies, writes, compares and orders numbers up to 99
Identifies and completes number patterns
Skip counts numbers forward and backward
Arranges 2-digit numbers up to 99 in increasing and decreasing order
Understands place value, expands numbers into ones and tens

Dice

Circle cut
outs

Straws

Rubber
bands

Number
slips

Activity
sheets

Cubes

Kidney
beans

Paper cups

Fish shaped
cut outs

Bangle

G2.01

Counts & Recites Numbers (1-99)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will count the numerals (1-99):
(concretely, pictorially and symbolically) and
recite number names

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.8 Know that count is independent of
arrangement
G1.41 Know to recognize & write 51-99

Play

=

10

TLM

1 dice: 1 student
20 circle cut outs/pebbles: 2
students
50 straws,
5 rubber bands

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students tend to think of
larger sized objects as larger
in number
kEY VOCABULARY

None

Divide students in groups of 2
and distribute 2 dice to each
group

Tell the students to call out
the number, write it in their
notebooks, and place that
many circles in front of it

Ask the students to roll the
dice and see the number

Question
Which is the biggest number
you got?

Take 50 straws. Bundle 10
sticks together by counting
them out one by one

Count out 10 sticks more by
counting forward from 20. Call
out the nos. clearly & encourage
all to repeat after you

=

Roll a dice and tell the number

PROCESS

Keep the set aside and count
forward from 10 as you
bundle another set of 10
straws
Count out the numbers clearly
and loudly and encourage the
students to repeat after you.
Recite like “one-one eleven”
Count the straws and call out the number

PRactice

Draw the question on the black board and
help the students solve

Keep the second bundle
aside and emphasize that the
numbers after 12 end with
“teen”
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to count the sticks and match
them with the same number
of balls

Tell the students that they can
draw a line to match each stick
of the collection with balls in
the other collections. No stick
should remain unmatched with
a ball if the collection has the
same number of balls

Recite the number names like
this “two-one twenty one, twotwo twenty two, two three
twenty three”
Tell that all nos. 21 to 29
begin with “twenty”. Tell the
students that nos. after thirty
similarly begin with “thirty”
Repeat the same method of
counting and reciting numbers
for numbers up to 50
Explain that another method
of matching the same
number of objects is by
counting all the collections
and then matching the
collections that have the
same number
Emphasize that the picture
of balls takes less space than
the same number of pictures
of sticks. Explain that the
number of objects can be the
same even if the collections
look different

G2.01

LESSON PLAN

G2.01 | problem solve

15min

Count the fish and tell how many groups
of 10 can be made

1

2

Ans =
__2__ groups of 10s

3

Count the objects and tell how many
groups of 10 can be made

Ans = _______ groups of 10s

Match the group with same number of
objects

4

Draw 23 circles

46

46

46

46

46

5

a.

Count the number of sticks and write
the number in the circle.

6

Match the same number of objects

46

46

46

b.

7

Count the number of steps you take to reach to the main gate of the school.
Is it more than 50?

G2.01

WORKSHEET

G2.02

Recognise & Write Numerals (1-50)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will recognise and write numerals
(1-50)

40- 50 min

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students might not recognise
the significance of zero at
the ones place in a 2-digit
number, eg. misconceptions
like 3=30

None

pRE REQusites:

G1.31 Know how to determine whether
group sizes are same or different

Play

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Recite the numbers 0-3 and
draw them on the board as
shown

Recite the numbers 7-9 and
draw them on the board as
shown

Around and around we
go and make a zero.

Number one is
like a stick or
like a standing
brick

Around a tree,
Around a tree
that’s how you
make a three

OOps there is
an obstacle on
the road,walk
around it and
continue, and
that how you
make a two

Across the sky and down from
heaven, look you’ve made a 7

Recite the numbers 4-6 and
draw them on the board as
shown
Down then right then
down once more, that’s
the way to make a four

Revise numerals 0-9

MAke an
s with a
straight
neck.

PROCESS

Write numbers 1-20 on the
board. Together with the
students, recite the numbers

Number

Tens

Ones

11

1

1

12

1

2

Writing numerals 1 -50

PRactice

Practice writing numerals 1-50

You don’t need
any tricks to
make a six,
just think of an
open lock

Point to numeral 1. Explain
that when considered
individually, 1 represents 1
object eg, 1 cycle

A loop and
a line make
a nine

Make an s and
come back
straight to
make an eight

Teacher’s note
Revising numerals 1-9 using
examples of objects and
contexts that students are
familiar with will help students
recognize the numbers
Decompose 11 & explain that
the first digit of 11 shows the
tens in the no. The second
digit shows ones in the no.
Recite no.s like this ‘one one
is eleven- one tens and ‘one
ones’ , ‘one two’ is twelve- one
tens and 2 ones and so on

Write 11. Explain that when
the 2 ones are written side
by side it represents a 2-digit
number 11

Write 2 and 20, explain that the
two numbers are not the same.
20 is a two digit number. It
represents two groups of 10s

Point to 10 &explain that
numbers after 10 and up to
99 have 2 digits

Write numbers 21-50 and
recite the numbers along with
the students

Help students solve question
3 from the worksheet. Ask
the students to write the
missing numbers

Question
Write the number that comes
after forty nine?
How many digits does
numeral forty have? How is it
different from 4?

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
write the numerals and tell the
number names

G2.02

LESSON PLAN

G2.02 | problem solve

15min

Read the numbers and write 3 times

1

43
43
43

Read the numbers and write 3 times

2

Thirty six

31 31 31

Twenty one

32 32 32
33 33 33
5

1

Twelve
6

7

8

10

411Write the missing
14 15numbers
16 17

1

20

5

Circle the correct numeral

5 6 7 8 29 10

a.

Twenty seven

22 23 24 25 26

1131 32

3415 16 17
37 38
14

412242234324
4425 26
46

31 32

34

4120
42 43 44

6

49
29

37 38
46

20

20

207 49

Write 5 2-digit numbers that have number 1 in
them. Tell the number names for these numbers

13

Write in numerals

3

30

i) 11

iv) _______

ii) _______

v) _______

b.

27

207

27

30

31

Thirteen
13

31

iii) _______
G2.02
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Recognises & Writes Numerals (51- 99)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will recognise and write numerals
(51-99)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students not understanding
zero as a place value holder
e.g. writing five hundred and
four as 54

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.02 Know how to recognise and write
numerals (1-50)

Play

Number slips (numbered 0-9):
1 student

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Divide students in groups of
two and distribute 2 sets of
number slips

Ensure that the students
arrange the 2 digits of the
number in the correct order

Call out a number and ask the
students to form the number
by putting together two
number slips

Call out one digit numbers
and explain that only one
number slip should be used to
show the number

Show 5 stacks of 10 cubes
each. Explain that each stack
has 10 cubes and the 5 stacks
together have 50 cubes

Explain that number names
follow a pattern where “fifty”
is attached to the beginning of
each number name

Form numbers using number slips

PROCESS

Place another cube and recite
51. Write 51 on the board and
explain that 5 in 51 represents
5 towers of 10
Point to the cube lying
unstacked and tell that 1 in 51
represents 1 single cube
Count the cubes in groups of 10 and write
the numerals

PRactice

Tell no. name tell how to
write numerals. Tell that the
first part of the no. name tells
the Tens digit

Continue stacking cubes and
recite 52-59

The second part tells Ones
digit no. Write 87. Point to 8 &
say “eighty-” . Point to 7 & say
‘seven

Help students solve question
3 from the worksheet. Ask
the students to write the
missing number

Question
How many digits does
numeral seventy have? How
is it different from seven?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the worksheet.
Call out the numbers and ask
the students to identify the
correct numeral
Eighty

Make the number grid and ask the students
to fill in the numerals

Tell the students that numbers
after 60,similarly, begin with
“sixty-” , numbers after 70 begin
with “seventy-” and so on

80

08

8

60

16

Sixty

66

Emphasize that -ty at the end
of the number represents
that it is a two digit number.
For example, eight has one
digit and eighty has 2-digits

G2.03

LESSON PLAN

G2.03 | problem solve

15min

Read the numbers and write 3 times

1

97

97

21

21

22
2

23

22

53

Seventy six

96

95

Sixty seven
92

97

96

Ninety
nine
Eighty

76

97

63 64 65
71 72 73
91 92

67

84 85
9986

94 95

64

91

84

85

94

95

57 58 59 60
77 78 79 80
88 89 90

a.

Eighty
66

8

Sixty

80

99

86

08

Circle the correct numeral

b.

7

9

5

67 68 69

5

67

65

77

80

67Write the missing numbers

76

57

71Write72in numerals
73

3

23

51 99
52 53

6

52

63

Read the numbers and write 3 times

95

4

51

60

16

08

8

60

16

Sixty
66

Find out and write the age of all your family members

G2.03
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Counting forward and backward (1-50)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will complete number sequences
by counting forwards and backwards
(without skips) (1 - 50)

TLM

Students may increase the
value of both the digits of
a 2-digit no. when counting
forward(Eg. 23, 24, etc.)

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.2 Know how to recognize and write
numerals (1-50)

Play

One printed activity sheet: 2
students
Counters - 10
Divide the students into
groups of 2. Give one joining
the dots activity sheet to
each pair

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Teacher notes
If providing printed sheets to
the students is not possible,
smaller images can be drawn
out on the black board.
Students can be called to the
black board to join the dots

Ask students to join the
numbers from 1 to 50 in the
correct order

Join the dots in order from 1 to 50

PROCESS

Counting
forward

MISCONCEPTIONS

Keep one counter on the
table. Write 1 on the board

Counting
backward

Now keep another counter
next to it. Ask students how
many counters are there now.
Write 2 on the board
Continue this till you have 10
counters

Forward or backward counting

PRactice

Draw the question on the black board and
help the students solve

Take 1 counter & give it to 1
student. Ask them how many
counters are there. Write 9
below 10

Now take away 1 more
counter & give it to another
student. Ask the students
how many counters are there.
Write 8 below 9
Continue this till you have 1
counter left
Tell that when we count from
1 to 10, it is called forward
counting as the next no. is
greater than the previous one
When we count from 10-1, it
is called backward counting
as the next no. is smaller than
previous one

Help students solve question
2 from the worksheet. Write
the numbers and ask the
students to complete the two
sequences

Explain that numbers
sequentially increase in
forward counting and
sequentially
decreases in backward
counting

Emphasize that the number
at the ones place increases
from 1 to 9 sequentially when
counting forward. After 9,
ones digit becomes 0 and the
tens digit number increases
by one. For example 30
comes after 29

Question
How will you identify if a
sequence is forward counting
or backward counting?

G2.04
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G2.04 | problem solve

15min

Counting forward :

1

Fill in the missing numbers

2

17
a.

17

17

11

18

18

19

20

19

21

20

20

21

12

b.

33

33

12
11

33
3

19

11 12

11

21

18

20

Fill in the missing numbers using
forward counting

4

11

11

21 Count forwards from 41 to 50. Check if
the below sequence
30is right.

20

20

21

21

41

42

43 44 45 46

47 48

49 50

30

30
41
5

42

43 44 45 46

47 48

34
30

Complete the backward counting

6

27
24

Re-write the numbers as forward
counting

31, 29, 32, 28, 33, 27, 34,
26, 35, 25, 36, 26

34
30

7

49 50

27
24

Where do you use backward counting?

G2.04
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Counting forward and backward (51-99)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will complete number sequences
by counting onwards and backwards
(without skips) (51-99)

TLM

Students tend to increase
the value of both the digits of
a 2-digit no. when counting
forward (Eg. 23, 34 etc)

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

Number cards

G2.04 Know how to count forward and
backward (1 to 50)

Play

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Number 30 blank cards from
51 to 80. Shuffle the card and
distribute one card to each
student
Ask the student who has
received card numbered 51 to
call out their number

Continue the sequence

PROCESS
Tens
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6

Ones
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

MISCONCEPTIONS

Tens
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

Ones
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Count forward or backward

PRactice

Practice number sequences

Tell the students to listen
to each number carefully
and call out their number
so that correct sequence is
maintained
Ask the students to repeat the
same activity by starting from
80 and counting back to 51

Ask the student who has
received card numbered 52 to
call out their number next

Teacher’s note
Put up a no. chart on the
classroom wall

Ask students to continue the
sequence by calling out the
numbers

The chart will help students
recall the no.s in the correct
sequence

Write numerals 51 to 70 on
the black board as shown

The no. at at the tens place
increases by one

Read the no.s one by one
and point out that from 50 to
59 the numbers at the Ones
place increase sequentially

Ask the students to use the
same pattern and identify
what comes after 79.
Together, chorally practice
counting forward

After 59 the no. at the Ones
place becomes 0 & the no.
at the Tens place increases
by one. Altogether the no.
becomes 60

Point to the numerals on
the board & remind that
backward counting is when
numbers are read out in the
reverse order

Point to 69 and tell that the
next no. is 70. After 69 the no.
at the Ones place becomes 0

Chorally practice counting
forward from 1-99.Tell that
no.s decrease by one when
counting backwards

Write the numbers on the
black board and ask the
students to complete the
sequence

Question
How many numbers are
there between 50 and 55?

Help students solve
worksheet question 2
from the worksheet. Ask
the students to complete
the sequence by counting
forward

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to count forward from 90 to
reach 99

G2.05
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G2.05 | problem solve

15min

Counting forward :

1

57

Count forward

2

57 58 59 60 61
58 59 60 61 62

62

50

55

83
91
Count backward

3

67

68

69

70

71

90

72

93

99

4

FIll numbers that are missing.

4957

80

51 60

58

59

68

69

61

62

71

72

54

83
91

67

81

5

82

Circle the incorrect number in this 83
backward counting

6

84

61

60

70

50

58

93
Is this backward counting sequence
is
correct. Which number will you
write
80
to make it correct?
81

82

83

5785 56

84
85

87

87
7

88

88

Khushboo dropped her bracelet near house number 73. How many houses
72
73
74
does she need to go back to pick up her bracelet.

72

73

74

75

76

75

76

77

77
G2.05
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Skip counting in 2s, 5s, 10s (1-50)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will complete number sequences
with skip counts in 2s, 5s and 10s - Numerals
(1-50)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.4 Know to complete no. sequences by
counting forwards & backwards (without
skips)(1-50)

Play

Number cards with numbers
from 20 to 30
Set of 30 blocks

PROCESS

Repeat with other groups of
students

Call two students

Question
Which is the first card in your
collection? Which is the last
card?

Ask the other student to
arrange the cards from 20 to
30 and identify the missing
card
Remind that they usually
count the blocks as 1, 2, 3, &
so on. When the no. of blocks
is large, we can count by
grouping
Arrange the blocks in groups
of 2 blocks each. Point to the
first stack of 2 & tell that the
stack has 2 blocks. Write 2
Point to the next stack of 2
and count “3 and 4”. Tell that
there are 4 blocks up to that
point. Write 4

Count by 2s, 5s, 10s

PRactice

None

Shuffle and display a set of
number cards with numbers
from 20 to 30 written on them

Ask one student to pick one
card randomly and not show
it to the other student

Arrange the cards in a sequence

kEY VOCABULARY

Repeat this for 3rd, 4th, and
5th stacks. Continue the
sequence on the black board“2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,..”
Arrange the blocks in groups of
5 and demonstrate counting by
5s similarly. Write 5, 10, 15, 20,
25 and 30 on the board
Arrange the blocks in groups of
10 and demonstrate counting
by 10s similarly. Write 10, 20,
and 30 on the board

Tell the students that you
started with 2 and counted
forward 2 numbers - 3 and 4

Ask students to repeat this
sequence at least twice to
help them become familiar
with counting by 2s

Help the students solve
question 2a from the
worksheet. Write the
sequence on the black board
and ask the students to fill in
the missing numbers

Help the students solve
question 2b from the
worksheet. Write the
sequence on the black board
and ask the students to fill in
the missing numbers

Emphasize that the sequence
need not start with 2. It can
start with any number

Explain that all sequences
that start with 5 do not
necessarily represent skip
counting by 5s

Draw the question on the black board and
help the students solve

G2.06

LESSON PLAN

G2.06 | problem solve

15min

Count by 2s

1

11 13 15 17 19 21

11 13 15 17 19 21

22

28 22

11
11 13
13 15
15 17
17 19
19 21
21

3

Count by 2s

2
a.

528

22

5
22 5

32 9

9
9 28

11
11 32

15
15

25
25

5
5

5
4

5

9

25
25 by 5s
Count

5

25

0
0

10
10

11

1

1
1
11
11

2
2
12
12

22
22
5

15

11

0 10
40

0

4
4
14
14

5
5
15
15

50

6
6
16
16

7
7
17
17

1
8
8
18
18

9
9
19
19

4

1

5

2 6 37 84

Cross them on the chart

9

40
30

25
25
0
0

32
32

11
11
25
25

50

40
40

Count by 10s

30

11 21
3
3
13
13

10

a.

21
21 22
22 23
23 24
24 25
25 26
26 27
27 28
28 29
29
You start at 10 and want to count till 40. How
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
many32
numbers
count
if you
count
31
33 will
34you35
35
36
37
38in 5s?
39

3

15
15

11 21

50
50

You start at 10 and want to count till 40. How
many numbers will you count if you count in 2s?
Circle them on the chart

2

5
5

b.

30

15
9
9

5

25

32

28
28
25

5
5
25
25

40

30
30

10

11 21

7

15

11
11 21
21

0

6

2540
40

28

Count by
5s
11 13
13 9 15
15 17
17 1119
19 21
21
5 11

32
11 2213 15 1728 19 21
b.

32

10
1050

30
30

50
50

11
11 21
21

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
10
10
1 12 32 43 5 4 6 57 86 97 10 8
21
122 223 3244 255 266 27
7 28
8
20
20
11 11
12 13
14
1514
16 15
17 18
19
2018
12
13
16
17
31
32 123313341435153616 37
11
17 38
18
30
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
30 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
40
31
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
40 31
10
31 32
32 33
33 34
34 35
35 36
36 37
37 38
38

5

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

6

7

8

9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

G2.06
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9
29
9
19
39
19

29
29
39
39

G2.07

Comparing groups by skip counting (1-50)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will determine and compare group
size using skip counting (numerals 1-50)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.6 Know how to complete a no. sequence
by skip counting in 2s, 5s and 10s (Numerals
1-50)

Play

None

Divide the class into groups of
4 students

Now ask them to arrange the
straws in groups of 5

Give each group 20 straws
without mentioning the
number of straws that they
have got

Ask them how many groups
are there

Ask the groups to first arrange
the straws in groups of 2. Ask
them how many groups are
there
Ask them what is the total
number of straws they have
got

Group straws in 2s and 5s

PROCESS

Comparing groups by skip counting

PRactice

15

10

kEY VOCABULARY

20 straws:4 students
50 counters

Ask them what is the total
number of straws they have
got
Question
Ask the total no. of straws if
they counted them in groups
of 10

Show 2 sets of counters. Tell
them to make our counting
easy & fast. Let’s count the
counters first by 2s & then by
5s

Make groups of 5 counters
and write 5, 10, 15, and 20.
Now take the other set of
counters. Group them in 5s

Take the first set of counters.
Pair the counters and count in
two “2, 4, “___”

Write 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30
on the board. Write 30 on the
board

Write 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18 and 20 on the board. Tell
students that there are 20
counters this side

Tell students that this set has
30 counters

Tell the students that they can
also count by making groups
of 5 the same way

Question
Which side has more
counters? How do you know?

Help students solve
questions 6 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to put the circles in groups of
2s or 5s and count

Ask the students to count the
black circles in 2s and then
again count the same circle
in 5s

Explain that counting the
same collection in 2s or 5s
does not change the total
number of objects

Question
Are there more yellow circles
than black circles? How did
you find out?

Draw the question on the black board and
help the students solve

G2.07

LESSON PLAN

G2.07 | problem solve
Skip count by 2s, write the count and circle
the bigger number.

1

15min

2

Skip count by 2s, write the count and
circle
12 the bigger number 121012 12 12 12 12

___________

12

10

12

10

12

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
_________
__

12

10

10

___________

___________

3

circle the bigger number

___________

___________

___________

___________

7

Skip count by either 2s or by 5s and
count the circles.
Which is less: Yellow circles or black
circles?

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

Is this grouping by 2s or grouping by 5s

___________

4

___________

___________

___________

5

___________

Skip count by 5s, write the count10
and
12
___________
___________
___________

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
_________
__

___________

6

Radha and Roohi counted these apples.
Radha counted in groups of 2s and
Roohi counted in groups of 5s. Will the
total number of apples be different for
Roohi and Radha?

How many groups of 5s make 35?

G2.07

WORKSHEET

G2.08

Comparing groups and using symbols (1-99)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will compare groups and numbers
and understand < and > symbols

TLM

Students make the mistake
of ordering numbers based
on the value of the ones digit
only

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.07 Know how to compare groups by skip
counting (1-50)
G2.03 Know how to write numerals 1-99

Play

45 cubes
20 Kidney beans
Paper cup
Prepare 2 sets of paper cups.
Each set should have a paper
cup filled with 2 marbles, one
filled with 10 kidney beans, &
one filled 2 with 20 pebbles
Place 1 one set on each side
of a table

2 < 20
Count and compare the group size

PROCESS

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

BIG

Comparing numbers and using symbols

PRactice

Draw the question & help the students
compare the number of objects using
symbols

small

MISCONCEPTIONS

kEY VOCABULARY

“greater than”, “lesser than”
Ask the students to find out
which of the two cups has
more objects
Encourage students to count
in twos or fives to count
quicker
Allow students to count the
objects in their cups and
identify the bigger collection

Call two students and ask the
students to pick any of the
three cups on their side

Repeat with other students

Write 10 and 15 on the black
board. Tell students that
numbers can be compared in
two ways

Second, by using a number
line. Explain that the bigger
number is always further
along the line

One, by counting forward.
The number you get first is
the smaller number, when
counting forward

Draw a number line on the
board. Show that 10 comes
before 15 as we move from left
to right. So, 10 is smaller than 15

Demonstrate using pebbles:
Place 10 pebbles on the table
by counting out one by one

Tell that symbols <,>,= are used
to compare nos. Tell that the
open end of the symbol always
faces the bigger no.- 10<15

Now add 5 more pebbles
& tell that you have added
pebbles to 10 pebbles to get
15 pebbles. So 15>10

Explain that the symbol “=” is
used when the two numbers
are the same. Write 15=15

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to count the circles on each
side and compare using <, >
or = symbol

Ask the students to explain
how they found out the
bigger number. Encourage
students to count forward
and check which of the two
numbers comes before

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to compare the numbers 28
and 32

If the students make the
mistake of comparing only
the ones digits, emphasize
that the students should
read the entire number and
not only look at the last digits

G2.08

LESSON PLAN

G2.08 | problem solve

15min

‹

Draw >, < symbol in the box to compare groups or numbers.

1

2

‹

‹

‹‹‹

Count and compare

a.

________
b.

See the number line and compare

3
a.

20 _____ 27
10

b.

4

10

12
14
12 10 14 12

14

19

19

14

19

24

27 _____ 31

________

10

12

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

19

24

10

24

24

12

14

19

24

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

18 19 20 21
18 22
19 23
20 24
21 25
22 26
23 27
24 28
25 29
26 30
27 31
28 32
29 30 31 32
Compare

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

44 _____ 64

5

Some numbers on this number line are missing. Can you tell on which side of 12 would
you find number 23?

10

12

14

19

24

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
G2.08

WORKSHEET

G2.09

Increasing & decreasing order (1-99)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will sequence numbers in
increasing or decreasing order. Numerals (1
to 99)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.8 Know how to compare groups and
numbers and understand < and > symbols
(1 to 50)

Play

3 fish shaped cut out
Kidney beans-50
Number chart (1-100)
Place 3 fish shaped cut outs
and 3 groups of beans on the
table
Ensure that the 3 groups have
different number of beans
(say 4, 12, and 20 or 16, 19,
and 25)

4

11

25

Match the fish to their food

PROCESS

Draw the question on the black board and
help the students solve

Teacher Notes
If the students match the
beans without counting,
encourage them to count the
beans & cross check

Call 3 students and ask them
to match the groups of beans
with the correct fish
Write the numbers 19, 7, 63
and 66 on the board

Write on the board and
explain that increasing
order is when numbers are
arranged from smallest to
biggest

PRactice

None

Tell the students that the
bigger fish needs to eat more
than the smaller fish

Tell that these numbers can
be either from the biggest to
the smallest number or from
the smallest to the biggest no.

Sequencing numbers in increasing or
decreasing order

kEY VOCABULARY

Decreasing order is when the
numbers are arranged from
biggest to smallest

Provide an example: 1, 2, 3, 4
is in the increasing order and
4, 3, 2, 1 is in the decreasing
order
Tell that to put 19,7, 63 & 66
in increasing order, the nos.
should be put in order of how
they come in forward counting
Using a number chart, show
that 7 is the first among the
number to appear. Then come
19,63 & 66
In decreasing order the no.
which appears later is written
1st, then comes the 2nd and
so on

Help the students solve
question 5 from the
worksheet. Write the numbers
and the students to refer to
the number chart and arrange
the numbers in increasing
order

Question
To arrange the same
numbers in decreasing order,
which number would you
write first?

Question
How did you know which
number to write first?

Question
Which is the biggest number?
How do you know?

G2.09

LESSON PLAN

G2.09 | problem solve

15min

There are different numbers of windows in each house. Arrange the number of windows
in increasing order: 2 windows, 4 windows, 10 windows, and 12 windows

1

15
2

2

Look at the number chart and arrange
the numbers in decreasing order:
66, 54, 67, 54

50
56
62
68
74

4

23
4

51
57
63
69
75

52
58
64
70

53
59
65
71

54
60
66
72

73

31

76
12

3

55
61
67
73

Arrange the numbers in decreasing
order

44

69
10

29

6

Which is the biggest two- digit number?

7

Which is the biggest one-digit number?

Write the biggest number above the
biggest capsicum and smallest number
near the smallest capsicum and the
middle number above the middle sized
15
23
69
76
capsicum.

55

5

23

9

Arrange the numbers in increasing
order

66

12

57

G2.09

83

WORKSHEET

G2.10

Number estimation (1-99)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will estimate approximate group
size and number location Numerals (1-99)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.9 Know how to sequence numbers in
increasing or decreasing order. Numerals (1
to 99)

Play

Number cards from 0 to 100
A packet of straws

Call 2 students and place a set
of 30 cards in front of them
Ask them to divide the cards
between them without
counting or distributing cards
one by one
Ask that how many cards they
think they have

Divide cards into 2 without counting

PROCESS

Estimate

Actual
count

20

22

34

19

Estimate the group size

PRactice

kEY VOCABULARY

“estimation”

Repeat with other students by
varying the number of cards
in the set

Teacher note
Students are likely to make
visual estimations to split the
set in 2. Allow them a strategy
of their choice

Ask the students to count
their cards and check their
estimates

Take a handful of straws
in one hand and about the
double the straws in the other
hand

Tell them that the no. we
guessed is called as an estimate.
Write this & estimated values in
the estimate column

Ask the students if they think
the number of straws in the
left hand hand are more than
10

Now actually count the straws
& write those nos. in the
actual count column

Ask that “do you think the
number of straws in my right
hand is less than 30?”
Draw a table. Write “estimate”
in the left column and “actual
count” in the right column
Help students solve question
2 of the worksheet.Draw the
objects on the black board and
ask the students to estimate
which group has more than 10
balls

Tell that estimation is
guessing a no. that is close to
the actual no. & it is not actual
counting
Question
Estimate the no. of chocolates
that you need to buy in order
to share with your classmates
Explain that 25 is more than
10 therefore the collection of
25 stars will look bigger than
the collection of 10 stars

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Draw the stars on
the black board and ask the
students to estimate which
group has more than 20 stars
Draw the question on the black board and
help the students estimate the number of
objects

8

G2.10

LESSON PLAN

G2.10 | problem solve

15min

Estimate the number of shapes in each group. Then count to check your answer.

1

Estimate : 25
The number of shapes is less than 30 but more than 20

2

Estimate the number of shapes in
each group. Then count to check your
answer.

Estimate : _______
The number of balloons is less than ______
but more than ______

4

6

Which of these groups has more than
20 stars?

3

Estimate the number of shapes in
each group. Then count to check your
answer.

Estimate : _______
The number of stars is less than ______but
more than ______

5

Which of these groups has more than
50?

Estimate the number of windows in a bus. Also, find out how close you are to the actual
count

G2.10

WORKSHEET

G2.11

Ordinal Labels (1-10)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 2: Counting in Groups

Students will use ordinal labels

TLM

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.01 Know counting upto 10

Books/ notebooks -10

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students might feel that
position of an object is a
fixed attribute and object at
the first position always stay
there
kEY VOCABULARY

None

Play

Ask 5 students to participate
in a race

Ask the other students to rank
the students in order of how
they fared in the race

Explain that each student
participating in the race must
balance 2 books on their head

Question
Where else do you use the
words ”first” , “second” or
“third”

If the books fall off, the
student must start again

Organize a race and ask the students to
identify who finished first, second, and third

PROCESS

Ask the other students to
observe and tell who finishes
first and who finishes last

Take 10 books/notebooks. Tell
students that you will make a
stack of books

Draw books on the black
board and write 1 near
the first book. Explain that
position of the book is “first”

Place one book on the table
and tell students that it is the
first book of the stack

Write 2 near the second book
and explain that position of
the book is “second”

Put another book on top
of the first book and tell
students that it is the second
book
Explain ordinality using a stack of books

PRactice

Draw the picture on the black board and ask
the students to identify positions

Continue placing books and
tell the position of each book

Keep writing numbers & telling
the position of books for all 10
books. Explain that positions of
objects can be changed
Place the last book before
the first book & explain that
the book is now at the first
position

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the picture and
name the students and their
positions

Explain that by adding one
person to the front, the
person who was at the first
position is now at the second
position

Modify the picture such
that the first child is now
at the last position. Ask
the students to tell if the
positions of the students will
change now

Help the students solve
question 5 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to draw 4
fruits such that mango is at
the first position, grapes are
second, watermelon is third,
and banana is fourth

G2.11

LESSON PLAN

G2.11 | problem solve

15min

Circle the object at second position

1

2

Write the positions of these animals

3

Tell the positions of the students

Prakash Moli

Neeru Chanda Muskaan Nabadeep

Prakash Moli

Neeru Chanda Muskaan Nab

1st: __________________________

Prakash Moli

Neeru Chanda Muskaan Nabadeep

Prakash Moli

4

6

Prakash4th:Moli
Neeru Chanda Muskaan N
__________________________
__________________________
Neeru Chanda6th:
Muskaan
Nabadeep

Find the position.

1. The

is in the ____________ spot.

2. The

is in the ____________ spot.

5

Find the position.

Draw more cars so that this car is at 3rd position

G2.11

WORKSHEET

G2.12

Grouping by 10s for counting

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 4: Counting in Tens

Students will count upto 100 by grouping in
10s

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.7 Know how to determine and compare
group size using skip counting (Numerals
1-50)

Play

100 straws
10 rubber bands

Write numbers on the floor as
shown

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Leave the numbers on the
floor for the students to try
out in their free time

30
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

16

17

18

19

6

7

8

9

20
11

12

13

14

1

2

3

4

15
10
5

START

Hop on number grid to revise counting by
10s

PROCESS

1

10

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
100

Bundle sticks to learn counting by 10s Place
90 sticks on the table

PRactice
Tens Ones

Call a student to start from
one and jump on each
number upto 10
Call another student to hop
on every tenth number only
Ask the student to call out the
numbers as they hop to them

Place 90 sticks on the
table. Count 9 sticks slowly
encouraging students to count
along with you

Ask students to recall skip
counting by 10s and point to
the bundles and count them
as 10, 20, 30, and so on

Remind that when we add one
more to 9 it becomes 10.Count
out the 10th stick and bundle
the sticks using a rubber band

Take 9 more sticks and count
them out as ”ninety-one,
ninety-two..” upto 99

Tell that you will group all the
sticks in bundles of 10. Each
bundle will only have 10 sticks
Continue making bundles of
10 straws till you are left with
none. Count the bundles
Help the students solve
question 3 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to count the
circles and write how many
groups of 10 are there

Add another stick and tell the
students when one more is
added to 99 we get 100
Bundle the last group of 10
sticks and explain that there
are 10 groups of 10 sticks in a
hundred
Help the students solve
question 4a from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the picture and
write the number of sticks.
Each bundle has 10 sticks

Tens Ones

Solve the questions on grouping in 10s

Ask the students to check
if there are any circles left
ungrouped. Explain that
ungrouped circles are called
ones

Explain that 1 bundle of 10
sticks can be called as one
tens or 10. Two bundles of 10
sticks can be called as 2 tens
or 20

G2.12

LESSON PLAN

G2.12 | problem solve

15min

Group the shapes by 10s, count and write the number in the box

1

30
2

30

How many groups of 10 can you make?

30

30

3

Identify the number

Tens

Ones

3

0

Tens

Tens Ones

Ones

Tens Ones

Tens
Tens Ones
Ones

Tens Ones
Tens Ones

Tens Ones

groups of tens ______________
3
0
3

Tens Ones

0

Tens Ones

4

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

3

0

Tens Ones

Identify the number

5

Tens Ones
Show 70 by making
groups of 10
triangles

a.

b.

c.

6

Which is bigger? 1 bundle of 50 or 4 bundles of 10?

G2.12

WORKSHEET

G2.13

Compose & decompose 2-digit numbers

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 4: Counting in Tens

Students will compose and decompose
2-digit numbers into 10s and 1s(concrete,
pictorial)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students might have an
alternative conception of
multidigit numbers and
see them as numbers
independent of place value

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.12 Know how to count upto 100 by
grouping in 10s

Play

Set of 50 blocks
Circle cut outs- 30

None
Prepare 6-7 big circle cut outs
and 8-9 small circle cut outs

Big circle

Grouping by responding to single circles
and groups of small single circles in a large
circle

PROCESS

kEY VOCABULARY

Small circle

Place the circles on a table
or on the floor such that all
students can see. Explain that
each big circle is a group of
10 and each small circle is a
single circle
Show students 15 cubes and
count them out. Ask them to
recall how they grouped ten
objects together
Tell that another way to count
the cubes is by making groups
of 10s
Stack ten cubes & point
out that 5 cubes are left
unstacked. Tell that each
group can have only 10 objects

Use cube to compose numbers and write
them as Tens and Ones

PRactice

Draw the question on the black board and
ask the students to write the number in
numerals

Call a student and ask them to
throw a bangle and count how
many big and small circles are
inside the bangle

Encourage the students
to first respond in terms
of groups of 10 circles and
groups of single circles and
then tell the total circles

Make Tens and ones column
on the black board and write
one in Tens column and 5 in
Ones column
Explain the number formed
is “one-five, fifteen”. Show
26 cubes. Arrange them in
2 groups of 10 & leave 6
unstacked
Question: How many towers
of 10 are there? What number
shall I write in the Tens
column?

Therefore, remaining 5 will be
counted as loose cubes. Point
to the stack of 10 cubes & say
5 Ones

Write 6 in Tens & 0 in Ones
column & ask how many
towers of 10 & loose cubes
this no. represents

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to count the groups of Tens
and Ones and form the
number

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to write the given numbers as
Tens and Ones.
56:
70:

Question
There are ____number of Tens
in this picture. There are __
Ones in the picture

Explain that 70 has no Ones.
Therefore, zero is written at
the Ones place

G2.13

LESSON PLAN

G2.13 | problem solve

15min

See the picture and tell how many tens and ones are there

1

Tens

Ones

7
4
Number is : 74

Tens

Ones

7
4
Number is : 74
Tens

Tens
7

2

Ones

4 Ones
Number is : 4
74

7
Number is : 74

See the picture and tell how many tens
and ones are there

3

Tens
Ones
See the picture and tell the number

Tens
Tens

Tens

Ones

Ones

Ones

Number is : 74

4
4a.

4b.

Write the numbers as tens and ones

Tens

Ones

Tens
Ones
7
4
Number is : 74 5

Number : 72
Tens Ones Ones
Tens

How many baskets of flowers and how
many loose
will be required to
Tens flowersOnes
show 56

Number is : 74

Number is : 74

Number : 27
Tens
Ones

Tens

Ones

_______________

6

Tens

_______________

Ones

Tens theOnes
Read the description of the number and paste
number from old newspapers/books/
magazine
Number is : 74

Number is : 74

G2.13

WORKSHEET

G2.14

Compose & decompose numbers (numerically)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 4: Counting in Tens

Students will compose and decompose
2-digit numbers into 10s and 1s
(numerically)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.13 Know how to compose and
decompose 2-digit numbers into 10s & 1s
(concrete, pictorial)

Play
10

1

10

10

10

10

10 cards with “ten” written
and 10 fish drawn on each
10 cards with “one” written
and one fish drawn on each
Prepare a set of 10 cards
with “ten” written and 10 fish
drawn on each
Prepare a set of 10 cards with
“one” written and one fish
drawn on them

1
1

1

1

Pick the correct number of fish

PROCESS

Place the cards on the floor or
the tables so that all students
can see the cards

Write 2-digit numbers and ask the students
to solve

Tell that 46 has 4 Tens & 6
Ones. So, to pick 46 fish, they
can pick 4 cards with 10 fish &
6 cards with one fish each
Allow the student to take their
time and verify their cards by
counting the total fish on their
cards
Repeat the activity with other
students
Question
Would you pick any card with
10 fish if you had to pick only
9 fish?

Write 43 on the board. Remind
that to catch 43 fish, they
picked 4 cards with ten fish
each & 3 cards of 1 fish each

Point out the pattern that a
number has as many Tens
as its first digit and as many
Ones as the second digit

Explain that all 2-digit
numbers can similarly be
decomposed into some Tens
and some Ones

PRactice

None

Ask one student to come and
pick 46 fish. Help the student
pick 4 Tens cards and 6 Ones
cards

Write 43 as “10 and 10 and
10 and 10 and 1 and 1 and 1”.
Explain that all there are 4
Tens and 3 Ones

Decompose numbers and observe the
pattern of Tens and Ones

kEY VOCABULARY

Similarly, decompose and
write 44, 45, 46, and 47 as 10s
and Ones as shown

Write 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
80, and 90 on the board
Tells that numbers 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 have
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Tens
respectively & no Ones
Explain that when there are
no Ones in a number we write
0 at the Ones place

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to identify how many Tens and
how many Ones are there in
the number

Question
Numbers 9 and 90 both have
9 but one is more than the
other. Explain how?

Help the students solve
question 5 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at Tens and Ones and
identify the number

Write both the numbers as
Tens and Ones and explain
that position(place) of the
number is of significance. 9 is
at the Tens place in 90 and is
at Ones place in 9

5 Tens and 7 Ones =

G2.14

LESSON PLAN

G2.14 | problem solve

15min

Find tens and ones

1

__2__ tens

2

Find tens and ones

__3__ ones

Write the number by looking at the
tens and ones

3
3a.

3b.

Tens Ones

6
___Tens

4

___ Ones

4b.

86

98

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

6

6

8

4

66

Write how many tens and how many
ones are there in this number

4a.

Tens Ones

5

A number has 5 tens and 7 ones. Tick
the correct number

57, 75, 507

Read the description of the number and paste the number from old newspapers/books/
magazine

G2.14

WORKSHEET

G2.15

Comparing groups using place value

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 4: Counting in Tens

Students will compare 2-digit numbers using
place value

TLM

While counting Tens and
Ones, students may consider
Tens and Ones as different
numbers

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.15 Know how to Compose and
decompose 2-digit numbers into 10s and 1s

Play

Compare groups and find the bigger
number

PROCESS

Comparing groups using ten frames

PRactice

MISCONCEPTIONS

Big and small circle cut outs20
80 cubes/counters
Prepare big and small circles
as shown. Place 10 big circles
and 10 small circles in a bag

Call two students at a time to
pick a handful of circles from
the bag. Explain that each
big circle is equal to 10 small
circles

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Ask then to count and check
who has a bigger number

Question
Who would have the bigger
number if I have 5 big circles
and you have 8 small circles?

Write 27 & 37 on the board.
Place 20 counters in 2 Ten
frames & the remaining 7
counters to one side

Place 1 set of 40 counters in 4
ten frames & 9 counters to one
side & another in 4 ten frames
& 2 counters to one side

Tell that 27 has 2 Tens & 7
Ones. Repeat for the no. 37
using 3 ten frames & counters.
Tell 37 has 3 Tens & 7 Ones

Explain that though both the
numbers have 4 Tens, 49 has 9
Ones while 42 has just two

Explain that to compare two
numbers, filled Ten frames,
ie. Tens in a number are
compared first

Explain that incase Tens of
both the numbers are the
same, Ones are compared
to find out which number is
bigger

Emphasise that 37 has 3 Tens
and 27 has 2 Tens therefore 27
< 37. Write 49 & 42

Emphasize that 9 Ones are
more than 2 Ones therefore
49>42

Help the students to
solve question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to identify how many Tens
and how many Ones are
there in each number and
find the bigger number

Encourage the students
to first decompose the
number in tens and ones.
Remind students that they
should compare tens before
comparing ones

Help the students to write the
numbers as Tens and Ones
and then compared using <, >
or = symbol.
Draw the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

Compare 27 and 61

G2.15

LESSON PLAN

G2.15 | problem solve

15min

Comparing numbers

1

>

2

Compare the numbers

3

Circle the smaller number

Tens Ones
5
6

4
4a.

4b.

6

Write the number as tens and ones
and compare

Tens Ones
2
7
Tens Ones
2
0

Tens Ones
6
1
Tens Ones
2
8

5

Tens Ones
6
0

Fill in the blank so that the number on
the right is bigger

Tens Ones
5
6

<

Tens Ones
5
_____

Draw and show 41 and 14 using ten frames. Both have the same digits but are the two
numbers equal? How is one number is bigger than the other number when they have the
same digits?

41

14
G2.15

WORKSHEET

G2.16

Skip counting in 2s,5s,10s (1-100)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns

Students will complete numbers sequence
by skip counting forward in 2s, 5s, 10s.
(Numerals 1-100)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

100 cubes

G2.15 Know how to complete number
sequences by counting forward and
backward (numbers 1-50)

Play
2s

5s

10s

Skip count by 2s, 3s, 5s and10s and colour
the number grids

PROCESS
50

55
65

60
75

70
80

90

85
95

100

Counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s using cubes

PRactice

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Divide students in groups of
4. Ask them to write nos 1-50
in their notebook. Each row
should have only 10 nos

Ask one member of each
group to skip count by 3s
& colour all nos in the skip
counting sequence

Ask one member of each
group to skip count by 2s and
colour all numbers in the skip
counting sequence

Ask the students of the group
to compare their number
grids

Ask one member of each
group to skip count by 5s &
colour all numbers in the skip
counting sequence

Questions
Is there any no. that is
coloured in all the grids?

Ask one member of each
group to skip count by 10s
and colour all nos in the skip
counting sequence

How is grid for skip counting
by 5s different from skip
counting by 10s?

Show 5 stacks of 10 cubes
each. Show 50 cubes
unstacked & tell that cubes
can be counted by making
groups of 2s,5s,10s

Arrange all remaining cubes in
groups of 5.Point to groups &
count out 55, 60, 65, 70 and so
on. Write nos on the board

Make a group of 5 cubes.
Explain that counting by 5s
means counting forward 5
from the previous number

Tell that when counting
the same cubes by 2s the
sequence would be- 50, 52, 54,
56, 58

Point to the cubes of a group
and count out “51, 52, 53, 54,
and 55”. Emphasize on “55”

When counting by 10s,
sequence would be 50, 60, 70

Tell that skip counting can
begin from any no. When you
have 50 cubes, the next group
of 5 makes 55

Explain when we count by 2s,
5s or 10s we count forward by
2, 5 or 10 respectively

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to complete the sequence by
counting by 2s

Explain that skip counting
also works for backward
counting. Count back 5
numbers from 50. Write 45.
Count back 5 more numbers.
Write 40. Explain that all
backward skip sequences can
be completed similarly

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to count backwards by 5 to
complete the sequence

Question
In counting backward by
2s, what number will you
subtract to get the next
number?

G2.16

LESSON PLAN

G2.16 | problem solve

15min

Count forward by 2s

1

50

2

Count forward by 2s

68

4

52

70

58

72

60

Count forward by 5s

3

15

Count backward by 5s

30

Check if the numbers show skip
counting by 10

5

30

6

54

50

60

65

75

80

Start from 51 and check if you can reach number 99?
If not, what is the number closest to 99 that you can reach?

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
G2.16

WORKSHEET

G2.17

Backward skip counting in 3s & 4s (1-100)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns

Students will complete numbers sequence
with skip counting backwards in 3s & 4s
Numerals (1-100)

TLM

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.04 Know how to complete no. sequences
by counting forward & backward (nos 1-50)

Play

None

Draw a number grid on the
floor

Explain that the grasshoppers
will make 4 jumps at a time

Tell one group that they
should play the role of frogs.
Explain that frogs will make 3
jumps at a time

PROCESS

Tell the other group that
they should play the role of a
grasshopper
Show 6 stacks of 10 cubes
each. Remove 5 cubes one
after the other & count out 60,
59, 58, 57, 56, 55
Remind students that this is
called counting backwards. Tell
that backward counting can
also be in groups of 3s or 4s

Counting backwards by 3s & 4s using cubes

PRactice

Write the question on the black board & ask
the students to solve

kEY VOCABULARY

60 cubes

Call 6 students & divide them
in teams of 3

Hop forward by 3s or 4s

MISCONCEPTIONS

Call out “team frog” or “team
grasshopper” & ask them to
hop forward
After each round, ask the
team to call out the number
they are at
Repeat with other students

Point to the second group &
call out 57, 56, 55. Tell that 54
cubes are left as stacks
Point to the other group & call
out 54, 53, 52. Emphasize that
51 cubes are left as stacks

Represents removing objects
in groups of 3s & 4. Rearrange
the cubes in 6 stacks of 10 &
remove 3 cubes

Summarize that while
counting backwards, cubes
are removed in groups &
write the no.s of remaining
cubes

Point to removed cubes &
say “cube no. 60, cube no.59,
& cube no. 58”.Tell 57 cubes
remain as stack

Explain that objects can
similarly be removed in
groups of 4s

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to complete the sequence by
counting backward by 3s

Question
Repeat question 4 with
counting backward by 3s.
Compare the sequence &
check which numbers are
there in both the sequences

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to count backward by 4s to
complete the sequence

G2.17

LESSON PLAN

G2.17 | problem solve
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Count forward by 4s

1

50

Count forward by 3s

2

69

4

72

33

75

36

58

62

66

Count forward by 4s to fill the missing
numbers

3

16

Find the error and correct this skip
counting

30

6

54

38

39

28

Check if the numbers show skip
counting by 4s

5

40

44

54

64

74

Start from 51 and check if you can reach number 99?
If not, what is the number closest to 99 that you can reach?

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
G2.17

WORKSHEET

G2.18 | problem solve

15min

Count backward by 3s

1

66

Count backward by 4s

2

56

4

63

60

60

57

Count backward by 4s to fill the missing
numbers

3

64

54

88

Find the error & correct this backward
skip counting

80

Check if the numbers show skip

5

66 63
60 57by54
counting
4s
64 60 56

30

33

36

38

39

8840

8044

54

64

74

30 33 36 38 39
40 44 54 64 74
6

Exchange the position of girl & playground

86
90
43
98
53
60
70

8
21
24
27
30
33
36

3
5
49
18
77
16
69
37
39

6
9
12
15
81

48
15
29
66
59

45 72
42 63
G2.18

WORKSHEET

G2.19

Extending number patterns (1-100)

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns

Students will be able to identify the rule of a
number pattern and extend it

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

G2.16 Know forward and backward skip
counting

Play

None

None

Ask the students to make a
number grid for numbers 1-40
in their notebooks

Ask the students to make
another number grid for
1-40 and colour every second
number yellow

Tell the students to colour
every 3rd number pink

Question
Describe the colour patterns
in the two number grids

Write no.s 2, 4, 6, 8, &10 on
the black board. Point to 4 &
tell its 2 more than 2.Point at
6 & tell it’s 2 more than 4

To find the rule, we start from
17 & check if the next no.s are
increasing or decreasing

Describing number patterns

PROCESS

Understanding and finding number pattern
rules

PRactice

Write the numbers on the black board and
ask the student to extend the pattern

Tell that no.s in this sequence
are 2 more than the previous
no. Write no. patterns & how
they all follow some rules

Next, we find out the
difference between 17 and
19. Here the difference is 2
Difference between 19 and 21
is also 2

Each no. is either more than its
previous one by some no. or is
lesser than the previous no.

Explain that they can extend
the no. pattern by adding 2 to
the last no. The no. after 25
will be 27

Tell that if we know the rule
we can write the next number
in the pattern. Write no.s 17,
19,21,23

Question: Point to no. 40, 36,
34, 30, 26 & ask them what they
notice about the no. pattern

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Write the numbers
on the board and ask the
students to find the next
number in the sequence
a.5, 10 , 15, 20,
b.100, 90, 80, 70

Encourage the students to
first describe the pattern in
their own words and then
identify the next number in
the sequence. Allow students
to reach conclusions like, “the
pattern has 5s”, “the numbers
are increasing from left to
right” etc

Allow students to reach
conclusions like, “the pattern
has 5s” , “the numbers
are increasing from left to
right”etc

Ask the students to make
a number pattern of their
choice starting from number
30

G2.19
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15min

Circle only those numbers which form a pattern in each row:

1

25

2

57

58

59

There is a number pattern in each row.
Find the pattern and circle it ?

100 98 96 94 92 90 88 85

60

61

62

85

3

Find the next number in the sequence.

a.

5, 10 , 15, 20,

b.

100, 90, 80, 70

45 0 22 23 24 25 25
23 14 95 90 85 80 75 70
30 19 12 60 70 80 90 100

4

Complete the patterns:

a.

3, 5, ___, 9, ___, 13

b.

35, ___, 45, 50, ___, 60

5

Roll a dice. Note the number that comes up. Write a pattern starting from the number on
the dice and increasing by the same number.
E.g.: If 3 comes up on the dice, we can write:
3, 6, 9, 12 ……
Write any five different patterns.

G2.19

WORKSHEET

G2.20

Comparing groups by skip counting

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns

Students will be able to compare groups by
skip counting in 2, 5 and 10s

TLM

None

40- 50 min

kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

G2.19 Know how to extending number
patterns (1-100)

Play
30

20

Counting fingers in groups of 5s and 10s

PROCESS

None

None

Call five students in front. Ask
3 of them to stand on your left

Tell them to count by 10s and
find out number of fingers in
each group

Call 2 more students and ask
them to stand on your right

Repeat the activity by varying
the number of students in
each group

Ask both groups of students
to show their palms

Teacher’s Notes
Allow students to skip count
by 5s while counting fingers

Ask the students to identify
the group which has more
fingers in all

Draw 20 fish on the board in
4 groups of 5. Write 5 above
each group of fish and tell
that there are 4 such groups
Explain that to quickly count
all the fish we can count by 5s
Ask the students to recall
that skip counting sequence
for 5s : 5, 10, 15, 20. Write the
sequence on the black board

Comparing and counting in groups

PRactice

2, 4, 6, 8, 10

MISCONCEPTIONS

Write group 1, group 2 , group
3 and group 4 below 5, 10, 15,
and 20 respectively

Encourage them to also skip
count by 10s, once they have
counted by 5s
Emphasize that 4 groups of 5
fish are equal to 20 fish
Draw 2 groups of 10 birds
on the left of the board &
3 groups of 10 birds on the
right.Tell that each group has
10 birds
Write 10 & 20 below groups
on the left & write 10, 20 & 30
below the three groups on the
right
Tell that by counting by 10s
you could quickly find out how
many birds are there in each
group

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
Look at the image and find out
total circles in the image?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the image and find
out which group has more
wheels

Questions
How many groups of 5 dots
are there?
How many dots will be there
in three groups?

Encourage students count
wheels in 2s for each group

2, 4

Draw the picture on the black board and ask
the students to compare the groups

G2.20

LESSON PLAN

G2.20 | problem solve

15min

Skip count by 2s, 5s or 10s and write the quantity of objects in each group given below:

1

Ans. : 35

2

Skip count by 2s, 5s or 10s and write the
quantity of objects in each group given
below

a.

b.

4

Arrange these stars and bags in groups
of 10s.

3

Look at the image and find out which
group has more wheels.

5

Count and tell which is more feathers

Are there more bags or are there more stars?

6

Take two handfuls of match sticks and try counting one by one.
Now, count the same sticks by 5s.
Now, Count the same sticks by 10s.
Which method was easier and faster to count? Why?

G2.20

WORKSHEET

G2.21

Compare groups by skip counting in 3s & 4s

Number Sense Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns

Students will be able to compare groups by
skip counting objects in 3s and 4s

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

G2.19 Know how to extending number
patterns (1-100)

Play

Skip counting the objects

PROCESS

4, 8,12,16, 20

4, 8,12

Recall skip counting in 3s and understand
skip counting for 4s

PRactice

Help students solve questions

None

None

Make 2 students stand
holding three ice-cream sticks
in each of their hands

Ask which group has more
sticks. Write the quantities of
sticks on the board

Make 2 other students stand
and hold four sticks in each of
their hands

Show chart of objects and point
to the group of 3 and 4 objects.
Ask to skip count and tell which
group has more objects

Ask which pair has more
sticks. Ask for the number of
sticks with each pair. Write
both the quantities on the
board

Questions: By what no.
would you skip count the
Penguins?
Count total sticks if the pair
has 3 sticks in each hand?

Ask one more student to join
each pair with 3 and 4 sticks
respectively

Teacher’s Note: Make them
hold sticks high up & help
those struggling by telling
count on strategies

Draw 6 groups of 3 balloons
on the board. Write 3 above
each and tell that there are 6
such groups

Draw 5 groups of 4 carrots
on left side of the board & 3
groups on its right side. Tell
that each group has 4 carrots

Tell the students that we can
count these balloons by 3s
and ask the students to recall
skip counting by 3s

Write 4,8,12,16, and 20 below
groups on the left. Write 4,8
and 12 below the three groups
on the right

Write 3, 6, 9, 12 to help
students recall. Now write 3,6
9, 12, 15 , 18 below groups 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 respectively

Tell that by counting by 4s you
could quickly find out that
there are 20 carrots in one
group and 12 in the other

Emphasize that 6 groups of 3
balloons are equal to 18
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
look at the picture and count
how many fish are there

Questions
How many fish will be there
in the 6 bowls?
Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to make groups of 4 and
tell whether there are more
flowers or more butterflies

Questions
How many fingers are there
in a fish bowl?

G2.21

LESSON PLAN
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G2.21 | problem solve

15min

Skip count 4s and find out how many fish
are there

1

How many fish are there?`

2

4

4

4

8

12

8

_________

16

12

_________

8

12

_________
4
8 _________
12
16

_________

Count and write which group has more
snails

_________

_________

84

12
8

16
12

16

Count by 3s or 4s and write the total
number of objects:

4

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

Group 1

b.

16

_________

_________

16

16

a.
4

12

_________

4

3

8

_________

_________
4

OR

8 _________
12
16

a

_________
4

8

12

16

_________

Group 1Group 1
_________

_________

_________

_________ _________

_________

_________

b

_________

a

Group 1
Group 1

5a

Group 2

a

Group 2

a
Make groups of 4 and tell whether
there
are more flowers or more butterflies

6
Group 1

b
b
Count and tick at the
collection
with
more objects:
Group 2

b

Group 1

a

b

Group 2

Group 1

Group 2

a

a

b

b

b

7

Count the flowers in the two baskets. Draw more flowers in the second
basket so that both the baskets have the same number of flowers

G2.21

WORKSHEET

Time and Money

08

03

Represents an amount up to Rs.100 using notes and coins
Identifies months of year using calendar
Identifies days of week and timetables
Records and interprets data using tally marks, simple tables and
pictographs

Circle cut
outss

Coins and
notes

Class time
table

Calendar

Blank slips

Ball

Water
bottle

Chalk

Glass

A round
fruit

G2.22

Common notes and coins

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 8: Tens and Ones

Students will recognize commonly used
coins and notes

TLM

Students might have
misconception that coins are
always lesser in value than
currency notes

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.03 Know how to recognize numerals 1 100

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

Coins - Rs.1, Rs.2, Rs.5, Rs.10
Notes for Rs.10, Rs.20, Rs.50,
Rs.100
Divide children into groups
of 4
Hand out coins to each group
and ask the students to trace
the coins in their notebooks

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Are all the coins of the same
size? Which is the biggest
coin?
If you have a Rs 1 coin can you
buy a Rs 10 pen using it?

Ask the students to keep the
coin below the paper and rub
their pencils over it to get an
impression of the coin

Trace different coins on a paper and
compare how they look

PROCESS

Questions
Where on the coin do you see
its value? What else can you
see on the coins?
Show Rs 5, 10, 20 , 50 and 100
notes to the student. Pick each
note and point to the place
where its value is written
Explain that each currency note
and coin has its value written in
numerals and in words. Tell the
colour of each note
Explain that notes of different
denominations look different.
Eg. Rs 10 note is brown and Rs
50 note is blue-green

Learning difference in currency notes and
coins through colour & size

PRactice

Show a Rs 10 note and Rs 10
coin and explain that some
denominations have coins as
well
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the pictures and
match the currency notes with
their correct value
Help the students solve
question number 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the price of each
item and select the correct
note/coin

Show Rs 5 note and a Rs 10 coin
and explain that Rs 10 coin has
more value than Rs 5 note
Explain that the value of the
coin/ note is determined by
the numeral written on it and
not on its size
Question
Why is money useful? When
do we use money?
Teacher’s Notes
Introduce the idea of people
exchanging things directly
before money was invented
Questions
What can you buy for Rs.10?

Questions
Which is more a coin for Rs
10 or note for Rs 20?

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

G2.22

LESSON PLAN

G2.22 | problem solve

15min

Write the value of each coin/note

1

__Rs
== -1

5__

-50

2011

= _________
=_____

= -1
=_____
2

-10
2011

-100

50
-50

2011

-5

-10

2011

Which of these has value of Rs 10

3

50
100

= -1

`-5050

= -1

2011

= -1

=_____

2011

=_____
2011

-1

2011

`-10-510

2011

=_____

50

50

2013
2013

-5

-5

6

-10 /-

-10 /-

-5

2013
2013

-1

-5

-5
-10

-10

2013

2011

-1

-5

-10

100

-10 /-

-100
-5

-10 /-

2013

2011

-1

-5

-10

Write 5 things that you can buy if you have one Rs 50 note
2013

2011

-1

-5

-1

2011
2011

-1

2011

2011

2013

-10

2011

50

-100

-100

Look at the price of item and select the
-50 correct note/coin
2013

-10

-10

5

2011

2013

2011

-10

`-100
100

2013

-50

2011

2013
2013

`-5 5

100

=_____

-10

2013

-50

-100

100

100

50

Which one does not
= exist
-1

-5

-50

2013

4

2011

-1

value

2011

2013

2013

Match the coins and notes -1with
their
0 /-100

-5

2011

-10 /-

2011

2013

100
2013

2011

2013

-10

G2.22

WORKSHEET

G2.23

Representing amount with Rs. 10 and Rs. 1

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 8: Tens and Ones

Students will represent amount up to 99
using Rs. 10 and Rs. 1

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.22 Know and recognize common coins
and currency notes

Play

Dummy coins - Rs1, Rs2, Rs5,
Rs 10
Dummy notes- Rs10, Rs 20,
Rs50, 100

PROCESS

Which notes and coins would
you use if the water bottle
was for Rs 15?

Divide students in groups of
4. Distribute dummy currency
notes and coins to each group

Teacher notes
Ensure that the price of each
item is such that students can
pay using any one note/coin

Questions
How much money would you
have to pay if you had bought
two match boxes?
Show a pencil and tell the
students that it is for Rs. 3
Explain that there is no coin or
note for Rs. 3. Therefore, you
will make Rs 3 using Re 1 coins
Show 3 Rs. 1 coins and tell the
students that 1+1+1 is 3 so 3
Rs. 1 coins make Rs. 3

Using Rs. 10 and Rs. 1 notes to make bigger
amounts

PRactice

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

None

Place everyday items like a
matchbox, a water bottle, a
book, a pencil box etc. Paste
price stickers on each

Ask each group to come to
you desk and buy the objects
using the dummy notes and
coins
Buy items using dummy notes and coins

kEY VOCABULARY

Explain that other coins
and notes can also be used
in together to make bigger
values
Help the students solve
question 3 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to look at
the pictures and match the
currency notes with their
correct value

Help the students solve
question number 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
look at the price of each item
and select the correct note/coin

Emphasize that money can be
added just as no.s are added.
Draw 10 Rs note &1 Re coin &
show 10+1 is 11
The coin & the note together
make Rs 11.Draw 3 Rs 10
notes and explain that 3 notes
make Rs. 30
Questions
Is there a Rs 35 note? Which
notes will you use to pay Rs. 35?
If I have 2 notes of Rs. 5 how
much money would i have?

Questions
What can you buy for Rs.10?

Questions
Which is more a coin for Rs
10 or note for Rs 20?

G2.23

LESSON PLAN

G2.23 | problem solve

1

15min

10 ₹

Write the value of each coin/note

1

1

1

1
1010 ₹

= _Rs 11_
1

10

= _____
10= _Rs10
10
10
10
10 10 10 10
11_

110 ₹

10₹
= _Rs 10
11_

10

1

1

1

1

₹

10 ₹

1

10 ₹

1

1

10 ₹

1

1

10 ₹

1

110 ₹1

10 ₹

1

____________

1

1

6

1

10 ₹
1

1

1
10
₹

Rs. 4

Rs.
22
1

Rs. 30

10 ₹

Rs. 10
4 ₹

1

Rs. 22

10 ₹

1

10 ₹
1

10 ₹

Rs. 2

10 ₹
Hair
1
Oil

Rs. 4
Rs. 22 10 ₹Rice 10 ₹
Rs. 30
Look at the price of milk packet and
5
Rice
1

1

1 the
1 correct
1
1number of Rs 10 and
select

Rs. 4 Rs. 1 notes 45 ₹

1

Rs. 22

10 ₹
Rs. 30

1

Rs. 4

____________

Rs. 3

1
____________

____________

Rs. 30

1

= _____

= _Rs 11_

10 ₹

1

10 ₹

How many note of Rs. 10 and how
45Rs.₹70
many Rs.1 coins will make

1

10 ₹

10 ₹

1

10 ₹

Rs.1 30

10 ₹

10 ₹

10

1
Rs.1010
4 ₹10 10 10 10 = _____
= _____
coins and notes with their
3
1 Match
1 the10
₹
value

10
10₹ ₹ 10 ₹
10 ₹

10 ₹

10 ₹

11

10 ₹

1

4

Rs.1022 1

10 ₹

1
1
10
₹ 10
10₹ 1010110
10
10
₹
Which of these makes
Rs_____
12
=
10 10

2

= _Rs 11_

Rice

Hair
Oil

45 ₹

45 ₹

Hair
1
₹ and how
Find out the price of these items and write how many notesRice
of 10
Rs 10
Oil many Rs 1
1
coins will be required to buy it

10 ₹

45 ₹

____________

10 ₹

1

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

Rice

Hair
Oil

45 ₹
G2.23

WORKSHEET

NUMBER operations

23

08

Adds 2-digit number with and without carry
Subtracts 2-digit number with and without borrow
Solves 2-digit addition and subtraction word problems
Builds fluency in addition and subtraction for sum up to 20 using
different strategies
Represents 2-digit numbers using multiple combinations of smaller
numbers

Balls

Counters

Cubes

Small box

Currency
notes and
coins

beads

bowl

sticks

rubber
bands

books

Scissors

chalk

G2.24

Add 1-digit & 2-digit numbers (up to 20)

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 10: Add our points (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to add 1-digit and 2-digit
numbers

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None
None

40- 50 min

kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

None

G1.62 Know the number facts that add up
to 10.

Play

Ask 8 boys and 4 girls to come
forward. Ask the others to tell
the total no. of students who
have come forward

Ask the students to count on
from 8 by saying the numbers
as 9, 10, 11 and 12. So, there
are 12 students in total

Emphasize that there are 8
boys and 4 girls. Write 8 and 4
on the black board

Arrange the boys in 2 rows,
with 5 in 1st row and 3 in 2nd
row. Form a group of 10 by
adding 2 girls from the 4 girls

Question
What method of adding did
you use?
Revise adding strategies

PROCESS
10 Guavas

2 Mangoes

8 Guavas

10 + 8 + 2 + 3 = 23

Addition by making groups of tens

Repeat with other numbers
and allow the students to
count themselves using the
two strategies

Draw 10 guavas in one row
and 8 in the other. Tell the
students that you will now
add 5 mangoes

Point to the 2 rows of ten and
explain that 2 complete rows
of 10 show 20 fruits

Call out 18 and count forward
5 and tell students that 18 & 5
make 23

Tell the students that 3
mangoes remain which can
be drawn in the third row
Help the students solve
question 2b from the
worksheet. Draw the picture
and ask the students to count
the total number of circles by
making groups of 10
13+9= ?

PRactice
10

3

Tell the 8 boys (bigger
number) to stand in a straight
line closely & 4 girls after
them

Tell that another way is by
making groups of 10. Draw 2
mangoes next to 8 guavas &
tell that there is a row of 10
now

3 Mangoes

7
2

Then, count on from 10, as 11,
12 (or) 10 + 2 = 12

+

Point to the remaining 3
mangoes and add by counting
forward 3 from 20
Summarize the calculation
in numerals. Write 18+5 and
expand it to 10+8+2+3
Tell that you have split 5 into 2
& 3 so that 2 can be added to
8 to make 10. Add step wise as
shown
Teacher’s notes
Making groups of 10 is
easier when students know
1-digit addition facts well. If
the students have difficulty
in making groups of 10,
encourage students to revise
additional facts and/or draw
objects in rows of 10

13 + 9 = 10 + 3 + 7 + 2

Give practice questions on adding 1 digit
nos. & 2 digit nos.

Help the students solve
question 4 from the worksheet.
Write the question and ask
the students to add by making
groups of 10

G2.24

LESSON PLAN

G2.24 | problem solve

15min

Add by counting forward

1

a.

13

+

7

= 20

+
b. 14 + 4 = ………...

2

Add by making groups of 10

3

Find the total number of vehicles:

13+9=

…….. Scooters + ..……. cars = …………….. vehicles

4

Ankur bought 10 ice-cream sticks with
chocolate flavour and 6 ice-cream
sticks with strawberry flavour. Find
the total number of ice-cream sticks
bought by Ankur

5

Ravi bought 12 bananas and 6 oranges.
Find the total number of fruits bought
by him

10+6=

6

Jansi bought some chocolates, cakes and samosas. There were 7 chocolates and 5 samosas
and 12 cakes. How many food items were there in all?

G2.24

WORKSHEET

G2.25

Add horizontally without regrouping

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 10: Add our points (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to add 2-digit numbers
horizontally without regrouping (sum not
exceeding 99)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.24 Know addition facts till 10
G2.14 Know how to compose and
decompose numbers

Play
TENS
3

ONES
4

34 =

T
3

ONES
4

T
5

ONES
2

=

TENS
5

ONES
2

52 =

=

Pink card or blue card?

PROCESS

8 pink color cards with
numbers 1-8
10 blue color cards with
numbers 0-9 written on them

kEY VOCABULARY

Call 2 students and place
blue cards in front of one
and pink cards in front of the
other student

Call 2 more students and ask
them to show 52 in the same
way

Tell the students that pink
cards represent tens and blue
cards represent ones
Ask them to show 34. Remind
them that 34 has 3 tens, and
4 ones
Help them pick the correct
cards

Write 76 + 21
Decompose 76 & write as 7
tens(using a pink chalk) & +
6 ones (using a blue chalk).
Hence, 76= 70 + 6

None

Ask the students with pink
cards to stand together and
students with blue cards to
stand together
Repeat with other numbers
Questions
How many tens are there in
all? How many ones are there
in all?
Point to the ones and add
using counting forward
strategy
Next, point to the tens and
add using counting forward
strategy

Similarly decompose 21 and
write as 2 tens + 1 ones using
pink and blue chalks

Emphasize that tens and ones
cannot be added directly.
Explain that the two digits
need to be written separately

Decompose numbers and add

Explain that ones (written in
blue chalk) should be added
first followed by tens

Write 9 tens and 7 ones on the
black board and explain that 9
tens and 7 ones become 97

PRactice

Help the student solve
question 3b from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to decompose the number in
tens and ones and then add
22 + 46 = ?

Encourage students to keep
ones to the right and tens to
the left, this will help them
compose the number easily

Ensure that the students
are able to compose and
decompose numbers

Help the student solve question
5 from the worksheet. Read
out the question and write in
numerals. There are 14 girls
and 15 boys in a class. Find the
total number of students in the
class
14 +15= ?

Write the questions and help the students
add the numbers horizontally

G2.25

LESSON PLAN

G2.25 | problem solve

15min

Add

1

Tens
3

Ones
4

+

Tens
3

Ones
4

= 3Tens + 3 Tens + 4 Ones + 4 Ones
= 6 Tens + 8 Ones
= 68

2

Complete the following:

3

58 + 21

a.

Complete the following

32 + 45 =
……… + ……… + …….. + ……… = ………..

= 5 Tens + 8 Ones +
2 Tens + 1 Ones
= ………..

4

b.

22 + 46 =
……… + ……… + …….. + ……… = ………..

Which numbers will you add next

21+37
2 Tens + 1 Ones +
3 Tens + 7 Ones
2 Tens and 1 Ones
or 1 Ones and 7 Ones?

5

There are 14 girls and 15 boys in a class. Find the total number of students in the class

G2.25
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G2.26

Adds vertically without regrouping

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 10: Add our points (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to add 2-digit numbers
vertically without carry over (sum not
exceeding 99)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

red and yellow counters

Know how to add 1-digit numbers to 2-digit
numbers without carry over

Play

Split the class into groups of 4
students
Tell them to split a page
vertically into 2 parts to show
the “ones”, “tens” columns,
and answer section as shown
Ask them how many tens
and ones are there in 24. The
students should be able to say
2 tens and 4 ones

Use red and yellow counters to add
numbers

PROCESS

Tens

Repeat the same procedure
for 15. Ask them to put all the
yellow counters together &
red counters together
Tell them to notice 3 red
counters and 9 yellow
counters in the answer space
Question
What number do 3 ten and 9
ones make?
Teacher note
The red & yellow counters can
also be replaced with duplicate
money of Rs. 10 & Re. 1

Write 53+42 on the black
board. Explain that 53 has 5
tens and 3 ones and 42 has 4
tens and 2 ones

Count forward 2 from 3 and
write 5 in the answer space.
Count forward 4 from 5 and
write 9 in the answer space

On the board, draw small
shapes to show the numbers
tens and ones in each number

Summarize that two 2-digit
numbers can be added by first
writing the numbers in “ones”
and “tens” columns

Encourage students to use
mental calculation to add the
numbers

PRactice

None

Tell them to put 2 red
counters in the tens column
and 4 yellow counters in the
ones column

Now ask them how many ones
are there in all and how many
tens are there in all
Using shapes for adding

kEY VOCABULARY

Then numbers in the ones
column should be added
followed by numbers in the
tens column

Help the student solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Write the
question on the black board
and ask the students to add

Emphasize that the students
should add the numbers in
the ones column separately
and the numbers in the Tens
column separately

Allow the students to
compose the two addends
by looking at the question.
Help them understand that
composing numbers from
tens and ones is not the same
as adding numbers

Help the student to solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Read out the
question and write in
numerals. There are 23
oranges in one bag and 12
oranges in another bag. Find
the total number of oranges

Ones
………32……..

+

…45………..
7

7

……77…..

Write additional questions on the black
board and help the students solve

G2.26
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=

+ € € € €€
8

31

15min

= ...... 54........
5.

= ...... 85........

Complete the following and add:

1

T

a. T

O

€
= 31
T T€ €
OO
€€€€€€€ € O
T
+ €€€
3154........
......
= == 31
T
O
T
O5. = =
€ € €8
= ......
85........
31
54........
+ +€ €€ €€ €€ €€ €
==............
54........
31
€8€ €
=......
85........
=......
31
+ € €8€
5. 5. == ......
54........
€€
85........
+ € € €T€ €
= ...... 54........
O
5.
= ......
85........
+ €8€ € € €
= ......
54........
8
5.
=
......
85........
Complete
the
following
and
add:
2
€
= .................
T€T
O O5.
8
= ...... 85........
+ €€T€€ € € T O
= .................
.................
O= =
.................
T€ €
O
€€€€T
€ € €€€ O
= =....................
.................
.................
= 31
+ +€ €€€€€€€
== .................
.................
€€
....................
=
.................
.................
= ...... 54........
+ €€€€ €€€€€€+ € € € € €
==
.................
=
.................
€
€
_______________________________
+
=
.................
8
5.
= ...... 85........
+ €€€ €
= .................
=
.................
€€
_______________________________
= .................
T T
OO = .................
€ € €€ €

T
€ €2
a. a. T
T
7
+
€
€
a. 2 €2 €
+
T€
a. €
T
+
a. 2
77
+
2T

+
+

a.

+

4

oranges in another bag. Find the total
€€€
= 31
number of oranges in the two bags
+

= ...... 54........
€ € € €€
T
b.O
a.
8
5.
= ...... 85........
T
O
2O
3T
2
4
6
0
€€
= .................
2 1T
9O
3
+ 7 1
+
____________
€€
€€
+ € €____________
= .................
= .................
€€

1

54........

85........

+ €€€ €
€€

4

43
4
O
O
4
33
4O
34
3
3

O

2

4

7

3

+
5

T
O
6
0
= b..................
b.
T
O
O 9
+T 61
b.
=
6
00
b. .................
T
O
O
+61T 1
99
0
= +b.
.................
T
6
0O

OO

T

a.

€€€ €

b.

+
+

16
1
+ 1

90
9
9

Add the following:

3

== .................
31

.................
+ €+€ € €
==......
54........
€
€€
There are823 oranges in5.
one
12
T bag
O.................
==and
......
85........

72
7
+ 7

O
O

b.

+

T

O

2

4

7

3

T

O

6

0

1

9

b.

+

T

O

6

0

1

9

a.A

bag has 20 grey b.balls and 15 yellow
T
O
T
O
balls. How many balls are there in the
2
4
6
0
bag?
1
9
3
+ 7
+

= .................
= .................
= .................

...........

...........

..........

6

How old are you now? What will be your age after 12 years?

G2.26
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G2.27

Missing addend in 2-digit addition

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 10: Add our points (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to identify the missing
addend in 2-digit addition statements

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

12 red and 6 blue balls

G1.24 Know how to add 1-digit numbers and
2-digit numbers

Play

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Recall that addition is putting
together. E.g. 3 + 5 = 8, 3 and 5
are addends and 8 is the total
(or) sum

Tell the students that they
have to fold 5 fingers

Ask students how many
fingers are there in their
hands

Ask the students to fold 3 of
their fingers. Ask them how
many more fingers they have
to fold all 10 fingers

Tell them to fold 5 of their
fingers. Ask them if they want
to fold 10 fingers, how many
more fingers they need to fold
Find the how many more fingers should be
folded to fold all 10

PROCESS

Count on from 5 as 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 and fold your fingers one
by one
Hold a bag that has total 18
red & blue balls. Keep 12 red
balls on the table & ask to find
no. of blue balls in the bag
Explain that they can count
on from 12 (addend) till they
reach 18 (total)
After 12, it’s 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18. As there are 6 numbers,
6 more balls are required to
make 18

Write in text: 18 = 12+____

PRactice

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

Write 12 + 6 = 18. Tell that a
missing addend can be found
by counting forward from the
addend given

Tell students that they can
also find the missing addend
by finding the difference
between total number and one
addend
Explain how there should be
18 balls but we see only 12 &
difference between 18 &12 gives
the missing number of balls
Write 18-12 & use counting
forward method to subtract. 6
is difference of 18 &12 so blue
balls are 6
Tell them to notice getting
the same answer from
all methods & choose the
method easiest for them

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to find the missing number
a. 15 +_____ = 19

Help the students solve
question 5 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to find the missing number
_____ + 0 = 14

Questions
Which method did you use to
find the missing number?
Can the missing addend be
bigger than the total? Why/
why not?

Explain that number
sentences where one addend
is 0 means that nothing more
has been added. Therefore,
the total is the same as the
missing addend

G2.27

LESSON PLAN

G2.27 | problem solve

15min

There are 21 fruits in all but some are hidden below the cloth. Can you tell how many are hidden.

1

14
13
12

18

15

14

11+ ___=21
2

+
+

Find out the missing number.

11+ ___=21
= 17
+

+

+

+

= 21

= 17

= 21

= 17
= 21

20

18
21

17

14

12

11+ ___=21

15

16

13

19

16

13

21
18

11 + 10 = 21
12+ ___=20

3

17

___10=14

12+ ___=20

15+ ___= 19

16

11+10 ___ 21

Find the missing number.

15+ ___= 19

20

15
17

12
11+10
___ 21

15+ ___= 19

19

11+10 ___ 2

___10=14

12+ ___=20

___10

15 + ……….. = 19

4

Find the missing number.

12 + ……….. = 20

6

5

Find the missing number.

……….. + 0 = 14

There are 25 seats in a school van. 12 children are sitting in the van. How many more children
can sit in the van?

G2.27
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G2.28 | problem solve

15min

Add:

1

1 + 9 + 6 =
10 + 6 = 16

2

Add:

a.

2 + 3 + 4 = .............

b.

4

3

2+4+9
2+4+4
1+1+9

3 + 4 + 2 = .............

Add by making 10

8 + 9 + 2 =

Match the number sentences that have
the same sum

5

1+9+ 6 =
10+6 =
16
.............

4+4+2
9+1+1
9+4+2

Raj bought a rose plant. On day 1, 4
roses were seen on the plant. On day 2,
there were no roses and on day 3 there
were 68+9+2
roses =
on?the plant. Find the
total number of roses that bloomed on
these 3 days.

a. 2+3+4 =.........
b. 3+4+2 =.........
Match the number sentences that have the same sum

6

2+4+9

4+4+2

2+4+4

9+1+1

1+1+9

9+4+2

Write this number statement in 3 different way such that the sum does not change

7 + 9 + 4

G2.28

WORKSHEET

G2.29

Decompose as a sum of 3 1-digit nos.

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 10: Add our points (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to decompose and write
a number as a sum of three 1-digit numbers

TLM

Students might have a
misconception that a
number can be split only in 1
combination of 3 numbers

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.64 Know how to add 1-digit numbers
G1.54 Know how to add 3 1-digit number

Play

beads/counters

7

4

Divide the class into groups
of 3

3

10

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Give 20 beads/counters to
each group
6

MISCONCEPTIONS

Tell them to share the 20
beads among themselves.
Number of beads each one
gets need not be equal

After 5 minutes, ask 3-4
groups to tell how they
distributed the counters
between themselves
Summarize that each group
divided the counters in their
own way but the sum was
always 20

10

Distribute the beads

PROCESS

Tell them to write addition
statements with the number
of beads each one gets

Take a number strip with 15
squares and tear the strip into
3 pieces as shown
Make the students notice that
the pieces have 3, 7, and 5
squares
Explain that 15 can be split as
3 + 7 + 5. Draw the strip on the
board and write 3 + 7 + 5 on
the black board

Tear a piece of paper to explain that
numbers can be decomposed into 3 parts

PRactice

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to split the number into 3
smaller

Add the 3 nos. by counting
forward & tell that the
same numbers when added
together make 15

Tell that all 3 nos. are less
than 15. Tell that by splitting a
no. into 3 parts, each of the 3
parts is smaller than 15
Draw a strip with 18 squares
and explain that to split the
number into 3 you will start
with a small number say 8
Write 18=8+10 and explain
that you can further split 10
into 5+5. Write 18 = 8+5+5

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to split numbers into 3
numbers

Help the student solve
question 5 in the worksheet.
Ask the students to write
19 as a sum of three 1-digit
numbers in 2 different ways

Encourage students to first
split the number into 2 and
then further split one of the
numbers. Encourage students
to check their calculations by
adding up the three numbers.
Emphasize that the three
numbers should add up to
the original number

Emphasize that a number
can be split into 3 parts in
more than one way. For
example 19 can be split as
10+4+5 or 8+8+3

G2.29

LESSON PLAN

G2.29 | problem solve

15min

Complete the following:

1

Write

19

Write
Write 19 as a sum

13
13==11
11 ++ 11 ++ 11………..

19
13 = 11 + 1 + 1………..

Complete
13 =
11 + the
1 +following
1………..

2

3

19

Split the number into 3 smaller numbers

8 = 2 + 3 + ………..

10+4+

10

8 = 2 + 3 + ………..

10+4+
15

15

88 = 22 ++33+ +………..
..........

10+4+5..........

15
4

5

15

4+5+1

= 11

b.

3+5+1

= 9

c.

12 + 3 + 4

= 17

d.

15 + 1 + 2

= 18

6

8

Tick the statements that are correct.

a.

4

8+8+3.

Write 19 as a sum of three 1-digit
numbers in 2 different ways

8+8+3.

Write 19 as a sum of three 1-digit numbers in 2 different ways.

919
13 = 11 + 1 + 1………..

10
44
10+4+5..........
10+4+5....
10

8 = 2 + 3 + ………..

15

8+8+3....8+8+3..........

88
88

8+8+3..........
55
33

Pooja received 5 roses on her birthday from 3 of her children. Find if all the children gave the
same number of roses to her. If not, describe why it was not possible

G2.29
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8

G2.30

Add numbers horizontally with regrouping

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to add 2-digit numbers
horizontally with regrouping by composing
and decomposing numbers

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

While adding 2 numbers,
students might add tens digit
of one number with the ones
digit of the second number
Cubes of 40
kEY VOCABULARY

None

Play

Divide students in groups of
4 and distribute 12 cubes to
each group

Question
are there any cubes left loose?

Ask the students to arrange
the cubes to represent 1
tower of ten and 2 ones

Encourage the students to
tell the total number of cubes
in terms of towers of 10 and
loose cubes

Give 15 more cubes to each
group

Add 2 collections by making towers of tens

PROCESS

Question
How many towers of 10 can
you make with all the cubes
you have?
Write 57+11 & tell that the
no.s can be added by simply
counting forward. Remind that
they must start with the bigger
Write 57 + 38 on the black
board and explain that
addition of bigger no.s by
counting forward takes time
Tell that another strategy to
add 2-digit no.s is to make as
many tens as possible and add
the tens and ones separately

None

PRactice

Teacher’s Note
If cubes are not available then
counters or sticks can be used
for this activity

Remind that you are looking
to make as many tens as
possible. For this you will
check if 8+7 can also give you
a ten
Explain that 7+8 gives 15
which has one ten and 5 ones
Summarize that you now
have 5tens + 3 tens+1 ten and
5 ones Which is 9tens and 5
ones, which is 95

Decompose the 57 and 38 and
explain that 57 has 5 tens and
7 ones. 38 has 3 tens and 8
ones

Re-emphasize that tens must
be added together and ones
can only be added to other
ones

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to add 28+11

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Write the
addition number sentence
on the blackboard and ask
the students to solve
25+ 22

Allow the students to use any
method of their choice to add
the 2 numbers

Encourage the students to
solve the question by making
as many tens as possible

None

G2.30

LESSON PLAN

G2.30 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

How many packets of 10 balls can you make in all.

1

a.
b.

2

Complete the following:

a.

67 + 12 =

b.

+

3 packets

+

3

Complete the steps

5Tens

5Tens

7 35 3Tens
+ 15

3 Tens

5

3Tens

3 Tens

1 Tens

1 Tens

7
5

8
5
5

8

28 + 11 =

15= 1Tens
3 Tens

5Tens
4

Add 25+ 22

3Tens
5

1 Tens

1Tens

=

5

Match the number sentence with their
correct expanded form

56+17
5 tens + 6 ones + 1 tens +7 ones
5 tens +6 ones +17 tens
5 tens + 6 ones + 1 ten+ 7 ones

6

Anand had 16 story books with him. He bought 19 more story books.
How many books are there with him in all?

G2.30

WORKSHEET

7

G2.31

Adding numbers using vertical grouping

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to add 2-digit numbers
vertically with regrouping

TLM

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.30 Know how to add numbers
horizontally with regrouping (2-digit
numbers)

Play

Use dummy notes to show regrouping

PROCESS

Addition with carry over by decomposing
numbers into tens and ones

PRactice

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

1 small box: 5 students
5 dummy 10Rs notes: 5
students
20 dummy 1 Re notes: 5
students

MISCONCEPTIONS

When adding 2-digit numbers,
students might misapply the
procedure for regrouping
kEY VOCABULARY

None

Divide the class into groups of
5 students

Tell them to show the number
15 using the notes and keep
the notes to one side

Give each group 5 fake Rs.10
notes and 20 Rs.1 notes in a
box

Ask students to add the notes
they have kept aside. Tell
them to note that there are 4
Rs. 10 notes & 12 Re. 1 notes

Tell them that Re. 1 notes
represent “Ones” and Rs. 10
notes represent “Tens”

Tell students that they can
exchange 10 Re. 1 notes for
one Rs. 10 note from the box

Tell them to show the number
27 using the notes and keep
the notes to one side

Repeat with other numbers
between 10-30

Write 27 +34 =? on the board
& explain that 2 big numbers
can be added by arranging
them in tens & ones column
as shown
Explain that 27 has 2 tens and
7 ones and 34 has 3 tens and
4 ones

Tell they exchanged 10 Re.1
notes for a Rs.10 note. A
group of Re.1 notes form a 10
Rs note & 11 ones are 1 tens &
1ones

Point out that ones are
written to one side & tens are
written to left of ones. Tell
them to first add the ones
digit
Tell students that 7+4 is 11.
Explain that 11 can not be
written at the ones place

Point out that 1 is carried over
to the tens column
Add the three digits (1+2 +3 )
in the tens column and write 7

Help students solve question
2 from the worksheet. Write
14 + 26 on the board and ask
students to solve

Question
What shall I carry over if the
sum of digits at one’s place
is 8?

Ensure that students carry
forward 1 to the tens column
and not 10. Remind students
that 10 has 1 ten and 0 ones.
Therefore, they should write 0
in the ones column

Write 1 is the ones column
and another 1 in the tens
column

Tell if 10s are formed by
addition of digits at ones ,the
tens are carried over to the
tens column

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask thes students
to check if the calculations
are correct or not

G2.31

LESSON PLAN

G2.31 | problem solve

15min

Complete the following and add :

1

23 + 67

+
=

Complete the steps to add the numbers

2

47 + 34

+
=

4

Ones
3

6

7

9

0

3

Add the following:

a.

Tens 1
4

Ones
7

3

4
2

a

12

+

T
5

O
8

2

6

b.

+

=

T
1

O
7

3

5

=

Check if the addition is done correctly

Tens 2
3

+
=

5

Tens 1
2

Ones
6
6

5

1

Manju had 17 marbles with him. He bought 25 more marbles. How many marbles are with
him now ?

17 + 25 = ?

G2.31

WORKSHEET

G2.32

Addition of word problems (2-digit numbers)

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will write addition number
sentences and solve word problems

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

TLM

None
None
kEY VOCABULARY

G2.31 Know how to add nos with & without
regrouping
G2.27 Know how to find missing addend

Play

Adding pictorially based on addition stories

PROCESS

None

Narrate, “there were 5 birds
on a tree & 5 birds in the sky”.
On the black board draw 5
birds on a tree & five in the
sky. Tell the students that you
will narrate similar sentences
and they should draw objects
based on the sentence

Narrate “There are 4 flowers
on a plant and 3 flowers
on the ground.” Once the
students have finished
drawing, ask the students to
tell how many flowers are
there in all

Narrate, “There were 3 small
fish in the lake, and 4 big fish
in the lake”. Allow students
to draw and then ask them to
tell how many fish are there
in all

Repeat the activity by
narrating other similar
sentences

Explain addition is used in real
life often. Give examples like
- we add points when we play
games to know who wins

Emphasise: “How much
money does she need to pay
in all” & explain that the total
cost of vegetables needs to be
found

Tell the question - Rekha goes
and buys onions for 20Rs &
carrots for 12 Rs.How much
money does she need to pay
in all
Underline the numbers 20
and 12 and circle “in all”
Null

PRactice

Narrate the question and ask the students
to solve

MISCONCEPTIONS

Write 20 +12 and them to
solve with vertical algorithm
“There were 15 birds sitting on
a tree, 14 more joined them.
How many birds are there
now?”

Tell addition solves questions
that require the total object, or
objects “in all”, total objects”

Write 15+14 & explain that
you wrote 15 as 15 birds were
already there & wrote +14 as
14 more joined

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Read out the
question and ask the students
to solve
“A basket has 63 potatoes,
and 19 onions . How many
vegetables does the basket
have in all?”

Help students solve question
5 from the worksheet. Read
it and ask them to solve
“There are 11 ducks
swimming in water. How
many more ducks should
join them so that there are
20 ducks swimming in the
water”

Encourage students to write
the horizontal no. sentence
and then solve it through
vertical addition
Question: Why did you add
the numbers? What does the
sum tell us?

Explain that the question
requires students to find the
missing addend. Encourage
students to write the number
sentence 11+___= 20

G2.32

LESSON PLAN

G2.32 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

There are 35 men and 23 women in a function hall. How many people are there in the function hall ?

1

Number of men = 35

Tens
3

Ones
5

+

2

3

=

5

8

Number of women = 23
Total number of people = ………. + ……………

Ans: 58 people

2

There are 17 cycles and 15 motorcycles
standing in the vehicle stand. How
many vehicles are there in the stand ?

17 +___

Tens

A basket has 63 potatoes, and 19
onions. How many vegetables does
the basket have in all ?

Tens

Ones

+
=

4

3

Ones

+
=

There are 11 ducks swimming in
water. How many more ducks should
join them so that there are 20 ducks
swimming in the water ?

11 ducks + ………….. ducks = 20 ducks

5

There are 24 hens in a farm. 15 more hens and 10 ducks join the farm. How many hens are
there in the farm?

G2.32

WORKSHEET

G2.33

Subtracting 1-digit numbers from 2-digit numbers

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will subtract 1-digit number from
2-digit numbers without borrow (numbers
upto 20)

TLM

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.58 Know how to subtract 1-digit number

Play

Revise subtraction facts

PROCESS

20 beads
1 bowl

Null

PRactice

Write the question and ask the students to
solve

Students might have
a misconception that
subtraction strategies for
1-digit number cannot be
extended to 2-digit nos
kEY VOCABULARY

None
Draw a circle and write
the number 6 in it, draw 4
rectangles with minus sign in
each. Draw lines to join each
rectangle with the circle

Remind students that they
should not subtract a larger
number from a smaller
number

Call 4 students and ask
each to write a subtraction
number sentences such that
the difference between the
numbers in 6

Repeat with other numbers

Count and put 19 beads into
a bowl and write 19 on the
board

Explain that 11 beads remain

Tell the students that you will
take away 8 beads from the
bowl and write -8
19 - 8 = 11

MISCONCEPTIONS

Draw a number line and mark
19 on it. Explain that another
way to subtract is take 8 from
19 by using a number line

Ask students to repeat as you
point to the board. “From 19, I
take away 8”

Take 8 backward hops from
19. Count out the hops as you
draw them. Point to 11 on the
no. line and tell that 19-8 is 1

Take away 8 beads. Count
backwards from 19 as you
take out each bead “19, 18,
17”¦”

Draw the question on the
black board and help the
students solve

Help students solve question
2 of the worksheet. Ask the
students to solve 17-9

Help students solve question
4 of the worksheet. Ask
the students to find the
difference: 13-7

Question
Which method did you use to
subtract the numbers? Can
you tell any other method of
solving this question

Remind students that an
alternative way to find the
difference is to count the
number between 7 and 13.
(8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, and 13, i.e 6
numbers )

G2.33

LESSON PLAN

G2.33 | problem solve

15 14 13

Subtract 5 from 17

1

15min

17 – 5 = 12

12
16

2

Solve :

17 – 9 =

Solve using a numberline

3

1

2

3

4

14613
51515
– 67
=? 8

9 10 11 12 1

12

16

1

4

6

Find the difference:

13 – 7 =

5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Junaid had 17 shells. He gave away 8
shells to his sister. How many shells
remain with Junaid?

If 17 - 6 is 11, is 6 - 17 also 11 ?

G2.33

WORKSHEET

G2.34

Subtract horizontally without regrouping

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will subtract 2-digit numbers
horizontally without regrouping

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.58 Know how to subtract 1-digit no.s
G2.14 Know how to compose and
decompose no.s

Play

Pink and blue chalks
Sticks 20: 5 students
rubber band 2: 5 students
Divide the students in groups
of 5 and distribute 25 sticks to
each group
Ask the students to count the
sticks and bundle the sticks
in 2 groups of tens using a
rubber band

Visualize subtraction of 2-digit numbers
using bundles of sticks

PROCESS

Write the question and ask the students to
solve

Question
Did you count the sticks again
when asked to keep aside 10
sticks? Why/Why not?
Ask the students to put the
bundles back together and
ask the students to remove 12
sticks
Question
How did you count 12 sticks ?

Ask the students to remove 10
sticks from their collection

Question
How many bundles of 10 are
left after removing 12 sticks?

Write 76 - 21

Similarly decompose 21 and
write as 2 tens +1 ones using
pink and blue chalks

PRactice

None

Emphasize that a bundle can
only have 10 sticks, remaining
5 sticks must be kept loose

Decompose 76 & write as 7
tens(using a pink chalk) &
+6 ones (using a blue chalk).
Explain 76 has 7Tens i.e 70 &
6 Ones

Write the questions and help the students
add the numbers horizontally

kEY VOCABULARY

Explain that ones (written
in blue chalk) should be
subtracted first followed by
tens
Help the student solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to decompose the number in
Tens and Ones and then add
58 + 46 = ________

Ensure that the students
are able to compose and
decompose numbers

Point to the Ones and ask the
students how much is 6-1.
Write 5 Ones
Next, point to the Tens and
ask students how much is 7-2.
Write 5 Tens
Emphasise that tens and ones
cannot be subtracted directly.
Explain that the two digits
need to be written separately
Point to 5 Tens and 5 Ones
and tell that it is equal to 55
Encourage students to keep
Ones to the right and Tens to
the left, this will help them
compose the number easily

Help student solve question
5 from the worksheet. Read
the question and write in
numerals. There were 35
pieces of cake ordered for a
party. Neenu distributed 23
pieces of cake to the guests.
Find the number of pieces of
cake which are remaining

G2.34

LESSON PLAN

G2.34 | problem solve

15min

Subtract

1

= 3Tens – 2Tens and 4 Ones – 3 Ones
= 1Ten + 1 One

Tens
3

Ones
4

Tens
2

Ones
3

= 11

2

Complete the following:

3

58 – 46
= 5Tens and 8Ones – 4 Tens
and 6 Ones

Complete the following

32 – 45 =
……… and ……… – …….. and………
= ………..

= ………..

4

Which numbers will you subtract next

21 – 37 =

2 Tens and 1 Ones - 3 Tens and
7 Ones

5

There were 35 pieces of cake ordered
for a party. Neenu distributed 23
pieces of the cake to the guests. Find
the number of pieces of cake which are
remaining

2 Tens and 1 Ones or 1 Ones and
7 Ones?

6

Write any 2 numbers whose difference is 11

G2.34

WORKSHEET

G2.35

Subtracting vertically without borrow

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to subtract 2-digit
numbers vertically without borrow

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.34 Know how to subtract horizontally

Play
Step 1:

TLM

None

Red counters-5: 5 students
yellow counters- 9: 5 students
Red and yellow counters with
X mark 5 : 5 students
Split the class into groups of 4
students

Step 2:

Instruct students to split a
page vertically into two parts
to show the “Ones”, & “Tens”
columns, & answer as shown
Ask them how many Tens &
Ones are there in 25. Students
should be able to say 2 Tens &
5 Ones

Split students in groups and show red and
yellow counters and solve examples

PROCESS

Tell them to put 2 red
counters in the Tens column
and 5 yellow counters in the
Ones column
Now, take another set of
numbers to subtract, for
example 68 “ “ 43
Ask the students how many
Tens and Ones are there in 68
and 43?
Write 68-43 on the black
board
Explain that 68 has 6 tens and
8 ones and 43 has 4 tens and
3 ones

Take examples and help students solve
questions

PRactice

Write addition questions on the black board
and help the students solve

MISCONCEPTIONS

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Repeat the same procedure
to show the number 13 using
red and yellow counters with
X marks
Tell them that each counter
with X mark should remove a
counter from the row above
Show that 3 counters with
X mark will remove 3 yellow
counters from the row above
leaving 2 counters
Ask them to move all the
remaining counters to the
answer space
Now ask how many Ones will
be left if 3 are subtracted from
8 and how many Tens will be
left if 4 are subtracted from 6
Encourage them to use
mental calculation to subtract
the numbers.
Count forward 3 from 8 &
write 5 in Ones space
Count back 4 from 6 & write 2
in given space for Tens.Tell how
2-digit no.s can be written in
Ones and Tens to subtract

On the board, draw small
shapes to show the numbers
tens and ones in each number
(as shown)

Tell that no.s in the ones
column should be subtracted
followed by numbers in the
tens column

Help the student solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Write the
question on the black board
and ask the students to
subtract 43 from 65

Help the student solve
question4 from the
worksheet. Read out the
question and write in
numerals. “There are 23 crows
in a garden, 12 flew away.
How many crows remain”

Allow the students to compose
the subtrahend and minuend
by looking at the question.
Emphasise that the students
should subtract the numbers
in the ones column separately
and the numbers in the Tens
column separately

G2.35

LESSON PLAN

G2.35 | problem solve

15min

Complete the following:

1

Tens

Ones

€€€€€

ΟΟΟΟΟΟ

=

56

€€€€

ΟΟΟ

=

43

€

ΟΟΟ

=

13

–

2

Complete the following:

3

Tens

a.

Ones
ΟΟ
€€€€
€€€€
ΟΟ

–

4

6

€€€€

ΟΟ

=

____________

=

____________

=

____________

There are 23 crows in a garden, 12 flew
away. How many crows remain

Subtract the following:

–

T
9

O
7

2

4

b.

–

=

5

T
4

O
8

3

0

=

Find the missing digit

T
3

O
9

–

2

?

=

1

7

Anuj subtracted 20 from 50 and wrote the answer as 3. Is he correct?
Give reason for your answer.

G2.35

WORKSHEET

G2.36

Subtract no.s horizontally with regrouping

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)
TLM

Students will learn to subtract 2-digit
numbers horizontally by regrouping

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.34 Know how to subtract 2-digit numbers
horizontally without regrouping

Play
-3

Divide students in groups and help them
use different strategies

PROCESS

Cubes 50

Now ask students to remove 3
cubes and find out how many
cubes remain

Tell the students that they
should make towers of 10
cubes and leave the others
loose

Question
Which cubes do you remove?
Why?
Repeat with other numbers

Emphasise that all through
the activity they must know
what to do if they have more
than 10 cubes

Teacher’s note
Let them use any strategy for
removing cubes

10 cubes must be arranged
as a tower and the remaining
must be left loose

While removing cubes from
each tower they may have to
regroup the remaining cubes
into a new tower

Write 32 and draw 32 circles
below number 32 as shown

Write 15 & cross out 15 circles.
Start crossing circles from the
right most column
Question: How many circles
remain?

PRactice

Help students solve questions

Subtrahend, minuend,
difference, take away

Divide students in groups of
4 and distribute 22 cubes to
each group

Tell students that you have
drawn out 3 columns of 10
circles and 2 additional circle

Subtract and check how many columns of
10s remain intact

kEY VOCABULARY

Explain that one row of tens is
intact so they need not count
it again

Count the other circles & tell
students that there is one
group of ten circle, ie. one ten
and 7 loose circles, i.e Ones
Explain that 1 Ten and 7
Ones make 17, Therefore the
answer to 32-15 is 17
Emphasise that column of 10
circles represents Tens and
loose circles represent Ones
Repeat with other numbers
(Eg. 45-17)

Help the students solve
question 3a from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to draw 34 circles in rows/
columns of 10s and subtract
16 circles

Teacher’s note
If the students cross out
circles from columns of Tens
before crossing out loose
incomplete columns, ask
them to regroup circles in
columns of Tens

Explain that one column
of 10 circles is intact and 8
other circles remain. Ensure
that students cross out the
incomplete columns of 10
before crossing out circles
from columns of Tens

Emphasize that keeping
circles in groups of 10s
makes counting them easier

G2.36

LESSON PLAN

G2.36 | problem solve

35-17_____
2

24 balls are stored in 2 packets of 2
and 6 loose balls. How many complete
packets of 10 will remain after you
take 16 balls?

a

+ ++ ++ + +++ +

+
+
+
+
+

Answer : 18

+ +

35 – 17

+ ++ ++ + +++ +

+ +

Subtract:

1

15min

30-12_____
3

Subtract:

34 – 16 =

24-- 16– 16
24

Answer: ____ tens and ____ones

+

+
+
+
+
+
+

4

Check if subtraction is done correctly.

30 –12

5

Find the missing digit

+ ++ ++ + +++ +

+ +

T
3

O
9

–

2

?

=

1

7

a

+
+
+
+
+

___

30-12_____
6

24-- 16

How many kites remain

+

+
+
+
+
+
+

Ans: ____tens and ___ ones
G2.36

WORKSHEET

G2.37

Subtract 2-digit no.s vertically

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to subtract 2-digit
numbers vertically with borrow(concrete &
pictorial)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.36 Know how to subtract 2-digit numbers
horizontally with regrouping

Play

Regroup

35 sticks: 4 students
3 rubber b&s: 4 students

PROCESS

Divide the students in groups
of 5. Give each group 3 bundles
of 10 sticks & 5 loose sticks.Tell
10 sticks make a bundle

Ask them to pick up the
removed sticks & bundle the
sticks again. Remind that 10
sticks always make a bundle

Question: How many sticks
do you have in all?$$Ask them
to remove 13 sticks from their
collection

Next, ask the students to
remove 19 sticks from their
collection

T

O
= 4 Tens 3 Ones

–

= 2 Tens & 6 Ones

=
Step 2:
= 3 Tens 13 Ones
–
=

How many bundles of 10 &
how many loose sticks did you
remove?
Write 43 “26 & draw small
shapes to show the Tens
& Ones in each of the two
numbers”

Step1:

= 2 Tens & 6 Ones
=

Learn to borrow Ones and decompose Tens
using bundles of sticks

PRactice

Point to the Ones column &
remind students that Ones
should be subtracted before
Tens
Explain that 3-6 represents
taking away 6 circles from 3
circles, which is not possible
Question
What did you do when you
had to remove 19 sticks from
35 sticks
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to write the numbers as tens
& ones & subtract. Encourage
the students to draw bundles
of sticks to represent tens &
loose sticks to represent ones
2 Help the students solve
question 5 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to subtract the numbers

Write the question on the blackboard & help
the students solve

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Question: How many
bundles of 10 are remaining?
How many loose sticks are
remaining?
Subtraction with regrouping using bundles
of sticks & loose sticks

When subtracting 2-digit
numbers, students subtract
the smaller number from the
larger one digit by digit$$Eg
42-27 =25

–
=

Tens
4 tens
2 tens

Ones
5 ones
7 ones

Questions: How many
bundles of 10 sticks are left?
How many bundles of 10 &
how many loose sticks did you
remove?
Question: You had only 5
loose sticks, where did the
remaining loose sticks come
from?
Remind students that they
unbundled a pack of 10 sticks
to get more loose sticks
Tell that you will use the same
strategy here & borrow Ones
from the Tens column.
Write â‚¬ as 10 ÎŸ
Tell that you have rewritten 4
Tens & 3 Ones as 3 Tens & 13
Ones. By decomposing 1 Ten
in 10 Ones only 3 Tens are left
Subtract 6 from 13 & 2 from 3
to get the answer as 17
Ask the students to
draw bundles of sticks to
represent 10s & loose sticks
to represent ones. Ensure
that students represent 4
tens as 4 bundles of 10 sticks
& not as 4 sticks

Emphasize that numbers are
always lent & borrowed in
groups of 10s

G2.37
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Complete the following & subtract:

1

–

Tens

Ones

€€€

ΟΟΟ

€

=

__33__

ΟΟΟΟΟ =

__15__

=

3

T O
6 5
– 2 8
=

Tens
6

-2

5

4

5

-Ones
2

8

7

Ones

€€€€

ΟΟ

=

_______

€

ΟΟΟΟΟΟ

=

_______

=

_______

–

Complete the following & subtract:

4

–

8
Tens
4

O
0

2

8

Ones
2

Ones

Ones
2

9

T
6
=

5

-2

-2

Tens

Ones
Ones

6

Check if the calculations are correct
Tens
Tens

Complete the following & subtract:

2

_________

Complete the following & subtract:

Tens
Tens

15min

9

6

Show the numbers as bundles of 10
sticks & loose sticks & subtract

T O
4 5
– 2
=

7

T O
3 15
– 2
=

7

Find the difference between your age & your mother’s age

G2.37

WORKSHEET

G2.38

Find missing minuend or subtrahend

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will learn to find the missing
minuend or subtrahend in 2-digit
subtraction statements

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students may not link
subtraction facts to addition
facts. Eg.6 + 7 = 13 but students
don’t realise it also tells 13-7=6
Number cards sets: 4 students

Minuend, subtrahend,
addend, sum, difference

G2.37 Know how to subtract 2-digit numbers

Play

kEY VOCABULARY

Prepare number cards as
shown

Ask the group to write
as many additional and
subtraction number sentences
as they can using only the
numbers given to them

Divide the class into groups
of 4. Distribute one set of 3
numbers to each group

Ask each group to read out
their numbers and number
sentences

Draw a numberline & mark 26
on it. Tell that to reach 26 first
take 10 steps & then another
16 steps. Write 16+10=26

Explain that this rule can be
used to find missing minuend
or missing subtrahend. Write
__- 22= 44

Explain that when you go back
10 steps from 26 you reach 16
& when you go back 16 from 26
you reach 10. Write 26-16 =16

Recall that minuend is the
sum of subtrahend and
difference (the smaller no.s).
Write 22+44 =66. Its the
missing no.

Make number sentences using only the
numbers given in the number cards

PROCESS

___+ 16 = 10
Bigger number = smaller number + smaller number
(Minuend) = (subtrahend ) + (diffference)
26 = 16 +10

Draw a number line and help find the
minuend and subtrahand

PRactice

Tell that the minuend(26) is
the biggest no. & is equal to
the sum of the smaller no.s
(subtrahend & the difference)
We get the smaller no. when
one smaller no.(difference
or subtrahend) is subtracted
from the minuend
Help the student solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to use the addition fact to
complete the subtraction facts
Addition
Subtraction
fact
fact 1
a. 14 + 17 = 31 31 – 14 = ……..

Write questions on the black board and help
students solve them

Write 54-__= 44 and recall that
difference can be subtracted
from the minuend to get the
subtrahend
Write 54-44=10 and emphasize
that 10 is the missing number
Ask the students to verify
their subtraction facts by
subtracting the numbers

Subtraction
fact 2
31 – 17 = ……..

Emphasize that subtraction
facts can be written by
following the rule that
subtracting one smaller
number from the bigger
number gives the other
smaller number

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to find the missing minuend
____- 45= 67

G2.38
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Using the addition fact, complete the subtraction facts

1

Addition fact
63 + 19 = 82

2

Subtraction fact 1
82 – 63 = 19

Using the addition fact, complete the
subtraction facts

Subtraction fact 2
82 – 19 = 63

3

Find the missing number

Addition fact Subtraction fact 1 Subtraction fact 2

a.

14 + 17 = 31

31 – 14 = _____

31 – 17 = _____

b.

41 + 54 = 95

_______________

_______________

c.

23 + 26 = 49

_______________

_______________

4

Find the missing numbers (use tens and
ones columns for your calculations)

5

FInd the missing number (use tens and
ones columns for your calculations)

_________ – 45 = 67

23 – _____ = 9

T

T

O

=
6

_________ – 12 = 11

O

=

There were 20 hens in a farm. Some hens were missing and there are 13 hens remaining.
How many of them were missing?

20 – ………. = 13
………. hens were missing

G2.38

WORKSHEET

G2.39

Subtraction of Word Problems

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Solves subtraction word problems with &
without borrow

TLM

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.37 Know how to subtract numbers
using vertical algorithm

Play

25 beads
1 bowl

PROCESS

Repeat with different number
of beads

Display an inverted bowl & 15
beads to the student

Question
How did you find out how
many beads were under the
bowl?

Ask students to find out how
many are hidden

Narrate the question: there are
22 monkeys on the roof, 16
jumped to a tree. How many
monkeys are left on the roof?

Tell that questions where
objects, animals or persons
are removed be written as
subtraction no. sentences

PRactice

Narrate the question & help the students
solve

kEY VOCABULARY

Place 7 beads under an
inverted bowl without
showing to the students

Emphasize that we have to
find out how many monkeys
are left on the roof after some
monkeys jumped over to the
tree

Writing number sentences based on word
problems

Students make errors in
identifying no. operations
used for solving a problem
Students know how but no
when to subtract

None

Tell students that there are
22 beads altogether, 15 are
on the table & rest are hidden
under the bowl
How many are hidden?

MISCONCEPTIONS

Solve 22-16 using a vertical
algorithm
Tell the question: “there are
34 monkeys on the roof some
jumped over to a tree”. Now
there are 14 monkeys on the
roof
Write the problem as number
sentence “34- monkeys on the
tree= 14”

Write 22 on the board.Tell
that because 16 monkeys
went away we will subtract 16
from 22

Remind students that missing
subtrahend is calculated by
subtracting difference from
the minuend

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Read out the
question & ask students to
solve “Maya had 56 pebbles
She gave 47 pebbles to her
brother.How many pebbles
does she have now?”

Help the students solve
question 5 from the
worksheet. There are 44
grapes on a table .Some fell
down.Now there are 23 left.
How many fell down?

Question
Is this a subtraction problem
or an additional problem?
How do you know?

Encourage the students to
write the number sentence
for the problem & then
calculate the missing
subtrahend

G2.39
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There are 18 ducks in the pond & 12 flew away. How many are left in the pond

1

__45__ - ___ = _

____ - ____ = _

18 – 12 = 6
51 - 12 =
2

Neema got 45 roses. She made a garland
__45__
with 12 roses & gave it to her aunt.
How
many roses does Neema have now?

6
3

- ___ =

_____ – _____ = _____

45 – ______ = ______

4

Tina has 31 pencils Ram took some
pencils from her. Tina has 23 pencils.
How many pencils did Ram take?

31 –

6

pencils that ram took

31 - __pencils that ram

Maya had 56 pebbles She gave 47
____
pebbles to her brother. How many
pebbles does she have now?

5

Khusboo’s uncle made 23 bamboo
baskets. He sold off 10 of them in the
market. How many are left with him
now?

= 23

I have 45 coins. Preeti has 67 coins. How many more coins than me does Preeti have

G2.39

WORKSHEET

G2.40

Fluency in addition & subtraction - I

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 12: Give and Take (sum upto 99)

Students will build fluency in addition &
subtraction by using strategies like doubling
& making 10s

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

G2.37Know subtracting nos (vertical
algorithm)
G2. 31Know to add no.s(vertical algorithm)

Play

None

None

Draw the pictures on the black
board & recite the doubles
facts

Question
How many tires does a card
have on each side? How many
tires does a car have in all?

Ask the students to recite the
number facts song with you

If a caterpillar has 8 legs on
the left & 8 on the right, how
many legs does it have in all?

Write 14 +2 on the black
board.Split 14 as 10 + 4Add
4 & 2 & write 6 as the sum.
Next, add 10+6 to make 16

Explain that it is easier to add
no.s to 10, 20, 30 & other tens
no.s.Tell that its also easy to
subtract no.s from 10

Tell the students that this
strategy can be used to
mentally add 2 numbers

Write 14-5 on the black board
& split 9 into 4 & 5.Subtract
4 from 14 to get 10 & then
subtract from from 10 to get 5

Question: To add 13 & 6,
which number will you split &
how?

Write 14+14 in vertical addition
algorithm format.Explain that
double facts can be used to
quickly add the two numbers

Learn doubles facts

PROCESS

Quick addition & subtraction by making 10s
& doubles

PRactice

Write the questions on the black board &
help the students solve

Tell that the same strategy
can also be used for no.s
more than 20 .For eg. 23 +4
splits into 20+3+4

Remind students that 4 + 4
is 8 & 1+1 is 2 The answer is
therefore 28

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to solve the questions by
making 10s for :
17-8 =
16-7 =

Remind students that 177=10, 16-6=10, 12-2=10 etc.
Explain that the numbers
should be split such that the
number bigger than 10 can
be made into 10

Question
Which number did you split.
How did you know you should
split 8 into 7+1?

Help students solve
questions 4from the
worksheet Ask the students
to recall doubles facts to
solve:
23+23 =

G2.40
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Solve

1

7 + 5= 12
3 2
17--1 0
8 + 2 = 1 212-- 7

7 + 5= 12
3 2
1 0 + 2 =12
2

Solve by making 10s

7 + 5= 12
7 + 8=

9 + 5=
+

3 2+
2
+ 10+2=1
=

=

10+4=?

a.

23 + 23
=
Tens

23+23=
23+23=
Tens

2
2
2
2

+

Ones
Ones

3
3
3
3

+

=

-

O

2

3

2

3

=

12-- 7

=

12+12
Tens

1
-

+

Tens

1

=

5

=

Solve by any method of your choice

23 + 3 =

10+4=?

12+12
12 + 12
=
12+12
Tens
Tens

=
=

6

7 + 8=

10+4=?
9 + 5=
7 + 8=

Recall doubles facts to solve

b.

Solve by making 10s

17-- 8

=

23+23=

12 + 4 = ?

4

=
=

3

9 + 5=

1

17-- 8

1
1
1
1

Ones
Ones

2
2
2
2

Kundan has kept 7 gooseberries in his shirt pocket. On the way back home he picks up 7
more gooseberries. How many gooseberries does he have in all? ________
He gives away 5 to his sister after reaching home. How many gooseberries does he have
now?_______

G2.40

WORKSHEET

G2.41

Develop fluency in 2-digit addition

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 14: Birds Come, Birds Go

Students will build fluency in addition of
2-digit numbers

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.30 Know how to add numbers vertically
with carry forward (2-digit no.)

Play

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

10 dummy 10 Rs notes: 5
students
10 dummy 1 Re notes: 5
students

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Divide students in groups of
4 and distribute 20 dummy
notes of Rs. 10and dummy
coins of Re.1 to each group

How did you find out the total
price of the items?

Draw a paint bucket, a paint
brush, and a tape on the
board and write their prices
as shown

How many Rs 10 notes will
you have to spend and how
many Re. 1 coins will you have
to spend

Ask each group to calculate
how much money they would
have to spend in all
Find out the total cost of the items

PROCESS

Questions
Do you have enough money
to purchase all 3 items?
Write 53 +39 =? on the board
and explain that the no.s can
be added by arranging them
in Tens and Ones column as
shown
Explain that 53 has 5 Tens and
3 Ones and 34 has 3 Tens and
9 Ones
Point out that Ones are added
to other Ones and Tens are
added other Tens

Addition with carry over by decomposing
no.s into tens and ones

PRactice

Write the question on the black board and
ask the students to solve

Tell students that 3+9 is 12.
Explain that 12 has 1 ten and
2 Ones
Remind students to write 2
of 12 in the Ones column and
carry forward the 1to the Tens
column
Add the three digits (5+3 +1 )
in the Tens column and write
9

Remind students that they
must first add the Ones digits

Tell if 10s are formed by
adding digits at the Ones
place ,Tens are carried over
the Tens column

Help students solve question
2 from the worksheet. Write
77 + 16 on the board and ask
students to solve

Question
What shall I carry over if the
sum of digits at Ones place
is 8?

Ensure that students carry
forward 1 to the Tens column
and not 10. Remind students
that 10 has 1 ten and 0 Ones.
Therefore, they should write
0 in the Ones column

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to find the error in the
calculation and correct it

G2.41
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Complete the following:

1

15 + 67

2

+
=

4

Ones
5

+

6

7

=

8

2

Complete the steps to add the no.s

3

48 + 35

Tens 1
4
3

Ones
8
5
3

Add the following :

a.

a

13

+

T
7

O
8

2

0

b.

T
1
+

=

O
8
5

=

Find the error and correct it

Tens 4
3
+
=

5

Tens 1
1

7

Ones
6
8
1

Robin took 45 goats for grazing. His father brought 16 more goats for grazing in the same
field, How many goats are there in the field now?
How many goats will be there if Robin’s sister also bring 10 goats to the same field?

G2.41

WORKSHEET

G2.42

Develop fluency in 2-digit subtraction

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 14: Birds Come, Birds Go

Students will build fluency in subtraction of
2-digit numbers

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G230 Know how to subtract numbers
vertically with borrow (2-digit numbers)

Play

8 dummy 10Rs notes: 5
students
10 dummy 1 Re notes: 5
students
Divide students in groups of 4
& distribute 8 dummy notes of
Rs 10& dummy coins of Re1 to
each group
Ask the students to count the
money
Draw a pot, & a glass on the
board & write their prices as
shown

Find out how much money will be left after
purchasing the items

PROCESS

Ask each group to calculate
how much money they would
be left with if they buy a pot
Write 53 -39 =? on the board
& explain that the no.s can
be subtracted by arranging
them in Tens & Ones column
as shown
Explain that 53 has 5 Tens & 3
Ones & 34 has 3 Tens & 9 Ones
Explain that 53 is bigger than
39 even though the number at
the Ones place is bigger for 39

Subtraction with borrow by decomposing
numbers into tens & ones

PRactice

Write the question on the black board & ask
the students to solve

Emphasize that the bigger
no. should be written on the
top & smaller no. should be
written below it

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Ask each group to calculate
how much money they would
be left with if they buy a glass
Ask each group to calculate
how much money they will be
left with if the they purchase
two items
Questions: How many Rs 10
notes will you have to spend &
how many Re 1 coins will you
have to spend
How many Rs 10 notes & Re 1
coin will be left with you after
purchasing the two items?
Point to the ones digits of the
2 numbers Remind students
that numbers in the Ones
column are subtracted first
Tell the students that
because 3 is less than 9, you
will borrow 1 ten from the
neighbouring number
After borrowing 1 ten from 5
Tens, 4 Tens are left in the Tens
column.Subtract 9 from 13 &
write 4 in the Tens column
Subtract 3 from 4 & write 1 in
the tens column. Show with
another example

Help students solve question
2 from the worksheet Write
77 - 19 on the board & ask
students to solve

Questions
Would it be correct to
subtract 7 from 9? Why /Why
not?

Emphasize that by borrowing
one ten 7 becomes 17 & not 8
Ensure that the students also
correct the digit at the tens
place after borrow

When do we need to borrow
from the neighbouring
number ?

G2.42
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Complete the following:

1

67 – 58

2

15min

Tens

Ones

6

7

5

8

=

0

9

48 – 35

3

Subtract the following:

a.

Tens
4 3
3

Ones
8 18

–

5

Find the difference between 19 & 45?

T
7

O
8

2

9

b.

–

=

=

4

17

–

Complete the steps to add the numbers

–

5

5

T
6

O
8

4

5

=

Check if the number sentence is correct
Correct the error & solve

29 – 32

–
=
6

T
2

O
9

3

2

There were 45 lotus in a pond. Lata picked 16 lotus How many are left in the pond now?

G2.42

WORKSHEET

G2.43

Match statements with word problems

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 14: Birds Come, Birds Go

Students will match no. sentences with
word problems

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

G241.Know how to add 2-digit no.s
G242.Know how to subtract 2-digit no.s

Play

None

None

Remind students that addition
represents joining or coming
together & subtraction
represents going away or
removing

Write another additional no.
sentence & ask the students to
come up with stories that the
no. sentence can represent

Write the no. sentence 4+1 = 5
& narrate a story based on it
For example, “there were 4
little caterpillars playing in a
field”
Making no. stories

PROCESS

One comes & asks other
caterpillars, “can I play
with you”. Now there are 5
caterpillars in the park

PRactice

Draw the question on the black board & ask
the students to solve

There are 6 frogs on the rock.
Write a subtraction no.
sentence & ask to come up with
stories that it can represent
Teacher note: Encourage
them to tell simple stories
without too many objects/
animals within it

Narrate, draw & write, “there
were 4 black fish & 3 white
fish swimming in a pond. How
many fish were there in all?”

Narrate, draw & write, “there
were 10 crows sitting on a
fence, 6 flew away. How many
remain?”

Underline “how many fish
were there in all” & emphasize
that the problem requires us
to count all the fish in the
pond

Underline “how many crows
remain” & emphasize that the
problem requires us to find
the crows left on the fence

Tell them that addition no.
sentences represent events or
stories where objects/animals/
persons are added together
Matching word problems with no. sentences

Write 8-2 = 6 & narrate a story
on it For eg, there were 8 frogs
sitting on a rock. 2 frogs saw a
fly & ran to catch it

Explain that you will add 4 &
3 to find the total no. of cows
Write 4+3=7

Explain that subtraction no.
sentences represent events
or stories where objects/
animals/persons are removed
or go away
Explain that you will subtract
the crows that flew away from
the total no. of crows Write
10-6= 4

Help the students solve
question 3 from the worksheet.
Narrate the no. story & ask the
students to identify the correct
no. sentence

Emphasize that total no. of
birds is given (31) but no.
of pigeons is missing .Tell
students that the word
problem has a missing
addend

Question
Is this an addition no.
sentence or a subtraction no.
sentence?How do you know?

Help the students solve
question4 from the worksheet.
Write the no. statement & ask
the students to identify the
correct no. story

G2.43
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Look at the picture & circle the correct no. sentence

1

I have 16 red bangles & 14 yellow bangles. How many bangles do I have in all?

16 + 14 = 30
16 – 14 = 2

2

4

Read the word problem & circle the
correct no. sentence

3

Read the word problem & mark the
correct no. sentence

Mayur has collected some leaves. 18 of
them are green & 3 are red. How many
leaves does Mayur have?

My mother feeds 31 birds everyday.
21 of them are sparrows & others are
pigeons. How many are pigeons?

18 + 3 =

21+31= ____________

18 – 3 =

21+ ____________ = 31

Look at the no. sentence & mark the
correct no. story it represents

1212-5=
– 5 = 77

5

Match the no. story with the correct
no. sentence

I bought 16 balloons, 9 flew away
32–___________ = 20
How many do I have now?
My mother’s mala has 32 beads 16 – 9 =
There are 20 red beads &
remaining are yellow beads How
many yellow beads are there?
I bought 9 brinjals & plucked 16 9 +16 =
from the field How many brinjals
do I have in all?

6

Write a no. story for this no. sentence

45 + 14 + 12 =

G2.43

WORKSHEET

G2.44

Word problems of addition or subtraction

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 14: Birds Come, Birds Go

Students solve word problems based on
real-life situations involving addition and
subtraction

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.41 Know how add 2-digit numbers
G2.42 Know how to subtract 2-digit numbers

Play

Role play as buyers and sellers to revise
addition and subtraction

PROCESS
Gooseberry eaten by Siya +
gooseberries eaten by Tanisha = 29
gooseberries”.
Gooseberries eaten by Siya + 15 = 29
29-15 =

Solve word problems step by step

PRactice

18 yellow ribbons + 14 green
ribbons = 32 ribbons

10 Rs. 10 dummy notes
10 Re. 1 dummy coins

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Call 6 students and divide
them in groups of 3

Ask the buyer group to
purchase any 2 items using
the dummy notes and coins

Ask one group to play the role
of buyers and the other to
play the role of sellers

Ask the buyer group to tell the
total amount to be paid by the
buyer group

Give a pencil box, a book, a
bottle of glue, a tape, and
scissors to the buyer group.
Paste price stickers on each
item

Ask the buyer group to verify
if the amount asked for is
correct or not

Give 10 Rs. 10 dummy notes
and 10 Re. 1 dummy coins to
the buyer group

Question
How much money did the
buyer group spend. How
much money is the buyer
group left with?

Tell and write, “Tanisha and
siya picked 29 gooseberries
and ate them all. Tanisha ate
15. how many did Siya eat?”

Remind students that they
can find missing addends by
subtracting one addend from
the sum. Write 29-15 and solve

Question
What do we need to find out
in this question

Tell that the first step to solving
a word problem is to identify if
it represents an addition or a
subtraction problem

Write the number sentence
“gooseberry eaten by Siya +
gooseberries eaten by Tanisha
= 29 gooseberries”

Tell the students once they
have identified the type of
problem, they should write
the number sentence for it

Tell that information about
the gooseberries Tanisha ate
& the total gooseberries they
ate is given

Last step to solve a word
problem is to add or subtract
numbers according to the
number sentence

Help the students solve
question 5 from the
worksheet. Narrate and write,
“We had 18 yellow ribbons
and 14 green ribbons in a box.
How many ribbons did we
have in all?”

Once the students have
calculated the total ribbons
in the box, continue the
question, “We used 24
ribbons to make a dress.
How many ribbons are left in
the box?”

32 ribbons-24 ribbons =

Narrate the question and ask the students
to solve

Question
Will you write an addition
number sentence for this
word problem? Why/Why not

G2.44
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We put 20 lamps outside our house. 12 of them stopped working. How many are still working?

1

20-12

Tens
2

Ones
0

1

2

–
=

2

Venkatesha bought a packet of milk for
Rs 15 and a packet of salt for Rs. 22.
How much money does Venkatesha
need to pay to the shopkeeper?

8

3

15 + ____ = ____

4

Jasneet’s bracelet has 43 beads. 22
are red and rest are yellow. Can you
tell how many yellow beads are there
in Jasneet’s bracelet?

In Amina’s school library, there are 13
English story books and 22 Hindi story
books. How many story books are
there in all?
How many story books will be left in
the library if Amina borrows 8 books?

5

We had 18 yellow ribbons and 14 green ribbons in a box. How many ribbons did we have in all?
We used 24 ribbons to make a dress. How many ribbons are left in the box?
Show 18 yellow ribbons and 14 grey ribbons - 24 ribbons

G2.44

WORKSHEET

G2.45

Fluency in addition & subtraction - II

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 14: Birds Come, Birds Go

Students will build fluency in addition &
subtraction adding & subtracting same set
of numbers (numbers upto 20)

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.37Know subtracting no.s(vertical
algorithm)
G2.31Know to add no.s(vertical algorithm)

Play

Chalk

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Draw circles on the floor as
shown. Explain markings on
each circle .For eg throwing a
chalk at the centre is 7 points

Tell the students that if their
score is 0 the score cannot get
further reduced

Throwing the chalk in the
shaded circles reduces 5
points from the score

Repeat with other students

Ask 3 students to play
the game for 5 rounds &
encourage them to keep their
score mentally
Play a game & keep score mentally

PROCESS

Write 13 +12 on the black
board .Remind students that
they must write the numbers
as Tens & Ones

Tens

Ones

Tens

Ones

1

3

1

3

+

1

2

-

1

2

=

2

5

=

0

1

13 + 12 =25

>

Decompose the number
into Tens & Ones & add the
two numbers using vertical
algorithm
Encourage application of no.
facts.Tell that they can count
forward using tally marks or
their fingers to find no. facts

13 - 12 = 1

Learn subtracting and adding same set of
numbers using number operations and
number facts

PRactice
Difference 12-12 =

Revise number operation
facts & rules using this game

Sum 17+12 or 12+17 =

Tens

Ones

Tens

Ones

1

7

1

2

-

1

2

+

1

2

=

0

5

=

2

9

Narrate the question & help the students
solve

Point to the minus symbol
& emphasize that no.s are
the same as before but the
operation indicated here is
subtraction
Tell that it is important to
notice the no. operation symbol
before solving.Encourage
application of no. facts
Tell that they can count
backwards with tally marks or
their fingers to find the difference, if they forget the no. fact

Write 13-12 on the black
board. Write the no.s as Tens
& Ones & subtract using
vertical algorithm

Tell by adding 12 to 13 we
get 25 which is more than
13.11subtracted from 12 is 1.
1 is less than 13

Help the students solve
question 4 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to find the
difference between 17 & 12 &
also find the sum of 17 & 12

Explain that the number
sentence for addition can be
written as either 12+17 or as
17+12. The order of numbers
does not matter for addition

Tell the students that to find
the difference between 17 &
12, 12 should be subtracted
from 17. The number
sentence must be written as
17-12 12-17 is not possible

Question
Which is more: the sum
of the two numbers or
difference of the two
numbers

G2.45

LESSON PLAN

G2.45 | problem solve
Solve

1

17 – 6 =

17 + 6 =
Tens
1

Ones
7

–
=

1

Tens
1

6

+

1

=

12 + 9 =

Solve

2

15min

Tens

Ones
7
6

2

3

Ones

–
=

3

Colour the number sentences that have
the same solution

9 + 13

13 + 9

13 + 9

13 – 9

Will this be the same as

12 – 9 = ?

4

Find the difference between 17 & 12
Find the sum of 17 & 12
Which one is more?

Razia has 12 crayons. She gave 7 to her
brother. How many crayons does she
have now?
How many crayons would Razia have if
12+9= instead of taking 7 crayons her brother
gave her Ones
7 crayons?
Tens
5

17-6=
Tens

1

17-6=
Ones

- Ones

1

=7

-

Ones

+9

Tens

+1

6

=

+1
17+6=

1

+

Ones

7
12+9=
6

Tens

Ones

+

1
+

–+

+

=
12-9=?

+

=

+

7

10

7

+

Compete this number
see-saw.
Balance
seesaw
shows that the numbers
Tens
Ones
13+9+ on the two sides
9+13
7 12-9=?
10
are
equal
17+6=
13+0
13-9
10 Ones 1+ 9+13 7
Tens
13+9
6

13+9
13-9

7

+

7

1

+

10

=6 +

=

1

3

17
-

-9

10
10

1

13+0

10

6

13-9

3 10

-

-

7

10

7

-

17
-

-17 7

10

10

17
G2.45

WORKSHEET

G2.46

Compose numbers by addition & subtraction

Number Operations Concepts - NCERT Chapter 14: Birds Come, Birds Go

Students will compose 2-digit (upto 20)
numbers by addition or subtraction of
smaller numbers

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

G2.31 Know how to add 2-digit numbers
G2.37 Know how to subtract 2 digit numbers

Play

None

None

Draw the puzzle on the black
board Explain that any two
adjacent numbers can be
added

Question
How many combinations of 8
can you find in the puzzle?

Call out a number (say,8)
& ask the students to find
combinations of numbers that
can make an 8

Call out other numbers &
ask the students to find a
combination of numbers (2 or
more) to form the number

Draw 10 big fish & 10 small
fish on the black board .Ask
the students to count the fish

Point to the different
combinations & emphasize
that no.s can be added in
different combinations to
form a given no,

Solve the puzzles to find the numbers

PROCESS

Tell students that 10 small fish
& 10 big fish make 20 fish in
all
Erase 2 big fish & draw 2 small
fish instead. Ask students to
count the fish again
A number can be composed of different
combinations of smaller numbers

PRactice

Write 22 & ask, “if we have 22
fish & want only 20, what can
we do?”
Write 22-2=20 & explain that
numbers can be formed by
subtraction of two numbers

Tell that 12 big fish & 8 small
fish make 20 fish .Write & tell
that 13+7=20, 14+6=20, 12+8,
11+9=20

Question: I have 25 objects
but want only 20. What shall I
do? Write in the form of a no.
sentence

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to compose number 15 by
adding smaller numbers in
different combinations

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet .Write the number
& ask the students to form it
by addition or subtraction of
other numbers

10+5=15

__ + 2 =

__ + __ =15
__ + __ =15

Write a number & ask the students to form
the number by addition or subtraction of
other number

Questions
Can you make 17 using 3 & 16?
Can you make a number using
any 2 numbers?

__ +__ =
18

20 -__ =

__ +__ =

__ -__ =

Question
How many ways are there to
compose 2 ?

G2.46

LESSON PLAN

G2.46 | problem solve

15min

Make 6 using different combinations of numbers:

1

6+0=6
5+1=6
4+2=6
__+__= 6
__+__= 6

6+0=6

__+__= 6

5+1=6

__+__= 6

4+2=6
__+__= 6
__+__= 6

10+5= 15

2

Make 11 in 3 different ways

3
__+__=
15Make

10 + ____ = 11

__+__= 15

__+__= 6

15 by subtracting
& adding
__+__= 6
numbers

10 + 5 = 15
___ + 5 = 15
___ + ___ = 15
10+5= 15

__+__= 15

9 + ____ = 11

__+__= 15

__+__= 15

8 + ____ = 11
__+2=

__+__= 15

18
20-__=

4

Make 18 using different combinations
of numbers

__ + 2 = __

__ + __ = __

18
20 – __ = __

6

___ + ___ = 15

__+__=

__+__=

__+2=

__+__=

18

__-__=

5

__+__=

Which
is the incorrect way to make 16
20-__=
__-__=

16 + 1
16 + 0
12 + 4

__ + __ = __

19 – 3

__ + __ = __

There are many red & blue balloons at the shop. I want to pick 14 balloons for my sister.
Write 3 combinations of red & blue balloons that I can pick ?

____red + ____blue = 14
____red + ____blue = 14
____red + ____blue = 14
G2.46

WORKSHEET

Time and Money

08

03

Represents an amount up to Rs.100 using notes and coins
Identifies months of year using calendar
Identifies days of week and timetables
Records and interprets data using tally marks, simple tables and
pictographs

Circle cut
outss

Coins and
notes

Class time
table

Calendar

Blank slips

Ball

Water
bottle

Chalk

Glass

A round
fruit

G2.47

Days of the week

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 9: My Funday

Students will be able to recognize and write
days of the week in correct sequence

40- 50 min

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None
None
kEY VOCABULARY

pRE REQusites:

Week day names

G1.86 Know the names of the week

Play

Tell students to close their
eyes when you clap & pretend
it is night time & open their
eyes when you say good
morning

Look at the board and tell the
students its Tuesday now.
Mention something unique
about Tuesday that students
know of

Write the names on the day
on the black board. Underline
Monday and tell everyone
that it is Monday

Eg. “’Market is closed on
Tuesday” or “we get soyabean for lunch on Tuesdays’’

Clap and ask the students to
pretend that it is night time
now and ask them to close
their eyes
Revise the weekday names through a role
play game

PROCESS

Sequence of days in a week

PRactice

Clap again and ask the
students to pretend it’s night
time. Repeat the activity for
all remaining weekdays

Say good morning and tell
the students that it’s the
next day now

Teacher note: Food
available at the mess, weekly
markets, or any common fast
can be used as examples

Show a calendar for any one
month to the students and
point towards the names of
days

Point to the name of that
day (say, Wednesday) and
tell the student that today is
Wednesday

Call out the names of the
days, count and tell that in a
week there are 7 days

Point towards the next day
in the sequence (Thursday)
and tell that tomorrow will be
Thursday

Explain that the 7 weekdays
are repeated in the same
sequence

Point towards the previous
day in the sequence (Tuesday)
and tell that yesterday was
Tuesday

Write the names of days
on the board starting with
Sunday and read out their
names sequentially

Tell that today is the day
in progress, yesterday the
previous day & tomorrow is
the next day

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to identify which days of the
week are missing

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to identify the names of the
day after and day before the
given day

Yesterday

Today

Tomorrow
Wednesday
Monday

Monday

Friday

Tuesday

Saturday

Wednesday

Sunday

Thursday

Give practice questions on recognizing and
writing the sequence of a week

G2.47

LESSON PLAN

G2.47 | problem solve

15min

Complete the following table:

1

2

S. No.

Yesterday

Today

Tommorrow

1

Thursday

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

2

SUNDAY

MONDAY

.........................................

3

.........................................

.........................................

THURSDAY

Write what day will be tomorrow and
what day was yesterday if today is:

Yesterday

Today

3

Complete the sequence :

Sunday,

Tommorrow

Monday,

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

WEDNESDAY
MONDAY
THURSDAY

4

Mark the day that is not at the correct
place

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Tuesday,

Friday,

Saturday,

Sunday

5

Record what did you eat for breakfast for one week:
Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

Name of the day is ___________ and I ate ___________

G2.47

WORKSHEET

G2.48

Analyse the weekly schedules

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 9: My Funday
TLM

Students will be able to record and analyze
weekly schedules and class timetables

Students might only consider
school timetables as
timetables

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

A classroom timetable

G2.47 Know the sequence and write days of
the week

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

kEY VOCABULARY

Time-Table

Ask the 3-4 students what
they did on Sunday and if they
do the same thing on other
weekdays

Ask students to list the
weekday names and imagine
if they had the choice, what
activities would they do each
evening of the week

Ask 3-4 students if there is
something that they do only
on some days of the week, like
going to the market

Teacher notes
Allow students to write any
activity of their choice. Allow
them to repeat the activities

Show the time table & tell that
there are some subjects they
learn everyday & the others
on some particular days

Tell that different vegetables
and food items are served on
different days

Tell that list of what all
activities are to be done in a
day is called a timetable

Point out that rice is served on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. Point out that sweet
is provided on Fridays

Our week

PROCESS

Explain that just as they have
a school timetable, there can
be other timetables too
Observe the school time table

PRactice

Give practice questions on recording and
analyzing weekly schedules and class time
tables

Make a table showing the
breakfast menu of a hostel
for a week or mid day meal
menu for a week
Help the students solve
question 2 from the worksheet.
Write the time table and ask
the students to answer the
questions by looking at it
Monday

Red fort closed

Tuesday

Market closed

Wednesday

Museum closed

Thursday

Museum closed

Friday

Taj Mahal Closed

Saturday

Qutub Minar closed

Sunday

School is closed

Allow students to respond and
then explain that timetables
ensure that nothing is missed
from our schedule

Explain that time tables can
either list many activities,
like school time tables do, or
can list only one activity per
day, like the timetable shown
above

Question
On which days can you visit
the museum?

Ask the students to tell by
looking at the timetable:
when is Taj Mahal closed

G2.48

LESSON PLAN

G2.48 | problem solve

15min

The following is a timetable of a library. Look at the table and answer the questions.

1

Monday

Class 1

Class 2

Tuesday

Class 2

Class 3

Wednesday

Class 4

Class 1

Thursday

Class 3
Class 4

Class 4

Friday

On which days does class 3 go to the library

Class 5
Monday,

Tuesday,

Thursday

Answer the questions by looking at the
following timetable:

2

Look at the table in Q1 and answer

a.

On which days does class 2 go to the
library?

Monday

Red fort closed

Tuesday

Market closed

Wednesday

Museum closed

Monday,

Thursday

Museum closed

Friday

Taj Mahal closed

b.

Tuesday,

3

Wednesday

How many times does grade 4 go to the
library in a week?

Saturday

Qutub Minar closed

Sunday

School is closed

a. When is Tajmahal closed?
b. On which days can you visit the Museum ?

4

Prepare a timetable for the food items
that you wish to eat on various days of
the week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

6

5

Make a timetable such that:
EVS on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
English is taught on Thursday, Friday
Maths is taught everyday
Day

Subject-1

Subject-2

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

From the school library, find out any English newspaper and write the names of
supplements provided with the paper on different days of the week

G2.48

WORKSHEET

G2.49

Sequence and write the names of the months

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 9: My Funday

Students will be able to recognize, write and
sequence the names of the months

TLM

There is only a particular
month for winter/summer

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.47 Write the names of the week in a
sequence

Play

One calendar

Point to the name of the
current month on a calendar.
Ask if someone had their
birthday this month. Wish
her/him
Ask if someone had their
birthday in January. Call that
student to the front and ask
him/her to flip the page to Jan
Ask the children for the
names of the months of their
birthdays & tell that these all
are the months of a year

Finding the birthday month on a calendar

PROCESS

Sequence of 12 months of a year

PRactice

Write the names of the month and ask
students to tell the correct sequence

MISCONCEPTIONS

Question: In which month
does India celebrate its
independence day?

kEY VOCABULARY

Month

Question
Name the month in which you
wear warm clothes
Teacher’s Notes
Take a calendar with one
whole page for one month for
better viewing.
Teacher’s Notes
Keep pointing to the names
of the months as you flip the
pages

Tell that there are a total of
12 months in a year and they
all have different names and a
fixed sequence

Describe some attributes
of the months,for example,
we get summer break in the
month of June

Show all the months on the
calendar and read out the
names one by one

Explain that in different
months, we have different
festivals, fruits, etc. Tell that we
celebrate Diwali in November

Write the names of all the
months in a sequence and
recite the names together
with the students
Draw attributes of months
along with the names as
shown
Help the students solve
question 4 from the worksheet.
Write the months on the
blackboard and ask the
students to number the
months in the correct sequence

Questions: In which month
do you enjoy eating Mangoes?
Which is the second and the
second last month of the year?
Teacher Notes: Refer to
other festivals if possible for
better grip on sequence &
names of months
Question
Write names of winter
months

Encourage the students to
look at the calendar, if they
forget the names of the
month

G2.49

LESSON PLAN

G2.49 | problem solve

15min

Complete the table by writing names of the months:

1

2

S. No.

Previous Month

Name of the Month

Next Month

1

May

June

July

2

January

.........................................

.........................................

3

.........................................

December

.........................................

4

.........................................

.........................................

August

Write names of the months in the
correct sequence:

January, March, April, February

4

Number each month in the correct
sequence.

January

April

July

October

February

May

August

November

March

June

September

December

5

3

JUNE
1

Which month will be on the next page?

JUNE
1

OCTOBE
1 R

..........................

........................

OCTOBE
1 R

Each month of the year has some special dates. Write the names of the months against each
occasion:
a) Baisakhi: ___________________
b) Gandhi Jayanti: ___________________
c) Christmas: ______________________

G2.49

WORKSHEET

G2.50

Duration of Months

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 9: My Funday

Students will be able to remember and tell
the number of days of a particular month

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.49 Knows how to sequence and write the
names of the months

Play

TLM

1 calendar with 1 page for
each month & name of the
months printed in bold, big
fonts
12 slips with names of 12
months

MISCONCEPTIONS

Students might have a
misconception that each
month has the same number
of days
kEY VOCABULARY

None

Write names of all 12 months
on paper slips and put them in
a bowl

Ask them to look at the
calendar and check the last
date for the month

Call students randomly and
ask them to take one slip each
from the bowl

Allow the students locate the
correct month on the calendar
by recalling the sequence of
months

Write names of all 12 months
and the number of days in
each month on the black board

Ask the students to observe
you and call out the names
of the month on their own
knuckles

Duration of a month

PROCESS

Tell that each month has
a fixed number of days. It
has either 30 or 31 days but
February has 28 or 29 days
Make them remember the
no. of days using the knuckles
& depressions on the fists of
both hands. Move from right
to left
Duration of 12 months of the year

PRactice

Write the questions and ask the students to
find out the correct answer

After demonstrating the fist
mnemonic using your hands,
draw it on the board as well
for their visual reference
Label it with names of months
and their duration

Say that months at knuckles
have 31 days & those in
depressions have 30.Only
February has 28/29 days
Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Circle the names
of all the months having
31 days-January, February,
December

Question
How many days were there
in February this year?

Question
How many such months are
there in a year?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Write the months
and duration on the black
board and ask the students
to identify which is not a
correct match

G2.50

LESSON PLAN

G2.50 | problem solve

15min

Complete the table by writing the names of the months and their duration:
January, February, March, April, May, June, July , August, September, October, November, December

1

2

S. No.

Name of the Month(s)

Duration

1

June, November

30

2

..................................................................................

31

3

..................................................................................

28

4

..................................................................................

29

Mark the names of any five months
on the following drawing of hands and
their duration:

3

Circle the names of all the months
having 31 days

January,
February,
December

4

How many months have 30 days

January, February, March,
April, May, June, July ,
August, September, October,
November, December

5

Make a list of all the months and their duration. Add up the total number of
days in all the 12 months
Tell the total number of days in a year

G2.50

WORKSHEET

G2.51

Recording Data

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 15: How many ponytails

Students will be able to record the data
using tally marks, simple tables and
pictographs

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.88 Knows how to organize/represent/
interpret simple info (pictorially/
numerically)

Play

Blank Slips: 1 student

Drawing tally marks and pictograph

PRactice

Give practice questions on organizing,
representing & interpreting data

None

Distribute one card to each
student and asks them to
write the number of people at
their homes usually

Once the students have
written, help students
place their cards above the
corresponding number

Keep one set of cards (marked
1 -9) and place them in a
horizontal line

Question
Ask the students what they
observe. Which number tower
is the tallest, and which is the
smallest?

Draw the chart on the black
board and list five food items

Draw the tally marks one
by one. Also draw the same
number of smileys

Read out each food item one
by one and ask students to
raise their hands if they like
the food item

Emphasize that you have
made as many tally marks and
smileys as the number written
in front of each food item

Note the number of students
who raise their hands for each
food item

The food item which has the
most no. of smileys represents
that more people like that
food item

Make a pictograph to show how many
people live with the students

PROCESS

kEY VOCABULARY

Pick one one food item and
read out the number

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the picture and fill
up the tally table

Help the students make the
correct number of tally marks
for each hairstyle and then
write the number in the last
column

Question
How many children wear
caps? How did you know?

Question
If there were 5 students with
ponytails where would you
make the correction in the
table?

G2.51

LESSON PLAN

G2.51 | problem solve

15min

Complete the table by drawing stars and tally marks for the numbers:

1

2

S. No.

Name of
the Month

Number of
birthdays

Tally marks

1

February

5

|||||

2

April

3

...............................

...........................................................

3

July

1

...............................

...........................................................

Look at the picture and fill the table

Colour of
Balls

4

Number

Tally
Marks

5

|||||

3

...............

4

...............

Look at the picture and fill up the tally
table.
Hair style

Tally Marks

Number

Make a table to show what is there in
your pencil box
Object

5

Stars

3

Picture

Number

Tally Marks

Make a list of 10 items in your home. Observe, count and tell:
• How many of them are made of wood?
• How many of them are made of plastic?
• How many of them are made of steel?
• How many of them are made of clay?

G2.51

WORKSHEET

G2.52

Interpreting Data

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 15: How many ponytails

Students will be able to interpret data and
answer questions on simple tables and
pictographs

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.51 Know how to record data and present
using pictograph

Play

Give one blank sheet to each
student

Mango 12,
chocolate 10
and orange 5

Make a table of favorite ice cream candy
flavors

PROCESS
Flavour

Tally lines

Mango

IIIIIIII
IIII

Chocolate

IIIIIIIIII

Orange

IIIII

Blank paper slips: 1 student

pictures

What is more liked?

PRactice
Apple

Ask to color their sheet orange
if they like orange flavor,
brown if they like chocolate,
or yellow if they like mango

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Ask 1 student each to collect
all the orange, chocolate, and
mango sheets
Ask them to count and write
the sheets in the correct
column

Make a table on the board
with two columns “Flavor” and
“No. of students”. Write all 3
flavors in the “Flavor” column

Ask 3 more students to show
the each number using tally
marks

Read out the flavors one
by one & ask to raise their
sheets when you call out their
favorite flavor

Question
Which flavor has the biggest
number written in front of it?
What does this mean?

Use the table from the
previous activity and explain
that 12 students said they
liked mango flavor

Point to the flavor with the
smallest line of ice creams &
explain that this flavor is the
least liked

Emphasize that the number
written in front of each flavor
tells the number of people
who like it

Tell that we can interpret
the data and extract out the
information by comparing no.
of pictures or tally marks easily

Draw as many ice cream
cones in front of each flavor
as the number of students
who liked it

Tell that since chocolate flavor
has more no. of ice creams
than orange, we can say that
more students like chocolate

Point to the flavor with the
longest line of ice creams
and tell that this flavor is the
most liked

Questions: How many
students like orange ice
cream? What is more likedorange or chocolate? How?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the table and
answer the questions

Explain that difference
between the number of pear
and peach trees can be found
by subtracting the number of
pear trees from peach trees

Peach
Guava
Pear

Give practice questions on interpreting
data & solving questions on simple tables &
pictographs

Questions
Which tree is most in
number? How many fewer
pear trees are there in the
garden than the peach trees?

G2.52

LESSON PLAN

G2.52 | problem solve

15min

Look at the table and answer the questions:

1

Month and Year

Number of house built

In which month did they build 2
houses?

January 2009
April 2009

March

August 2009
December 2009
March 2010

2

Look at the table given in question 1
and answer:

a.

How many houses were built in August

b.

How many houses were built in
December

c.

In which month were most houses built

3

The following table shows how the
students come to school. Answer the
question by looking at this table

3a. How many students come to school walking?
3b. How many students come by bus?
3c. How many more students come by car than bicycle

4

Complete the table by making tally
marks

Name

No. of Trees

Tally Marks

Number

Apple
Peach
Guava
Pear

Can you tell how many fewer pear trees
are there than the peach trees?
5

Look at the picture to show how many fish are there in an aquarium.
Complete the sentences :

Grey fish are more than _______ fish
There are total _______ fish in the aquarium
Yellow fish are _______ in number than blue fish (more/less)

G2.52

WORKSHEET

Geometry and Measurement

31

10

Identifies basic 3D shapes
Draws shapes such as straight line, circle, triangle, rectangle
Uses non-standard units to measure length
Uses non-standard units to measure weight
Uses non-standard units to measure capacity

Register

Duster

Chalk box

Ball

Pencil

Stone

Paper ball

Sharpner

Simple
balance

Pebbles

Leaves

Eraser

Blank
sheets

Square, circle,
and triangle
cutouts

Dice

Cone

Birthday
cap

Cup

Spoon

Glass

Water
bottle

Bowl

Match
sticks

Thread

Shoe box

G2.53

Matches and sorts 3-D objects and 2-D shapes

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 1: What is Long, What is Round

Students will be able to match and sort 3-D
objects and 2-D shapes based on observable
features

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

Circles and squares can not be
together in any group

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.78 Know how to sort 2-D shapes
G1.79 Know how to sort 3-D objects

Play

a ball, a cylindrical bottle, a
chalk stick, a round fruit, and
a cylindrical glass

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Keep a ball,a cylindrical bottle,
a chalk stick, a round fruit,
and a cylindrical glass on the
table

Show the ball and ask
students to identify objects
shaped like it

Show the bottle to the class
and ask which of the objects on
the table looks and feels like it

Question
Name another thing around
you that is shaped like a ball

Allow the students to identify
object based on any physical
attribute of their choice and
explain their rationale
Matching objects around us based on their
shapes

PROCESS

Ask the students to consider
the shape of the objects and
identify the object shaped like
a bottle
Draw a circle & 3 squares of
different sizes & orientations
on the black board
Explain that the circle looks
different from the other
shapes
Emphasize that even when
drawn in different sizes and
orientations, squares look
similar to each other

Matching 2D shapes

PRactice

Practice questions on shapes and objects

Tell the students that to
match similar shapes they
should look for how the ends
look like, how many sides are
there etc
Explain that concrete objects
can also be matched with
simple shapes
Tell that a square matches with
an image of a dice and not leaf.
Draw images of a dice & a leaf
& a square in between

Draw a flower and a star.
Explain that the flower has
rounded ends and the star
has sharp ends

Emphasize that the leaf has
rounded ends and is longer in
shape. It does not look like a
square

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Draw the shapes
and ask the students to tick
the shape that do not match
with other shapes in the row

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the objects below
and match the objects with
their shapes

Ask the students to describe
each shape and give their
rationale for ticking the
objects that don’t match

G2.53

LESSON PLAN

G2.53 | problem solve

15min

Colour the same shapes

1

2

Match the pictures with their correct
shapes

3

Tick the objects that don’t match

4

Match the pictures with their correct
shapes

5

Circle the odd shape out in each
collection:

6

Take a rectangular sheet. This is a 2D shape and there are four corners in it.
Fold it into a cylinder. It is 3D shape and there are no corners in it.

Similarly take a circle and make something with it that is 3D and has corners.
G2.53

WORKSHEET

G2.54

Classify 3-D objects by one attribute

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 1: What is Long, What is Round

Students will be able to classify 3-D objects
based on any one attribute

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.53 Know how to classify 2-D objects

Play

What is long, what is round?

PROCESS

One register, one duster to
make a slope
One chalk box, one ball

PRactice

Draw the objects & ask students to classify
the objects based on their attributes

Rolling, Smooth, Round

Ask students to join you in
a game “What’s long, what’s
round, look around” . Start the
game by saying “Chalk is long,
ball is round”

Give sufficient time for
students to look around & find
objects matching the attribute

Prompt students to search
for long objects & round
objects within the classroom.
Repeat the activity with other
physical attributes like small,
box-shaped etc

Teacher’s Notes
If a thing is round & long both,
it should be taken as long in
the game

Put one end of a long register
on the duster & make a slope.
Push a chalk box & a ball on
the slope

Tell that some objects feel
rough &some smooth when
we run our hands over them.
Identify which is rough/
smooth
Explain that our hands have
rough surfaces while our
forehead are smooth

Explain that the ball is rolling
but the box is sliding & tell
that there are many objects
which slide & some which roll

Run your hand over the surface of the
object and learn to classify rough/smooth
objects

kEY VOCABULARY

Explain that objects with
rounded sides like a pen or a
ball can roll but objects like a
box or a ruler slide

Remind students that objects
can either roll or slide & we
know this by looking at their
shape

Draw a brick & a flower petal

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to classify the objects as long
or round:

Ask the students to identify
2 objects from the above
mentioned objects that are
smooth to touch

Ask the students to
identify which of the above
mentioned objects will roll

Emphasize that one object
can have more than one
attribute. For example, apple
is round, will roll & is smooth
to touch

G2.54

LESSON PLAN

G2.54 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the blanks:

1

2

a)

rough

b)

______________ (Rough or smooth)

c)

____________ (round or long )

Circle rough objects:

Glass bottle

5

3

Cirlce all the objects that are long

Bedsheet

Tea Strainer

4

(Rough or Smooth)

Mat

Which one will slide?

Name something that can roll and can also slide?

G2.54

WORKSHEET

G2.55

Classify 3-D objects using 2 attributes

Time, Money and Data Handling Concepts - NCERT Chapter 9: My Funday

Students will be able to compare and
classify 3-D objects based on any two
attributes

TLM

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.54 Know how to classify 3-D objects by 1
attribute

Play

Guess the object

PROCESS

Chalk stick, ball, a pencil,
chalk box, Duster

Smooth

Observe objects around and classify them
according to their attributes

PRactice

Draw the objects on the blackboard & ask to
classify them based on given attributes

Students might think that
some attributes are exclusive
of one another (Eg. all objects
that roll cannot slide)
kEY VOCABULARY

None
Tell the students that you will
think of an object within the
classroom and will give clues
about it and they should try to
guess the object

Allow the students to guess.
Provide other clues about the
object if they are not able to
correctly identify the object

Describe 2 attributes
observable objects like black
board, desk, walls, or tube
lights. For eg. Black and
rectangular: black board

Teacher notes
Pick prominent physical
attributes as clues to the
object (like color, shape,
texture, whether it rolls or
slides)

Take a chalk stick, ball,
pencil, chalk box, duster, &
sharpener. Tell that chalk &
pencil are long & can roll

Show a duster & a sharpener
& tell that both have rough
surfaces & they both can slide
but have different shapes

Also tell that a chalk box and
a ball have smooth surfaces
but chalk box slides while the
ball rolls
Rolling

MISCONCEPTIONS

Tell that objects around us
have various attributes like
how they look, whether they
roll or slide, how they feel, etc

Write names of the above
discussed objects and their
two attributes on the board
for reference
Question
Tell any two attributes of a
shoe

Explain that these attributes
help us describe the objects
around us
Help the students solve
question 2 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to classify the
following objects as rolling and
smooth or round and rough

Point out that a tire is rough
to touch but still can roll.
Emphasize that rough objects
can also roll

Take a bottle and slide it
across the table. Point out
that the same object can roll
as well as slide depending on
how it is kept

Help students solve question
4 from the worksheet. Ask
students to describe any 2
attributes of an ice-cube

G2.55

LESSON PLAN

G2.55 | problem solve

15min

Match by drawing lines:

1

2

Long and rolling

Round and sliding
Round and rolling
2

2

Rough and long

Rashmi wants to separate some things
in 2 baskets. Draw lines to show which
2
basket should the object go into

3

Classify as rolling and smooth or round
and rough

Rolling and smooth

Rolling and
smooth

4

Rough and sliding

Rough and
sliding

Circle any 2 attributes of an ice-cube

Smooth, slides,
black, triangle

5

Write the names of items used in any 2 sports/games and tell any two attributes of each.

G2.55

WORKSHEET

G2.56

Shapes of objects & their stability

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 1: What is Long, What is Round

Students will be able to understand that
objects’ stability depends on their shapes

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.55 Know how to classify 3-D objects by
more than one attributes

Play

Chalk box, Duster,Box, Ball,
cylindrical bottle

kEY VOCABULARY

Stack, Stable

Ask students to take out all
the items from their pencil
box & stack them up. Give
them some time to do that

Show stacking up duster,
chalk box & table & a ball

Ask which of the things can’t
be stacked up & which ones
are easy to do

Ask why ball doesn’t get
stacked up with other three
things

Keep a bottle on the table, its
bottom & on its side

Explain that the objects with
flat surfaces are more stable
& easy to stack up while
objects with round sides
aren’t

Stacking items from the pencil box one on
top of the other

PROCESS

Show that horizontal one will
roll, but the vertical one is
stable when pushed
Explain that stable objects
cannot roll but can be stacked
easily. For e.g., boxes can be
stacked over one another

Explain that objects like coins,
bangles can be stacked up
on their surfaces not on their
edges in standing position
Draw a vertical coin & a
horizontal coin & emphasize
that a horizontal coin has a
flat base

Stacking non-stacking objects

Draw 3 stacked boxes & tell
that their flat base prevents
them from rolling

PRactice

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to classify the following
objects in the table below as
stackable & not stackable

Teachers Notes
Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Help the students
draw an object which is not
stable on its end but is stable
on its side

Question
What can you do to make a
tennis ball stackable?

Emphasize that an object can
have one broad &one round
or narrow end

Give practice questions on understanding
stability of the objects

G2.56

LESSON PLAN

G2.56 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

Mark the shape that does not match with others

1

S. No.

2

Object

Stacking

Stable

1.

______________

______________

2.

______________

______________

3.

______________

______________

4.

______________

______________

5.

No

Yes

There are two ways of stacking up the
empty tumblers. Show both the ways
by drawing.

3

Classify the following objects in the table
below as stackable and not stackable

Stackable

4

Complete this picture to make an
object which is not stable on its ends
but is stable on its sides

5

Unstackable

Draw a fruit that can be stacked

...............................................

6

A cycle wheel cannot stand without support but a truck tire can. Why?

G2.56

WORKSHEET

G2.57

Compare objects by their weights

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 3: How much can you carry

Students will be able to compare weights of
everyday objects in relative terms

TLM

Students might have a
misconception that heavier
objects are always bigger in
size

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.74 Know how to compare objects by
weight and understands related vocabulary

Play

Stone and a paper ball

Divide the students in groups
of two

Ask the other student from
the pair find any one thing
heavier than the shavings

PROCESS

PRactice

Question
Name something which
is lighter than than pencil
shavings

Tell that the picture shows a
mother & her 2 children on
a see-saw. Explain that the
weight is equal both sides

Tell that objects around us can
be compared by their weights.
Lighter objects can together
weigh equal to heavier ones

Tell that lighter things together
can be equal to the weight of
a heavier thing. Like elephant
can equal 10 tree logs

Re-emphasize that lighter
objects are not necessarily
small

Explain that weight of many
paper balls put together
would be equal to the weight
of a stone

Question
Name any one object that
is equal to the weight of 10
bathing soaps
Question
Name something which is
smaller but weighs more than
an pillow

Help the students solve
question Q2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
classify the following objects in
the table below as heavier or
lighter than a spoon

Question
How did you know which
object is heavier?
Give practice questions on comparing
weights

Continue the game for 3-4
rounds

Ask the first student to find
an object heavier than the
one brought by their partner

Show a stone & paper ball. Ask
what is heavier & tell them
that though both are same in
size, paper ball is lighter
Comparing objects by their weight

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Ask one student from each
pair to sharpen their pencils a
little and collect the shavings

Lighter and heavier objects

MISCONCEPTIONS

Teacher’s notes
Explain that some objects
heavier than a spoon do
not have the same weight.
A table is heavier than a
pitcher

G2.57

LESSON PLAN

G2.57 | problem solve

15min

Circle the heavy object

1

2

4

a.

b.

c.

6

Circle objects that are heavier than a
spoon

Compare, guess and fill in the blanks:

3

Which is ligher ?

5

How many Re.1 coins would equal the
weight of a Rs. 10 coin?

weight of .......

weight of .......

weight of .......

How many glasses full of water will be equal to the weight of a bucket full of water?

G2.57

WORKSHEET

G2.58

Order objects by their weights

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 3: How much can you carry

Students will be able to compare weights
of objects using simple balance and order
them accordingly

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.56 Know how to Compare objects by
weight

Play

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None
A simple balance
Erasers
Pebble
Stone
Leaves
Show a simple balance and
ask students if they have seen
a balance before
Now keep a chalk stick in
pan of the balance and ask
one student to put any other
object in second pan

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Make a simple balance using
paper cups, thread and a
stick as a preparation for this
session

Ask students to observe which
pan goes down. Ask them to
point to the lighter object on
the balance
Using Simple balance

PROCESS

Continue by putting an object
in 1 pan & asking them to put a
heavier object in the other pan
Tell the students that a simple
balance can be used to find
out which objects are heavier
than the others

Now place the pebbles next
to the leaves & the stone next
to them. Tell that objects are
arranged in order of weights

Place 2-3 leaves in one pan
and a pebble in the other pan

Explain that you can use some
objects like chalk sticks to find
out the weights of each object

Point out that the heavier pan
always goes down. Emphasize
that pebbles are heavier than
leaves
Ordering objects by their weight

PRactice

Draw the objects and ask the students to
order them according to their weight

Replace the leaves with a
stone. Point out that the side
with stones is heavier

Demonstrate measuring
weight of pebbles in terms of
chalk sticks. Similarly, do that
for the stone
Explain that stone is heavier
than a pebble because more
chalks were required to
balance it

Help the students solve
question 2 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to order the
following objects in increasing
order of their weights

Question
Using a balance, how do
you find out which object is
heavier?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to number
the objects in the increasing
order of their weight

Emphasize that weights of
objects can either be directly
compared using a balance or
by first weighing each object
in terms of a nonstandard
unit and then comparing
how many units were used to
balance each object

G2.58

LESSON PLAN

G2.58 | problem solve

15min

Number the objects according to their weight.

1

Paper ball
1
1
1

Plastic ball
22 2

Rubber ball
3
3
3

Number the following objects according
to their weights:

2
1

(1)

2

(1)

3

Which one is lighter

3

(1)
1

2

3

(1)
4

Order according to the weight

5
1st ,

2nd ,

Chanda weighed these three objects
1st ,
2nd
,
3rd
using marbles.
Help
her number the
3rd
objects according
to their weights.
______, ______, _______

______, ______, _______

6

1st ,

2nd ,

______,

______,

3rd
_______

Observe and write about 3 things that are weighed when you go to but them

G2.58

WORKSHEET

G2.59

Principle of weight conservation

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 3: How much can you carry

Students will be able to understand the idea
of conservation of weight

TLM

Students might have a
misconception that objects
become lighter when broken
into pieces

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.58 Know how to compare and order
weights of objects using a simple balance

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

Simple balance
Sheets of paper
Chalk sticks
Take 3 sheets of paper. Fold
one to make a boat, crumple
one to make a ball, and fold
one to make a triangle
Place the three on the table
and tell the students that each
object is made out of 1 sheet
of paper

kEY VOCABULARY

None
Teacher’s Notes
Ensure that slightly heavy
sheets (like chart paper sheet/
card sheet) are used for this
activity

Question
Why do you think all objects
weigh the same?
Weighing different items made out of 1
sheet of paper

PROCESS
15 min

Weigh it, break it

PRactice

Draw the pictures and help the students
answer the questions

Question
Ask to make something else out
of 1 sheet of paper and check if
it also weighs the same
Call 1 student & give a chalk
stick in her both hands.
Ask which of the hands has
heavier & lighter object

Remind the students that all
objects made of one sheet of
paper weighed the same

Now break 1 of the chalk
sticks into 2 parts & ask which
is heavier-unbroken chalk
stick or broken chalk stick

Emphasize that dismantling
or partitioning objects doesn’t
change their weight

Weigh 2 chalk using a simple
balance. Tell that the weight of
the whole chalk stick is same
as the weight of broken one

Question
There are 2 identical cakes. 1
is cut into 4 pieces & 1 is cut
into 6 pieces. Which cake will
be heavier? Why?

Explain that the weight of any
object remains the same if we
break it or fold it
Help the students solve
Question 3 from the
worksheet. Draw the picture
and ask what is the weight of
both the things in terms of
cubes. If the pencil is broken
into two parts, what will be the
weight of both objects then?

Emphasize that the weight
of an object changes only
when some of its parts are
removed

Question
Would the balance still
show the two sides as equal
if I throw away one of the
broken pencil pieces?

G2.59

LESSON PLAN

G2.59 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the blanks by choosing the right picture from the following:

1

Objects in Pan 1

1.

=
=
=

2.
3.

2

Objects in Pan 2

Weight of the pencil and book together
is equal to the weight of 8 cubes
What will be the weight of the same
book and the same pencil broken into
two parts /

3

5

................................
................................

Which of the bags will be heavier? Why?

2 books in a bag

4

1

2 books on the bag

Match the objects with the same weight

If you eat one apple taking big bites and your friend eats one similar sized apple with small
bites, who will eat more apples?

G2.59

WORKSHEET

G2.60

Patterns in objects

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns (only relevant section here)

Students will be able to identify geometric
patterns in everyday objects

TLM

Students might not be able
to distinguish between
geometric “patterns” and
“designs”

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

Blank paper : 1 student

G1.84 Know how to observe and repeat
patterns with shapes and pictures

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

kEY VOCABULARY

Pattern
Ask the students to take a
sheet of paper and fold it
twice and then tear 2 small
pieces from any one side of
the sheet

Ask the students to fold the
paper twice and tear 2 small
pieces from another side. Ask
students to open the sheet,
observe and say something
about what they see.

Ask the students to open and
observe the paper

Teacher’s Notes
Encourage the students to
describe the pattern they
have created

Draw 3 images on the black
board. Describe each image

Point to the image which is
not a pattern & tell that each
flower is slightly different.
Even the leaves are not alike

Making patterns by paper folding and
tearing

PROCESS

Tell that some designs have
repeating lines/curves/circles/
squares/shapes. Such designs
are called patterns
Explain that the 1st pattern is
made up of curved lines. Draw
a curved line & tell that the
line has been repeated
Identifying patterns around us

Ask if they have seen patterns
like these on clothes

PRactice

Help students solve question
2 from the worksheet. Ask
students to identify and draw
the shape that repeats in
each design

Give practice questions on identifying
patterns of geometrical shapes in everyday
life

Explain that all designs are
not patterns. They are made
by repeating some shape
many times. Shapes may be
geometrical
Question
What kind of pattern does a
leopard have on its skin?

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to identify the objects that
have patterns on them:

Question
Name something that does
not have a pattern

G2.60

LESSON PLAN

G2.60 | problem solve

15min
Pattern

Repeating Shape

Circle the patterns only:

1

Pattern

2

Repeating Shape

Patternthe Repeating
Match
pattern Shape
with the shape
repeating in it

3

Identify and draw the shape that
repeats in each design:
Pattern

4

5

Repeating Shape

Draw a pattern using this shape

Window grills have beautiful patterns in them. Observe what kind of shapes are repeating in
them.

G2.60

WORKSHEET

G2.61

Repeating and growing patterns

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 5: Patterns (only relevant section here)

Students will be able to extend a growing or
repeating pattern

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

Geometric pattern is like
design, but every design might
not be a pattern

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.60 Know how to identify patterns in
everyday objects

Play

Cutouts of shapes:
2 triangles, 1 circle, 1 square

kEY VOCABULARY

Clap in a pattern as “ClapClap-ClapClapClap” and ask
students to repeat it with you

Question

Extend

How many times would you
clap in one round of “ClapClap-ClapClapClap” ?

Ask them to do the same as
you say “Start”
Now clap in pattern “ClapClapClap-ClapClapClap”
taking students along

Clap in a repeating pattern and growing
pattern

PROCESS

Ask how many times should
we clap next

Draw a triangle, square, circle,
triangle, and square one by
one one after the other. Allow
students to observe
Ask students to guess which
shape would you make next

Showing repeating and growing patterns

PRactice

Draw one square on the
board, then 2 squares, then 3
squares, and lastly 4 squares
Explain that patterns can also
keep on increasing step by
step. Like there was only 1
square in step 1, but 2 in step 2

Tell the students that you
drew a triangle first, square
next, and then a circle and
repeated this combination

Emphasize that a pattern can
be repeated, meaning that the
same combination of shapes is
repeated over and over again

Explain that when shapes
are repeated in the same
way over and over again it
becomes a pattern

Pattern can also be growing,
meaning that the shape is
repeated more and more
times in each step

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Draw the pattern
on the black board and ask
the students to extend it

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Draw the pattern
and ask the students to
extend it

Allow the students to observe
and identify the pattern.
Point out that every alternate
box is similar

Emphasize that all the trees
are not looking the same.
Each had one triangle more
than the previous one

Draw the following pictures on the board
and ask students to extend the pattern

G2.61

LESSON PLAN

G2.61 | problem solve

15min

What will come next?

1

2

4

6

Complete this pattern

What will the 4th three look like?

3

What will come next ?

5

How many squares will be there in the
next picture?

In the pattern below, find out if there is any error. Correct that and extend the pattern

G2.61

WORKSHEET

G2.62

Compares 2-D traces of 3-D objects

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints
TLM

Students will be able to trace 3-D objects
and compare them based on their traces

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

Cuboidal Duster

G2.53 Know how to classify 2-D objects
based on observable features

Play

kEY VOCABULARY

Trace

Stretch your hand and trace it
with chalk on the board. Ask
students to trace their one
hand on a paper

Ask to compare size of trace
of their hand with the trace of
their partner’s hand

Ask them to compare the
shapes and sizes of their
fingers

Question
What shape will you get if you
keep your hand like this?

Trace a duster on the board
by holding it vertically and
horizontally

Take a bottle and trace it
by keeping it parallel to the
board. Now trace it by keeping
it perpendicular to the board

Teacher tracing the hand

PROCESS

Tell the class that these are
two traces of the duster but
they look different
Explain that the same object
can have different traces
depending on how they are
placed
Tracing 3-D objects

PRactice

Draw the shapes on the black board and ask
the students to identify the correct objects

Now trace the smaller face of
duster and tell that this trace
is smaller than other traces
drawn

Explain that two traces look
very different on shape and
size
Point to the trace of the
bottom of the bottle. Ask if
the students know of anything
that can also give a circular
trace

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Draw these
pictures on the board and ask
students to fill in the blanks

Emphasize that the circle
can be traced using a bangle
and also by placing a glass
vertically on the paper

Questions
_____________________ can be
traced using a bangle
____________________ can be
traced using a stick
_________________ can be traced
using a glass

Help the students sole
question 3 from the
worksheet. Draw the
following and ask if the
traces will be the same

G2.62
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G2.62 | problem solve

15min

Match the
objects with their traces:
Match the objects with their traces

1

1

2

3

2

Match
the objects with their traces
Fill in the
blanks

3

Will the traces be the same?

h their traces

1. _______________
can be traced using a bangle
1
2. _______________ can be traced using a stick
3. _______________ can be traced using a sandwich
2

4. _______________ can be traced using a biscuit
3

4

5

Match leaves with their traces

Trace the hands of your family members. Ask your friends to guess which trace is of your
hand, your mother’s, your father’s, etc.

G2.62

WORKSHEET

G2.63

Perspectives of simple 3-D objects

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to identify and
visualize top, front, back and bottom views
of 3-D objects

TLM

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.62 Students know how to trace 2-D
shapes of 3-D objects

Play

Pencil: 1 student
Shoe box/any cuboidal box
Empty Bottle
Ask students to hold their
pencils up right on their desks
Ask them to observe it from
its top and tell what shape
they see
Ask them to observe the
pencil from its side and tell
what shape do they see

Observing views of a pencil

PROCESS

Viewing 3-D objects

PRactice

MISCONCEPTIONS

kEY VOCABULARY

“Top”, “Front”, “Bottom”

Question
Is there any change between
the shapes that you see from
the back and front of the
pencil?
Teacher’s Notes
Make sure all the pencils are
kept straight for the entire
duration of activity

Ask them to observe the
pencils from its back and tell
about the shape they see

Take a cuboidal box and place
it on the table

Pick it up & look at it from
the bottom. Tell that the face
is rectangular but it is bigger
that the front and back

Go to the front of the box
and explain that it looks
rectangular

Take a water bottle and
repeat the activity. Look at it
from the top then pick it up
and look at it from the bottom

Go to the back of the box
and explain that it looks
rectangular too

Tell the students that you
could see ridges on the
bottom and could see the cap
from the top

Draw the shape on the board
and tell the box looks like
rectangle from front and back

Tell that 3-D objects have top/
bottom/side/front/back views.
These views may or may not
be similar

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to draw top and side views of
an ice-cream cone

Help the students to
solve question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to draw the top and bottom
view of your hand

Give practice questions on drawing 3-D
objects from different view points

G2.63

LESSON PLAN

G2.63 | problem solve

15min
Complete the table below:

MatchMatch
thethesame
objects
in different
views
same objects
in differentshown
views
Object
Top

1

2

ws

Complete
the table below:
Complete the table below:
Object

4

Top

Side

3

Draw top and side views of an ice-cream
cone:

5

Circle the top view of this almirah

Front

Draw the top and bottom view of your
hand

Front

Side

Object
Top

Side

Front

6

Which view of an aeroplane do we see when it is flying high up in the air?

G2.63

WORKSHEET

G2.64

Classify 2-D shapes

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to name and classify
common 2-D shapes by their key features

TLM

Students might have difficulty
recognizing common 2-D
shapes when presented in
nonstandard orientations

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.62 Know how to trace 2-D shapes of 3-D
objects

Play

Stick
Cut outs of circle, square,
rectangle, and triangle

PROCESS

PRactice

Draw the shapes and ask the students to
identify all the circles and squares

Triangle, Square, Rectangle
Question
How many shapes are there
on the stick with four corners?

Give a triangle to one student
and ask to choose a similar
shape from the stick

Question
How many shapes are there
on the stick with less than
four sides?

Take their responses and
show them the correct shape

Teacher’s Note
Shapes should be visible
to all students so that they
can match two shapes
conveniently

Draw 1 shape each of a circle,
triangle, rectangle, & square
on the board & write the
name of each shape under it

Take a square shape closer to
the board, point to its sides
and tell that it matches with
the square

Take a triangular shape closer
to the board, point to its sides
and tell that it matches with
the triangle

Take a rectangular shape
closer to the board, point
to its corners and tell that it
matches with the rectangle

Rotate the triangle cut out
and explain that the shape is
still triangular. Take a circular
shape closer to the board
Matching 2-D shapes

kEY VOCABULARY

Hang one triangle, one
rectangle, one circle and
one triangle on a stick with
suitable gap

Show a circle and ask students
which shape was similar to
this
Matching similar shapes

MISCONCEPTIONS

Emphasize that all triangles
look like each other. Same is
true for all rectangles, circles
and squares

Point to the circle and explain
that both circles are round
with no sharp corner

Questions: Will a big triangle
be like a small triangle?
Which shape will match with a
notebook page?

Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to write the names inside each
of the shapes shown below

Draw an oval, trapezium,
and an irregular shape and
emphasize that these shapes
are not circle, triangle, and
circle respectively

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
color the shapes as indicated

Emphasize that the
same shaped objects can
have different sizes and
orientations but if their sides
are made irregular or curved
the shape is no longer the
same

G2.64

LESSON PLAN

G2.64 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

Mark the shape that does not match with others

1



2

Put a tick in front of correct sentences:

1

This is a square

2

This is a circle

3

This is a circle

4

Colour the shapes as indicated.

3

Write the names of the shapes inside
each of the shapes shown below:

5

These are triangles. Draw 2 more
triangles

Colour :
a. All triangles red
b. All rectangles red
c. All squares red

6

If we classify a triangle, a rectangle, a circle and a square into two categories, the circle will
be alone in its category. Why?

G2.64

WORKSHEET

G2.65

Describes and draws 2-D shapes

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to describe features of
2-D shapes and draw them

TLM

Students do not recognize
that sides of a shape can be
curved, for e.g. a circle has a
curved side

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.64 Know how to classify common 2-D
shapes

Play

Rectangle, square, triangle
and circle cut outs

Take one triangle and hide it
at your back
Ask them to guess the shape
based on some clues
Provide clues like “it can be
made using 3 straight lines; if
you trace a birthday cap, you
will get this shape”

Guess the shape

PROCESS

Allow the students to make
guesses and encourage them
to draw it

Show the cut out of a square
and tell that a square has four
equal sides and four corners
Show a rectangle & tell it has 4
corners & sides with opposite
sides equal. Draw a rectangle
& clearly explain
Show a triangle & tell that it
has 3 corners & 3 sides.
Show a circle & tell that it has
no corner & 1 curved side

Describing 2-D shapes

PRactice

MISCONCEPTIONS

Write the info. on all the
4 shapes on the board.
Emphasize on their names &
description

kEY VOCABULARY

Corners, sides
Show the shape and let them
match it with their drawing

Repeat the activity with other
shapes

Teacher’s Notes
Allow them to tell the name
of shapes if they wish so.
Try holding these shapes in
different orientation

Question
Which shape will have all sides
equal?
Question
Which shape has no straight
line?
Teacher Notes
Run your finger through the
edge of the shape as you talk
about side & point at vertices
while on corners

Use the given lines and
complete the shapes as
indicated

I) A ________ has 4 corners and
____ sides
II) A circle has 1 ____ and
___________ corners
Give practice questions on determining
features of 2-D shapes

G2.65

LESSON PLAN

G2.65 | problem solve

15min

Complete the table below:

1

Description

Name of shape

Drawing

3 corners
4 equal sides

Squre

1 curved side
Opposite sides
equal, 4 corners

2

Fill in the blanks

3

Draw 2 squares and divide first into two
rectangles and other into two triangles
by drawing lines

a. A ________ has 4 corners and ____ sides
b. A circle has 1 ____ and ___________ corners

6

Try creating two squares by using 7 matchsticks. Draw your drawing too

G2.65

WORKSHEET

G2.66

Count and create images with 2-D shapes

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to identify and count
simple 2-D shapes in an image and create
images by drawing 2-D shapes

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.65 Know how to describe and draw 2-D
shapes

Play

3 circles, 3 squares, 3 triangles
and 3 rectangles : 2 students

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Give one shape each of circle,
square, triangle and two
rectangles to each pair

Question
How many shapes are there
with only one side?

Ask them to arrange the
shapes to create a design.
Draw one sample design on
the board with same number
of shapes

Teacher’s Note
Make sure the students do
not keep the shapes on top of
each other

Ask how many of each shape
have they used in their
designs
Designs with shapes

PROCESS

Number of shapes in a bus

PRactice

Give practice questions on counting &
drawing 2-D shapes

Question
How many corners does the
image have?
Draw a bus design on the
board by using 2 circles, one
big rectangle, 3 squares and 2
small rectangles

Tell that it is possible to make
many different designs using
the simple shapes

Shade different shapes with
chalk of different colors

Explain that small and big
rectangles are counted
together

Count the number of each
type of shapes used and write
under the bus

Question
Out of triangles and squares,
what shapes would you use to
make a butterfly?

Emphasize that the same
type of shapes is counted
together

Question
Can we use squares in place of
circles in the bus?

Help the students solve
Question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to complete the house by
drawing 3 more shapes
inside it

Help the students solve
Question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the image carefully
and count each shape

Teacher’s Note
Allow students to use any
shape here as per their
imagination

Point out that the wings of
the windmill are rectangles

G2.66

LESSON PLAN
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Complete the ﬂowers by drawing more shapes:

1

2

Complete the house by drawing 3 more
shapes inside it

3

Count the shapes in the picture below

Rectangle : _____

4

Count the triangles in the picture below.

Triangle
6

Triangle

: _____

Circle

: _____

Square

: _____

5

Draw a design using 5 circles

: _____

Draw a ceiling fan and a table fan using rectangles and triangles for the blades. Count and
write the total number of shapes that you drew.

G2.66

WORKSHEET

G2.67

Classifying 3-D shapes based on 2-D traces

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to classify 3-D objects
based on the shape of their trace that could
be triangle, circle, rectangle or square

TLM

A 3-D object can have only one
shape as its trace

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.65 Know how to describes and draws 2-D
shapes

Play

1 Duster, 1 water bottle, 1
chalk box,
1 Ludo-dice
Ask one student to trace the
rectangular face of the duster
on the board. Ask students
what shape is that
Demonstrate how to trace an
outline, if the student is not
able to so independently
Ask them to find out any
shape with them that will give
a rectangular trace to trace
that shape in their notebooks

Tracing Objects

PROCESS

PRactice

Give practice questions on classification of
3-D objects by tracing

kEY VOCABULARY

Trace

Ask one student to trace the
bottle’s flat face on the board
Question
What shape will you get by
tracing the duster’s small
face?
Question
What trace will you get from a
bowl?

Show them a bottle and ask
what trace they will get for it
Show a duster, a pencil box,
and a notebook one by one to
the students
Trace the outline for a pencil
box and a notebook. Tell that
traces of these shapes will
give us rectangular shapes

Classifying objects based on traces

MISCONCEPTIONS

Trace the outline of a pen,
keeping it perpendicular to
the board & then parallel to
the board
Explain both differ based on
how the pen was kept while
tracing. Repeat the process to
trace the outline of water bottle

Explain that a trace is what we
get by drawing out the outline
of a 3-D object

Re-emphasize the trace of an
object depends on how it is
placed

Circle the 2 traces & explain
that objects with same
shaped traces can be grouped
together

Question
Name two objects whose
traces are the same as the
trace of a bangle.

Help the students solve
Question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to classify the following
objects according to their
traces

Question
What shape are the traces of
the eraser?

Ask students to trace their
erasers. Encourage the
students to place their
erasers in different ways and
trace its outline

Question
Eraser, Fridge door, Window
pane can be grouped
together. Can you explain
why?

G2.67

LESSON PLAN
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15min

Match the objects with their traces by drawing lines:

1

AMUL

2

Connect the lines between objects and
the shapes of their traces

Triangle

4

5

Circle

Square

3

Shade the parts of this house which will
give you square shaped traces

Rectangle

Circle the objects which can be grouped
together based on their traces.

Trace the outline of your thumb and identify other objects that will have the same trace.

G1.67

WORKSHEET

G2.68

Recognizes 3-D shapes in daily life

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to recognize cylindrical
and cuboidal shapes around them

TLM

Students might not recognize
buttons and coins as
cylindrical

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.67 Know how to classifies 3-D shapes
based on 2-D traces

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

Cylinder made out of white
paper
Cuboidal cardboard box
Cylindrical bottle

kEY VOCABULARY

Show a cylindrical shape and
ask if they see such things
around

Question
Do you see any corners in this
shape?

Cylinder, Cuboid

Listen to them and write a
few of their examples on the
board
Ask where the cylindrical
shapes are used

Examples of cylindrical shape

PROCESS

Question
Do you have any object of this
shape in your bag?

Show a bottle & say that this
bottle has a cylindrical shape
& explain that objects which
look like this are cylindrical
Write chalk piece, needle, and
straw on the board and tell
that these are some examples
of cylindrical objects
Show a shoe-box/duster/
chalk-box and explain that
these objects and other such
objects are cuboidal in shape

3-D shapes around us

PRactice

Emphasize that there
are plenty of cuboidal &
cylindrical shapes around us
& that cylindrical shapes don’t
have corners
Question
Do you have a cuboidal shape
in your bag?
Question
What kind of shape does a
screw have?

Write matchbox,brick,eraser,
room,cell phone on the board
& tell that all these have
cuboidal shapes

Teacher Note
Write only those objects on
the board which are purely
cylindrical

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to sort the objects based on
their shape

Question
A ceiling fan has a cylindrical
part in it. Look at the fan and
find out the cylindrical part

Give practice questions on identifying
cuboidal and cylindrical shapes

G2.68
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15min

This is an Ice-cream parlor. Color the cuboids brown and cylinders yellow:

1

ICE - CREAM

2

Sort the objects according to their
shape

Cylinder

4

5

3

Draw something that is cuboid

Cuboid

Draw some vegetables/fruits which
look exactly like cylinders. Are there
some food items which are cuboidal?

Coin and car tires are also examples of cylinders. Explain how.

G1.68

WORKSHEET

G2.69

Recognizes 3D shapes like cone, sphere in DAILY LIFE

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to recognize conical
and spherical objects around them

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.67 Know how to classifies 3-D shapes
based on 2-D traces

Play

Examples of conical shape

PROCESS

Cone made out of thick paper
that would fit on the ball
A plastic ball

PRactice

Draw the shapes and ask the students to
identify the cone

Cone, Sphere

Put a cone on a ball and show
that to the class. Ask if they
like it and what it can be
called

Write one or two examples on
the board

Now reorient it and show the
cone under the ball. Ask what
would it look like

Question
What games do you play with
the ball?

Separate both the shapes and
ask how many 3-D shapes
they see here

Question
Is there any corner in the icecream cone?

Hold the cone and ask if they
have seen anything like that

Show a ball and say that this
ball is like sphere and explain
that objects which look like
this are spherical
Write marble, ladoo, soapbubble on the board and tell
that these are some examples
of spherical objects

Spheres and cones around us

kEY VOCABULARY

Emphasize that there are
plenty of spherical and conical
shapes around us and that
sometimes can be seen
together
Question: Can you stand a
cone on its point?

Show a birthday cap and
explain that this is like cone
and other such objects are
conical in shape

Question: Which out of two
shapes rolls more easily?

Write ice cream cone,
Christmas tree, sharpened
end of pencil & say that these
objects are conical

Teacher Notes: Equip
students with the ability to
associate real life objects with
3-d shapes

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to draw the shape in their
notebooks and color the
spheres red and cones yellow

Question
What part of your body looks
like a sphere?

Question
Name one way in which
cones are different from
spheres

Help the student solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to identify the cone

G2.69

LESSON PLAN

G2.69 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the blanks:

1

Object	Shape of the object

2

4

5

1.

Spherical

2.

____________________

3.

____________________

4.

____________________

5.

____________________

Color the spheres red and cones yellow

3

Which one is a cone?

Draw an object which has spherical
shape

Police use some red colored 3D structures on the road to manage traffic. What shape are
these objects?
There are some homes which have conical structures in them. Know more about such homes
and tell where they are found.

G1.69

WORKSHEET

G2.70

Describing common 3-D objects

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to describe common
3-D objects in terms of edges, faces and
corners

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.69 Know how to recognize 3-D shapes in
daily life

Play

TLM

Closed cuboidal/cubical box
cylindrical glass,
Birthday cap,
Ball

Face, edge

Ask one student to come and
choose a shape without any
corner

Question
Which has curves? sphere or
cuboid?

Show the shape to the class
and ask for its name. Tell that
the sphere and cylinder do
not have any corner

Question
Is there any shape with flat
faces?

PROCESS

Show a cube/cuboid, point to
their parts, count, and tell that
such shapes have 8 corners,
12 edges and 6 flat faces
Show a cylinder, point to its
edges, & tell that such shapes
have 2 curved edges,2 flat
faces,1 curved face & no corners
Show a sphere and tell that
this does not have any edge
or corner. There is only one
curved face

Give practice questions on determining
faces, edges & corners of different shapes

kEY VOCABULARY

Show the shape to the class
and ask for its name. Say that
the cone and cylinder have
curves

Ask another one to come and
choose a shape with curves

PRactice

Students might have a
misconception that cylinder
and cone do not have flat
faces

Keep a box, a cylindrical glass,
a conical birthday cap, and a
ball on a table

Examples of cylindrical shape

Faces, edges, and corners in 3-D shapes

MISCONCEPTIONS

Teacher’s Notes
Ensure that the objects are
big enough and visible to the
students all the time
Write the information about
each shape on the board
along with their drawing
& name & emphasize on
faces,corners & edge
Question
What kind of edge does a
cylinder have?
Question
How many shapes have flat
faces?

Show a cone, point to its
parts, &tell that it has 1
corner,1 curved edge,1 curved
& 1 flat surface

Teacher Notes
In counting corners, edges, &
faces, touching those parts is
very crucial

Divide the students in groups
of 4 and distribute a cuboid
box and conical birthday cap
to each group

Question
In which shape there are no
flat faces and no straight
edges?

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the shapes and
identify the number of edges
and faces

G2.70
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sphere the table cuboid
Complete
by ﬁlling Sphere, cone, cuboid, cube, or cylinder. There can be more than
two shapes for a description:

1

cylinder
cylinder

cone
corn

Description

Name of Shapes

No Corner

Cylinder, Sphere

This is a _________. It does not have any
_________ edge.

2

Complete the table by ﬁlling Sphere,
cone, cuboid, cube, or cylinder. There
can be more than two shapes for a
description:

1. One curved face

________________

2. 12 straight edges

________________

3. 2 ﬂat faces

________________

Identify the number of edges and faces.

3

a)
sphere

sphere

cuboid

cylinder

cylinder

b)

corn

This is a _________. It has
8 _________and _________ edges.
cuboid

corn

This is a _________. It does not
have any _________ edge.

This is a _________. It does not have any
_________ edge.

4. Curved and ﬂat face ________________
This is a _________. It does not have any
_________ edge.

4

In many indoor/outdoor games, we use diﬀerent 3D shapes. Tell what kind of shapes we use
in Ludo and carrom.

Ludo_______________
Carrom ____________

G2.70

WORKSHEET

G2.71

Identify shapes with equal/unequal parts

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 6: Footprints

Students will be able to identify shapes that
have equal parts and count the equal parts
(up to 3)

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.82 Identify shapes that can be cut into 2
equal halves
G2.66 Counts/creates 2-D shapes

Play

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None
Paper cut outs (square, circle,
and irregular shaped)- 2
students
Rectangular paper strip
Circle cut out-2

kEY VOCABULARY

“Equal parts”

Divide students in groups of 2
and distribute paper cut outs
to each group

Remind students that they
had learnt to make halves by
folding the cutouts through
the middle

Ask the students to color half
of each cut out in red and
other half in green

Question
Were you able to color half of
each cut out? Why/Why not?

Show a rectangular paper
strip and fold it into two parts.
Make a sharp crease and
unfold it

Fold the rectangle twice
such that there are 3 equal
parts. Point to each part and
emphasize that all parts are
equal

Coloring 2 equal halves in different colors

PROCESS

Explain that the rectangle
can be divided into 2 equal
parts by folding it through the
middle
Now fold another rectangular
sheet & show its two unequal
parts. Explain that one part is
bigger than the other
Fold into equal halves

PRactice

Give practice questions on identifying
shapes that have equal parts and then
count them

Draw a circle and explain that
the circle can also be divided
into 3 parts
Draw a line on the circle to
show 3 pieces and emphasize
that all parts are equal

Explain that just as the paper
was divided into 2 parts it can
also be divided into 3 parts
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to circle the shape with equal
parts in each row

For each shape, ask the
students to count how many
equal parts are there

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to look at the picture and
answer the questions.
This circle has been divided
into __ parts
Question
Do the lines divide the circle
into equal parts? How do you
know?

G2.71
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Are the parts equal or unequal

1

Equal
Unequal 

2

Are the parts equal or unequal

3

Circle the shape with equal parts

5

Write how many equal parts are there:

Equal
Unequal
Equal
Unequal
Equal
Unequal
Equal
Unequal

4

Look at the picture and answer the
questions

4a. This circle has been divided into __ parts
4b. Do the lines divide the circle into equal
parts? Yes/No

6

Tick ﬂags that can be divided into two or three equal parts

G2.71

WORKSHEET

G2.72

Measuring capacity in non-standard units

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 7: Jugs and Mugs

Students will be able to measure and tell
capacity of a vessel in terms of smaller nonstandard units

TLM

Students might have a
misconception that capacity is
related to water only

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.75 Knows how to compare objects
by capacity and understands related
vocabulary

Play

Paper cups- 10
A water bottles - 2 (different
sizes)

PROCESS

PRactice

Give practice questions on measuring &
comparing capacities of different containers

“Capacity”

Pick any one guess and place
that many cups on the table.
Call another to pour water
into the cups and check

Pick any one guess by the
students (preferably a small
number, say 2) and place that
many cups on the table

Repeat the activity with
different sizes of water bottles
Question
How many more cups do you
think can be filled with the
water in the bottle?

If water is remaining, show
the bottle to the students and
ask students to guess again
Show a water bottle and a
paper cup filled with water.
Pour the water from the paper
cups into the bottle

As the bottle can hold 7 cups
of water, its capacity is 7 cups.
Drain the water & now use
tumblers to fill up the bottle

Tell that around 7 (or the
number of paper cups
required to fill the bottle)
were required to fill the bottle
completely

Explain that 2 tumblers (or the
number of tumblers required
to fill the bottle) are required
to fill the bottle

Ask how many cups of water
can you fill using this bottle
now
Capacity in non-standard units

kEY VOCABULARY

Put a water bottle and a cup
on the table and ask one
student to come and take
water from bottle in the cup

Ask another student to pour
water into the cups and check
if any water is still left in the
bottle
Finding capacity of different vessels

MISCONCEPTIONS

Explain that the amount of
water that the bottle can hold
is its “capacity”

Explain that 2 tumblers can
also be called as the capacity
of the bottle
Tell that capacity tells how
much water a vessel can hold
in terms of the container used
to fill it

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to choose the correct
number of smaller nonstandard units to fill or
empty the shown vessel

Help the students solve
question 3a from the
worksheet. Ask the students
the capacity of a vessel that
can completely fill milk in 5
glasses

Emphasize that various
containers can be used to
fill the mug. Capacity can
be reported in terms of any
container used

Question
How can we find out the
capacity of a mug?

G2.72
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Match the vessel with its capacity in non-standard units:

1

S. No.

2

4

5

Shape

Capacity

1.

1

20

2.

50

30

3.

5

1

4.

1

1

Choose the correct number of smaller
non-standard units to fill or empty the
shown vessel

3

Find the capacity of a bottle that can
completely fill milk in 5 glasses

Honey has filled his water gun 3 times
from a bucket. What is the capacity of
the bucket?

How will you check if the capacity of 2 containers is the same or not?

G2.72

WORKSHEET

G2.73

Compare capacity by non-standard units

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 7: Jugs and Mugs

Students will be able to compare the
capacities in non-standard units and
arrange them in order.

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.72 Know how to measure capacity in
non-standard units

Play

Arranging objects in order of capacities

PROCESS

TLM

None
Water bottle
Cup
Plastic spoon
Plastic tumbler
Bottle cap with capacity more
than a spoon

PRactice

Draw the containers on the board & ask the
students to order them according to their
capacities

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Keep a tumbler, spoon and a
cup on the table and ask three
students to come and take
one object each

Ask the students who think
they’ll get least water in their
container to stand on the
other side

Ask the class that if everybody
drinks water as per the
capacity of their object, who
will drink the maximum out of
the 3

Repeat with other containers

Ask the students who think
they will get the most water
in their container to stand on
one side

Write bucket, spoon, cooking
vessel, cup and tumbler on the
board and write under them
respectively 1, 5, 2, 4 and 3
Tell that 1 refers to the object
with maximum capacity and
5 to the object with minimum
capacity

Ordering capacities of vessels

MISCONCEPTIONS

Write the objects in
increasing order of their
capacity as bucket,cooking
vessel,tumbler,cup, & spoon
with their nos.
Take a bottle cap & tell that its
capacity is more than a spoon
but less than a cup
Help the students solve
question 4a from the
worksheet. Ask students to
put numbers from 1 to 6 under
each vessel in order. 1 for
maximum capacity and 6 for
minimum

Question
If we replace the spoon with a
bucket, which student will be
at the left?
Question
From the left which object is
at number three?

Emphasize that we can
arrange the vessels in
increasing/decreasing order
of their capacities in common
non-standard unit
Question: Which vessel is
the 4th number from left?
Question: If instead of a
bottle cap, a jug comes in,
what will be its number in the
arrangement?
Teacher Notes: Explain that
for each increasing order,
there is a corresponding
decreasing order
Help students solve question
4b from the worksheet. Ask
the students to arrange the
containers in the increasing
order of their capacities:

Ask the students what
container they use at home
to store water.

G2.73

LESSON PLAN

G2.73 | problem solve

15min

Write the names of animals in the decreasing order of their water drinking capacity:

1

Elephant

2

Fill in the name of some object so that
the objects given below are in the
decreasing order of their capacities:

3

Number the containers in the order of
their capacities

Cup, ____________, Saucer

4

5

Number the containers in the order of
their capacities

Name any three objects around you that have capacities more than a bucket.

G2.73

WORKSHEET

G2.74

Principle of volume conservation

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 7: Jugs and Mugs

Students will understand that volume of
liquids doesn’t change with the container

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.73 Know how to compare and order
capacity by non-standard units

Play

TLM

A water bottle
A clear glass- small
A clear glass- tall
One bowl with more capacity
than a cup
Take some water in a tall
glass & the same amount in
another identical glass.Ask if
amount of water was same in
both
Ask one student to pour water
from one of the glasses into a
smaller glass
Ask the students if there is
equal amount of water in both
the glasses

Estimate the amount of water in different
glasses

PROCESS

Draw the questions on the board and ask to
students to solve

kEY VOCABULARY

Volume

Ask if the amount of water
has changed now
Listen to their answers,
discuss and tell that the
amount of water was the
same in all glasses
Question
If we pour water in a bigger
glass from a smaller one,
which one will have less?
Teacher Notes
Amount of water can also be
called volume of water.Slip
this word in your explanation

From a bottle pour water in
two paper cups. Say that both
the cups have same volume of
water

Explain that dividing tea into
the teacups does not decrease
the total amount of tea

Pour water back in the cup.
Explain that the shape/size of
the 2 containers is different
but he amount is same

PRactice

Students might think that
volume increases if liquid is
poured into a smaller vessel

Ask another student to pour
back the water from a smaller
glass in the tall glass

Pour water from one cup
into a bowl and tell that the
cup and bowl have the same
amount of water

Visualize the principle of conservation of
volume

MISCONCEPTIONS

Explain that if all the tea from
the teacups was put back into
the kettle, the kettle would be
full again
Tell that transferring liquid
from 1 object to another object
of different capacity doesn’t
change the volume of liquid

Ask students to think of a teakettle and some cups

Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students, if
one scoop of ice-cream is put
into a bowl and one scoop in a
cup, which one will you like to
take? And why?

Emphasize that a small
amount of water can fill
a small cup but the same
water can look very little in a
big cup

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Show the picture
and ask the students, if 1
glass of water is poured into
each of these cups vessels,
which cup will have more
water?

G2.74

LESSON PLAN

G2.74 | problem solve

15min

One glass of water was poured into a pot and a bucket.
Will the pot and bucket have the same amount of water?

1

Ans. : yes

2

If one scoop of ice-cream is put into a
bowl and one scoop in a cup. Which
one will you like to take? And why?

3

Liquid in both the vessels is up to same
height. Is the amount of liquid same in
both vessels?

3a.

3b.

4

5

If 1 glass of water is poured into each
of these cups vessels. Which cup will
have more water?

Dal from a bowl is poured into a big cooker and a small cup.
a. Colour and show how much of cooker will be filed by the dal

b. Colour and show how much of cooker will be filed by the dal

G2.74

WORKSHEET

G2.75

Estimates capacity of objects

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 7: Jugs and Mugs

Students will be able to estimate the
capacities of objects in non-standard units
and the water consumption in everyday
activities.

TLM

Capacity measure changes
with change in the nonstandard unit

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.73 Know how to compares capacity of
objects in non standard units

Play

Estimating water consumption

PROCESS

Estimating capacities of objects

PRactice

Give practice questions on estimation of
capacities of different objects

MISCONCEPTIONS

Water bottle
3 Paper cup

kEY VOCABULARY

Ask a student to come and
pour 3 cups of water in a
bottle. Ask how many more
cups can fill the bottle fully

Question
What consumes more water a bird or a plant?

Ask how many bottles do you
think are enough for you to
take a bath

Question
How many tea-spoons of soup
can be there in a paper cup?

Ask students how many cups
of water they need to wash
their hands

Teacher’s Notes
Keep some water ready in a
wide pan for the activity.

Ask any three students to tell
how many glasses of water
did they drink yesterday

None

Tell that we use any liquids in
various daily activities. We use
objects of different capacities
for each activities

Draw tea-spoon & tablespoon
& tell that 5 tea-spoons oil can
fill 1 tablespoon. Write 5 teaspoons = 1 tablespoon

Say that for bathing we use
buckets, for drinking we use
tumblers, and for taking
medicine we use spoons

Question: Guess how much
oil is needed to oil your hair. Is
it about one teaspoon or is it
about 1 big tablespoon?

Tell that the capacity of a
bucket is around 25 tumblers

Question: How many
balloons can we fill from a jug
of water?

Explain that if pots were used
to fill the same bucket, it
would take about 2 pots

Teacher Notes: Estimation
is one of the important life
skills & discussion should be
of common liquid

Help the students solve
question 2b and 2c from the
worksheet. Ask students
to estimate capacities of
commonly used containers

Help the students solve
question 3 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to estimate
how much water can be put
into a clay pitcher? Tell in
terms of number of tumblers.

Point out that the same
water bottle can be filled
with either 4 glasses of
water or 60 small cups

Question
Tell what object can be
filled with around 100
tablespoons.

G2.75

LESSON PLAN

G2.75 | problem solve

15min

Estimate and write the capacities:

1

2

1.

= __________20__________ spoons.

2.

= ______________________ mugs.

3.

= ______________________ bottle caps.

How many handfuls of water can fill a
small bowl?

3

Fill in the blanks

a) A cooking vessel can hold about
_________
cups of soup.

4

b) A water bottle
_________

can fill about 60

c) A water bottle
_________

can fill about 4

How many cups of water are needed to fill the pan kept for birds on the rooftop? Guess.

G2.75

WORKSHEET

G2.76

Different orientation of straight lines

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 11: Lines and Lines

Students will be able to identify and draw
straight lines in different orientations as
vertical, horizontal and slanting

TLM

Students might have a
misconception that slanting
lines can be drawn in only one
orientation

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

MISCONCEPTIONS

1 Stick

kEY VOCABULARY

Slanting, vertical, horizontal

Play

Show a stick to the class and
tell that it is Jadu, our friend.
Tell that he wants to sleep

Tilt the stick and tell the
students that Jadu is still very
sleepy and is about to fall
down

Ask a student to come and lay
it on the table

Narrate the same with arm
gestures and ask the students
to imitate the arm gestures

Tell the students that it’s time
for school and Jadu must get
up and stand

Sleeping, Standing Lines

PROCESS

Ask other students to come
and wake Jadu up and to hold
it standing on the table

Draw a standing & sleeping
line segments & tell that we
call standing line a vertical line
& sleeping line a horizontal
Write vertical line & horizontal
line under the line segments
drawn. Ask them to draw
standing and sleeping line
segment

Three different orientations of lines

PRactice

Draw the line on the black board and help
students identify their orientation

Between both, draw a slanting
line & tell that this is neither
standing nor sleeping. This is a
slanting line

Show horizontal arm for
sleeping, vertical arm for
standing, and tilted arm for
falling

Draw a picture using the three
types of lines
Point to the horizontal line
and tell students that it is
horizontal. Repeat the same
for sleeping and slanting lines
Question
What is a line called which is
not vertical or horizontal?

Explain vertical, horizontal &
slanting orientations of lines
using your forearm

Teacher Notes
Students will see that the
slanting line can also be in
many orientations

Help the students solve
Question 3 from the
worksheet., Ask the students
to identify the lines as
vertical, horizontal or slanting

Question
Write the first letter of your
name. Is there any vertical,
horizontal or slanting line in
this alphabet?

Point out that pictures 1 and
3 are both slanting lines

G2.76

LESSON PLAN

G2.76 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the table below:

1

S. No.

Shape

1.

No. of
slanting lines

No. of
vertical lines

No. of
horizontal lines

0

2

2

2.
3.
4.

2

Draw a picture of mountains using
only slanting lines on the paper

3

Identify the lines as vertical, horizontal
or slanting :

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

5

Colour the horizontal lines only

The sun rays are sometimes vertical and sometimes slanting. Find out and tell what time
during the day they are vertical and slanting.

G2.76

WORKSHEET

G2.77

Straight and curved lines

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 11: Lines and Lines

Students will be able to recognize straight
and curved lines in different shapes

TLM

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.78 Know how to matches and sorts
common 2-D shapes by features and size

Play

PROCESS

kEY VOCABULARY

Show a circle and a square to
the class and ask whether the
shapes look different from
each other

Question
What is the shape of the ring
that people wear in their
fingers?

Ask them to look around and
search for any three objects
which look like squares/
rectangles. Write their names

Question
What does the shape of a
book-cover look like?

Say that we have objects of
different shapes around us
which look different because
of their edges
Show a chart with image of a
fan & tell that the central part
of the fan has curved edges
while its blades have straight
Tell them that shapes can have
curved lines or straight lines
and these lines make them
look different from each other
Draw a flower with curved
lines & star with straight lines.
Write ‘Curved lines’ & ‘Straight
Lines’ under flower & star

Shapes with curved and straight lines

PRactice

Students might have a
misconception that shapes
may have only straight lines
or only curved lines but not
both

Square and circle shaped cut
outs- one set
Image of a fan

Ask them to look for any
object that looks like a circle.
Write the name of that object
too on the board
Different shapes and their edges

MISCONCEPTIONS

Tell that a square, rectangle,
etc. have straight line while a
circle & an oval have curved
lines
Help students solve question
2 from the worksheet. Ask
students to color shapes with
only straight lines in yellow,
with only curved line in blue
and with both types of lines
in green

Curved, straight

Teacher’s Notes
Run through finger over the
edges of square and circle
when asking for the difference
between shapes

Emphasize that any shape
need not be made up of
curved or straight lines. They
may have both types of the
lines also
Question
What kinds of lines do you
see in the shape of a cycle’s
wheel?
Question
Is there any straight line in the
image of the moon?

Write the names of any three
food items which have only
straight lines. Emphasize that
one picture can have straight
as well as curved lines

Draw the pictures & ask the students to
identify which picture has straight/curved
lines

G2.77

LESSON PLAN

G2.77 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the table below:

1

Shape
1

2

Fill in the table below:

Shape

No. of straight
lines

No. of straight
lines

No. of cuved
lines

4

0

3

How many straight lines will you draw
while writing “INDIA” in capital letters?

No. of cuved
lines

1

2

3

4

Color shapes with only straight lines
in yellow, with only curved line in blue,
and with both types of lines in green

1.
2.
3.

5

Look at your palm. Do you observe any lines? What kind of lines are they?

G2.77

WORKSHEET

G2.78

Create shapes with straight and curved lines

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 11: Lines and Lines

Students will be able to create shapes and
images using straight and curved lines

TLM

Students might think that an
image can’t have straight and
curved lines both

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.77 Know how to identifies and
differentiates between straight and curved
lines

Play

Thread : 2 students
six matchsticks: students

kEY VOCABULARY

Provide a thread & 6
matchsticks to each pair of
students & ask them to form
any shape using sticks &
thread separately

Question
What shapes can you make
using four matchsticks?

Ask them to draw the images
formed on their notebooks.
Draw any one from their
images on the board also

Shapes with concrete material

PROCESS

Draw two different images
formed using matchsticks, 2
with thread pieces and one
image with both matchsticks
and thread

Write letter H & S on the
board & say that H is drawn
using straight lines only while
S using curved

PRactice

Give practice questions on straight and
curved lines

None

Question
How many straight lines will
be there in the shape formed
using two match sticks?

Ask them to form another
image using two match sticks
and the thread

Tell that shapes with only
matchsticks & only threads
are created using straight &
curved lines respectively

Drawing shapes with curved and straight
lines

MISCONCEPTIONS

Draw P between H and S on
the board and say that this
letter has been drawn using
straight as well as curved line

Emphasize that the image
of an object can be a
combination of straight and
curved lines
Questions: How many
curved lines will you use to
draw a circle?
Is any straight line used to
draw ‘R’?
Teacher Notes: Letters are
a very good way to discuss
lines and their types. For
example, U

Help the students solve
question 3a and 3b from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to replace one straight line
with a curved line and draw
the image again

Question
How do you differentiate
between straight lines and
curved lines?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students to
draw any three capital letters
of English alphabet which have
no straight lines

Question
Does your ruler have straight
sides or curved sides?

G2.78

LESSON PLAN

G2.78 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the table below:

1

2

4

5

No. of straight lines

No. of curved lines

1

4

0

2

1

1

3

3

1

4

0

2

Draw images of any three kitchen
appliances that have curved lines only?

Shape

3

Replace one straight line with a curved
line and draw the image again

Draw any three capital letters of English
alphabet which have no straight lines.

People usually have straight hair and curly hair on their head. Draw one head with straight
hair and one with curly hair.

G2.78

WORKSHEET

G2.79

Measuring distances in non-standard units

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 13: The Longest Step

Students will be able to measure lengths in
non-standard units

TLM

MISCONCEPTIONS

None

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G1.73 Know how to measure/compare/
order length & heights of objects using nonstandard unit

Play

A tumbler
A desk
A notebook

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Call a student and ask her to
measure the breadth of the
classroom with footsteps.
Ask if she thinks the length of
the classroom is bigger than
the breadth

Question
How many footsteps far is
the school gate from the
classroom?

Ask the same student to
measure the length of the
classroom with footsteps

Question
What else can you use to
measure the length of this
classroom?

Measure lengths of a tumbler,
desk and a notebook using
your hand span

In order to compare the
lengths of room & corridor we
measure both in footsteps.
The one which requires more
is longer

Measuring objects in non-standard units

PROCESS

Emphasize that measurement
should start from one edge
of the object and end at the
other edge & there should be
no gaps
Write their measurements
on the board and name the
longest and shortest object
Measuring and comparing objects in nonstandard units

PRactice

Give practice questions on measuring
objects in non-standard units

Draw the objects in order of
decreasing lengths. Tell that
desk is 1st as it’s longest
Help the students solve
question 2 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to measure
the towers shown below using
their fingers and number them
in increasing order

Emphasize that the tallest
tower should be assigned
number 1 and shortest
should be assigned number 3

Explain that smaller objects
can be compared using hand
span/fingers. So we can use
fingers, footsteps etc. to
measure
Question
In which non-standard unit
will you measure the length of
your fingers?
Question
What else can you use to
compare the heights of
towers in the picture?

Help the students solve
question 4 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to find out how many fingers
long this page is

G2.79

LESSON PLAN

G2.79 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

Fill in the table below:

1

S. No.

Object

What will you use to measure this

1.

Fingers

2.
3.

2

Arrange the animals in decreasing
order of their heights.

Rabbit

Smallest:
________

4

Mouse

Giraﬀe

3

Measure the towers shown below
using their ﬁngers and number them in
increasing order.

Dog

Biggest

 ________  ________  ________

Measure the length of the following :

a.

b.

5

This page

Measure the length of this line and draw a line which is bigger than this line by one ﬁnger.

G2.79

WORKSHEET

G2.80

Length conservation in non-standard units

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 13: The Longest Step

Students will be able to observe that lengths
of objects don’t change with change in their
location

TLM

Students might have
misconception that length of
an object changes with the
change in its orientation

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.79 Know how to measure distances in
non-standard units

Play

Measuring objects in different orientations

PROCESS

Lengths of objects is same in different
orientation and at different positions

PRactice

Give practice questions on measuring the
lengths of the objects on different locations

MISCONCEPTIONS

1 Strips of paper: 2 students
1 Matchstick: 2 students

kEY VOCABULARY

None

Divide students in groups of
two and distribute one strip of
paper and one matchstick to
each group

Ask the students to change
the orientation of the strip of
paper and measure the strip
of paper again

Ask each pair of students
to measure the length of
their strip of paper using
matchsticks. Ask them to
tell the length in terms of
matchsticks

Teacher’s Notes
Ensure that students measure
the length of the strip of
paper not the breadth

Measure the length of a
duster using your finger and
write its measurement on the
board

Explain that objects don’t
change their lengths if their
location is changed. Tell that
our height remains the same
too

Hold it in a different
orientation and move a few
steps left/right. Say that we
have changed the location of
the duster
Measure it with fingers again.
Write the measurement under
the first measurement & say
that both are the same
Tell that there is no change in
the length of the straw with the
change in its location
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to measure the lengths of the
brooms below and write their
measurements in the blank
boxes. Use your fingers to
measure the length

Question
Is the length the same for all the
brooms? Can you guess why?

Question
If you toss your eraser in the
air, will its length change?
Question
If I measure my pencil by
keeping it straight & then by
placing it upside down, will its
length change?

Question
How many fingers long is a
page in your notebook? Place
the page on the floor and
measure again. What is the
change in the length?

Teacher’s note
Ensure that the students use
the same nonstandard units
for all the measurements.
Using different nonstandard
units will cause differences in
reported lengths of the object

G2.80

LESSON PLAN

G2.80 | problem solve

15min

Fill in the table below:

1

2

S. No.

Line

Length

1.

Open Door

9 hand-spans

2.

Shut Door

9 hand-spans

3.

Ruler in the pocket

5 matchsticks

4.

Ruler in the bag

_______

5.

Ruler in the box

_______

Measure the length of your foot in
fingers. Then walk a few steps and
measure the foot again. Is there any
change in the length of the foot?

3

Measure the lengths of the brooms
below and write their measurements
in the blank boxes. Use your fingers to
measure the length
4 fingers

Length of your foot_______
Length of your foot after walking ______

4

5

Measure this tree then place the
worksheet upside down and measure
the tree again. Use your finger to
measure.

Does the length of blades change in a rotating fan? Why? What about the spokes of a cycle
wheel?

G2.80

WORKSHEET

G2.81

Difference in length in non-standard units

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 13: The Longest Step

Students will be able to compare and find
difference in lengths of objects in nonstandard units

40- 50 min
pRE REQusites:

G2.80 Know that lengths of objects do not
change when they are moved

Play

TLM

1 Chalk stick
Straw - 1 student
Duster
Two sticks of different lengths

PROCESS

Give practice questions to find out the
lengths of different objects & their
difference.

None

Show two sticks to the class
and ask which one is shorter
and which one is longer

Question
Do you have anything in your
bag which is shorter than the
eraser?

Write lengths of both the
sticks on the board in terms
of duster breadth
Measure the length and the
breadth of the table using a
chalk stick and write both the
measurements on the board

Explain that 2 objects can
have different lengths, heights
or breadths & we can find that
difference by measuring each

PRactice

kEY VOCABULARY

Question
Does anyone have a pencil
which is longer than the
straw?

Tell the difference between
both measurements & explain
that length of table is ___ chalk
sticks more than the breadth

Difference between lengths of objects

Comparing lengths means
comparing only the length of
an object, not its breadth or
height.

Give 1 straw to each student.
Ask them to compare the
lengths of their straw & their
pencils & tell which one is
shorter

Ask a student to come and
measure both the sticks using
the breadth of duster
Comparing lengths of objects

MISCONCEPTIONS

Find out the length of a
window and a door using your
hand spans
Help the students solve
Question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask them to
measure the lengths of
the objects given below
using fingers and write the
difference in their lengths

Remind students that we
must start the measurement
from one edge of the object

Write their lengths and
difference between the
lengths on the board
Emphasize that we can
compare two or more lengths
only when they are given in
the same non-standard unit
Question: Dolly’s doll is 12
fingers tall while Mira’s doll is
15 fingers tall. Whose doll is
taller and by how much?
Teacher Notes: Overlapping
objects make it easier to find
out the difference between
their lengths.
Encourage the students to
write their answers along
with the non-standard unit
used for measurement. For
eg. 2 erasers in place of 2

Question
Can you name something
which is about the same size
as your finger?

G2.81

LESSON PLAN

G2.81 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

Measure the two lines using thumb and write their diﬀerence

1

----------------

=

---------------------------- =

Object 1

Object 1

Object 2

Object 2

Difference

Difference

DIﬀerence = 2- 3 = 1 thumb

Measure the lengths of the objects
given below using ﬁngers or a small
eraser and write the diﬀerence in their
lengths:

2

Object 1

Object 2

Difference

3

1

2

1

1

4

Line 1
Line 2

2

Line 1
Line 2

3

Fill in the table given below by drawing
the second line so that both the lines
have 1 ﬁnger diﬀerence between their
lengths:
Line 1
Line 2
Line 1
Line 2
Line 1
Line 2

Line 1
Line 2

Line 1

Measure
the length of your foot.
2
Line 1
Line 2
Measure
the length of your shoe in
ﬁngers.
How much shorter3is your foot
Line 1
Line 2
than
your shoe?
3
Line 2

5

Two toys have a diﬀerence of 2 matchsticks between their heights. The shorter toy is measured
to be 10 matchsticks tall. What should be the height of the larger toy?

G2.81

WORKSHEET

G2.82

Drawing objects at a given distance

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 13: The Longest Step

Students will be able to draw objects at a
given distance from another object in nonstandard units

40- 50 min

TLM

None
None

pRE REQusites:

Divide students in groups of
twos. Ask them to stand at a
distance of 3 steps away from
the other
Ask the students to mark their
positions with a piece of chalk
Ask how did they make sure
that they have a distance of 3
steps between you & them

Marking the distance between 2 students

PROCESS

Give practice questions on drawing objects
at a given distance

Question
What is the distance between
both the students?
Teacher Notes
Encourage the students to tell
the distance in terms of either
hand spans or steps.
Teacher Notes
Demonstrate how to mark
the location of the objects
precisely.

Draw a square on the board
and shade it. Take a distance
of three hand spans and draw
a triangle. Shade it too

Tell that we can draw objects
with given distance in nonstandard units between them
by measuring the distance in
a line

Draw an apple at a distance of
12 fingers from the triangle.
Measure distance between
apple and square in finger

PRactice

Ask the students to mark their
positions with a piece of chalk

Ask the students to stand at a
distance of 10 hand span from
each other

Say that the triangle is at a
distance of three hand spans
from the square

Drawing objects at a given distance

kEY VOCABULARY

None

G2.81 Know how to state difference
between the lengths in non-standard units

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

Write distance between
triangle and square, triangle
and apple and square and
apple on the board
Help the students solve
question 4 from the worksheet.
Ask the students to measure
distances between the cat and
the mouse using breadth of
their eraser

Question: Which object is
closer to the triangle on the
board? Which one is closer to
apple?
Question: How will you draw
a circle 3 hand spans from
square and 1 hand span away
from triangle?
Teacher Notes: Without
telling about it, you can mark
a dotted straight line between
objects
Help students solve question
5 from the worksheet. Ask
the students to draw a mouse
at a distance of 2 erasers
from the cat

Remind students that there
should be no gaps when
measuring the distance using
an eraser. They should start
measurement from the end
of one image to the tip of the
other image

G2.82

LESSON PLAN

G2.82 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

Use the space below and do as directed:

1

A
B
2

2a.

2b.

Mark a point B at a distance of 3 ﬁngers from A

Use the picture above to make points
as directed.
Mark a point C at a distance of 5 ﬁngers
from B

Mark a point D at a distance of 4 ﬁngers
from A

3

Circle the point using a crayon and
mark one point to the right and one
to the left at the same distance from it
using another color.

_____________________

. _____________________

(Left)

4

Measure distances between the cat
and the mouse using breadth of your
eraser:
Objects

5

(Right)

Draw a rat at a distance of 4 erasers
from the cat

Distance

1.

2.

6

Take a circular disc and mark a point at its center. Mark numbers from 1 to 12 all at the same
distance from the central point. Your clock is ready.

G2.82

WORKSHEET

G2.83

Comparing Linear/Non-Linear Paths

Geometry & Measurement Concepts - NCERT Chapter 13: The Longest Step

Students will be able to estimate, compare
linear and non-linear distances between two
points and tell shortest distance between
them

40- 50 min

TLM

None

pRE REQusites:

Students might have a
misconception that there can
only be one path between two
objects
kEY VOCABULARY

G2.82 Know to draw objects at a given
distance

Play

MISCONCEPTIONS

Linear, non-linear
Mark 2 lines indicating the
start point and the end point
Make 2 paths to reach to
the end point, one without
any obstacles and one with
a couple of chairs placed as
obstacles

Question
Which students took lesser
steps to reach the end point?

Question
Which path was shorter?

Call 2 students at the starting
mark. Ask 1 to take the
straight path & the other to
take the one with obstacles
Paths between objects

PROCESS

Ask the students to count
their steps and reach the end
point
Draw a cheese cube, fly and
mouse. Draw the fly such that
it is farther from the cheese
Ask the students to guess who
will have to travel more to
reach the cheese cube
Tell that the path taken by
mouse is shorter because it is
straight but the path of fly is
not be straight & is longer

Shortest path between points

PRactice

Take two points A & B on the
board & draw 1 linear & 2 non
-linear paths between them
Help the students solve
question 2 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to Draw one straight and
two long and complicated
paths between the 2 objects

Ask the students to point out
the shortest path
Draw the pictures & help the students draw
a straight and complicated path in between

Measure all three paths using
fingers & write the length
of each path Tell that the
straight path is the shortest
Tell that there can be many
complicated paths to go from
a point to another, but the
straight path is the shortest
Question: How many
straight paths are there
between A and B?
Question: Can you draw
another path between A and B
which is longer than all paths
shown?
Help the students solve
question 3 from the
worksheet. Ask the students
to make two paper balls,
place them on a table and
measure the shortest path
between these balls
Encourage students to select
the non standard unit of
their choice for measuring
the distance between the
two balls

G2.83

LESSON PLAN

G2.83 | PROBLEM SOLVE

15min

Color of the longer path between A and B

1

A

B

A

2
B

Use the space below to make points as
directed.

B

Draw a shortest path between A and D
in the following drawing:

3

A

B

C

D

B

1. Write color of the shortest path between
the cat and the dog: ______
D

2. Write color of the longer path between
the cat and the dog: ______

4

Draw one straight and two long and
complicated paths between the 2
objects.

5

Mina and Rinku have tried to draw the
shortest distance between two paper
balls.
MEENA

RINKU
Guess which one is correct. _______
Now measure using an eraser and check.
Mina’s path _____erasers
Rinku’s path _____erasers

6

Think of ready to eat noodles. How do they look? Take any long curved noodle and try to join
its two ends using another straight noodle. Which one will give you longer measurement?
Why?

G2.83

WORKSHEET

01

Can I teach more than one new objective in a day?

Ans

It is recommended to teach one new objective in a day. Once completed, time can be
given for different aspects like: student practice, reteaching same objective, reteaching/
revising previous content.

02

What can be done if students do not have access to student workbook?

Ans

If the students do not have access to the student workbook, you would make a copy from
this handbook or write on the board.

03

Can a learning objective be taught only once?

Ans

Learning objectives can be retaught or revised more time if required if students need
more practice or did not master first time. If reteaching, use different examples.

04

How can I use the NCERT textbook with this curriculum?

Ans

Each chapter in NCERT textbook is mapped to the relevant learning objectives. The NCERT
text book can be used as student practice/revision where relevant.

05

The duration of the period is less/more than what is given in the lesson plan. What do I do?

Ans

If there is less time allocated in the lesson plan, then the lesson can be taught over 2
periods. Prioritize to complete Play, Process, Practice sections in 1st period. Student
Practice can be done in the next period.
If there is more time allocated in the lesson plan, take more time to explain the concept
and give more opportunity for the students to practice.

06

Can I teach the lessons in a different order than given in the handbook?

Ans

All the learning objectives are sequenced in a way, so they build on what the students
previously learn. It is highly recommended that the learning objectives are taught in the
given order. Revision at a later time can be done as required.

07

I do not have access to the exact TLMs mentioned in the lesson plan, what do I do?

Ans

It is highly recommended that the mentioned resources be used for corresponding lesson plans. However, different resources can be used if they fit the purpose of the lesson.
Eg; pencils can also be used instead of ice cream sticks in adding objects concretely.

i

Chpt 1

Geometry & Measurement

Chpt 2

Number Sense

Chpt 3

Geometry & Measurement

Chpt 4

Number Sense

Chpt 5

Number Sense

Geometry & Measurement

G2.16 -------------------------> G2.21

G2.61 --------------------> G2.62

Chpt 6

Geometry & Measurement

Chpt 7

Geometry & Measurement

Chpt 8
Chpt 9

G2.53 -------------------------> G2.56

G2.01 -------------------------> G2.11

G2.57 -------------------------> G2.59

G2.12 -------------------------> G2.15

G2.62 -------------------------> G2.71

G2.72 -------------------------> G2.75
Time, Money and Data Handling
G2.22 -------------------------> G2.23
Time, Money and Data Handling
G2.47 -------------------------> G2.50

Chpt 10

Number Sense

Chpt 11

Geometry & Measurement

G2.24 -------------------------> G2.29

G2.76 -------------------------> G2.78

Chpt 12

Number Operations

Chpt 13

Geometry & Measurement

G2.30 -------------------------> G2.40

G2.79 -------------------------> G2.83

Chpt 14

Number Operations

Chpt 15

Time, Money and Data Handling

G2.41 -------------------------> G2.46

G2.51 -------------------------> G2.52
ii

G2.01

Numerals (1-99): Counts (concretely, pictorially and symbolically) and recites
number names

2

G2.02

Numerals (1-50): Recognises and writes numerals

2

G2.03

Numerals (51-99): Recognises and writes numerals

2

G2.04

Numerals (1-50): Completes number sequences by counting onwards and
backwards (without skips)

2

G2.05

Numerals (51-99): Completes number sequences by counting onwards and
backwards (without skips)

2

G2.06

Numerals (1-50): Completes numbers sequence with skip counts in 2s,5s, and 10

2

G2.07

Numerals (1-50):
Determines and compares group size using skip-counting

2

G2.08

Numerals (1-99): Compares groups and numbers and understands < and >
symbols

2

G2.09

Numerals (1-99): Sequence numbers in increasing or decreasing order

2

G2.10

Numerals (1-99):
Estimating approximate group size and number location

2

G2.11

Understands ordinality of items in a group from 1-10 (concrete and pictorial)

2

G2.12

Counts upto 100 by grouping in 10s

4

G2.13

Composes and decomposes 2-digit numbers into 10s and 1s(concrete, pictorial)

4

G2.14

Composes and decomposes 2-digit numbers into 10s and 1s (numerical)

4

G2.15

Compares 2-digit numbers using place value

4

G2.16

Numerals (1-100): Completes numbers sequence with skip counting forward in
2s, 5s, 10s

5

G2.17

Numerals (1-100): Completes numbers sequence with skip counting backward in
3s and 4s

5

G2.18

Numerals (1-100): Completes numbers sequence with skip counting forward in
3s and 4s

5

G2.19

Numerals (1-100): Identifies the rule in other number patterns and extends them

5

iii

G2.20

Numerals (1-100):
Determines and compares group size using skip-counting (2s, 5s, 10s)

5

G2.21

Numerals (1-100): Determines and compares group size using skip-counting in
3s and 4s

5

G2.22

Recognises common Indian currency notes and coins

8

G2.23

Represents an amount (upto 99) using 10 rupees and 1 rupee

8

Number Operations
G2.24

Adds 1-digit numbers and 2-digit numbers (upto 20)

10

G2.25

Adds 2-digit numbers in horizontally without regrouping (sum not exceeding 99)

10

G2.26

Adds 2-digit numbers in vertical algorithm without regrouping (sum not
exceeding 99)

10

G2.27

Identifies missing addend in 2-digit addition statements

10

G2.28

Adds 3 one-digit numbers and understands that addition is associative
(pictorially and numerically)

10

G2.29

Decompose numbers into a combination of 3 one-digit numbers
(sum upto 20)

10

G2.30

Adds 2-digit numbers horizontally with regrouping (sum not exceeding 99)

12

G2.31

Adds 2-digit numbers in vertical algorithm with regrouping (sum not
exceeding 99)

12

G2.32

Solves word problems involving addition of 2-digit numbers with and without
regrouping (sum not exceeding 99)

12

G2.33

Subtracts 1-digit numbers and 2-digit numbers (upto 20)

12

G2.34

Subtracts 2-digit numbers horizontally without regrouping

12

G2.35

Subtracts 2-digit numbers in vertical algorithm without regrouping

12

G2.36

Subtracts 2-digit numbers horizontally with regrouping (with concrete and
pictorial support)

12

iv

G2.37

Subtracts 2-digit numbers in vertical algorithm with regrouping (with concrete
and pictorial support)

12

G2.38

Identifies missing minuend and subtrahend in 2-digit subtraction statements

12

G2.39

Solves word problems involving subtraction of 2-digit numbers with and without
regrouping

12

G2.40

Builds fluency in addition (and subtraction) for sum upto 20 using strategies of
doubling, making 10 and number families

12

G2.41

Adds 2-digit numbers in vertical algorithm with regrouping without concrete and
pictorial support (sum not exceeding 99)

14

G2.42

Subtracts 2-digit numbers in vertical algorithm with regrouping without concrete
and pictorial support

14

G2.43

Matches word problems to correct number statement (addition and subtraction,
2-digit numbers).

14

G2.44

Solves word problems based on real-life situations using both addition and subtraction of 2 digit numbers

14

G2.45

Builds fluency in addition (and subtraction) for numbers upto 20 by adding and
subtracting same set of numbers and comparing strategies.

14

G2.46

Represents 2-digit numbers using multiple combinations of smaller numbers

14

G2.47

Recognize, sequences and writes the days of the week

9

G2.48

Records and analyse weekly schedules and class timetables

9

G2.49

Recognizes, sequences and writes months of the year

9

G2.50

Understands the duration of months

9

G2.51

Records data using tally marks, simple tables and pictographs.

15

G2.52

Interprets data and answers questions on simple tables and pictographs

15

v

G2.53

Matches and sorts everyday 3D objects and common 2D shapes based on
observable features

1

G2.54

Compare and group everyday 3D objects based on one physical attribute

1

G2.55

Compare and group everyday 3D objects based on more than one physical
attribute

1

G2.56

Understands that properties (like stability) dependent on the shape of an object

1

G2.57

Compares weights of everyday objects in relative terms (concrete, pictorial)

3

G2.58

Compares and orders relative weights of everyday objects using a simple
balance

3

G2.59

Begins to understand the relationship between weight and shape/volume
(weight conservation)

3

G2.60

Identifies geometric patterns in everyday objects

5

G2.61

Identifies the rule in a pattern and extends it (repeated and growing)

5

G2.62

Traces 2D images of 3D objects and compares the shape, size and orientation of
the images

6

G2.63

Identifies and visualises front, back, top and bottom of simple 3D objects

6

G2.64

Names and classifies common 2D shapes (circle, rectangle, square, triangle) by
their key features

6

G2.65

Describes the key, differentiating features of common 2D shapes and draws
these shapes

6

G2.66

Identifies and counts simple 2D shapes wiithin an image; and creates own
images using 2D shapes

6

G2.67

Classifies 3D objects on the basis of match of the shape of their trace with
identified 2D shapes (triangle, circles, rectangle, square)

6

G2.68

Recognises common 3D-shapes by name (cuboid, cylinder) and establishes
correspondence with everyday objects

6

G2.69

Recognises common 3D-shapes (cone, sphere) and establishes correspondence
with everyday objects

6

vi

G2.70

Describes common 3D objects using key vocabulary

6

G2.71

Identifies shapes that have equal parts (concrete and pictorial) and counts the
equal parts

6

G2.72

Measures capacities of everyday objects using nonstandard units

7

G2.73

Compares capacities of everyday objects and orders them using nonstandard
units

7

G2.74

Begins to appreciate the principle of volume conservation (liquids)

7

G2.75

Estimates capacities of diffferent everyday objects as well as water consumption
in daily activities

7

G2.76

Identifies and draws straight lines in different orientaions (vertical, horizontal,
slanting).

11

G2.77

Differentiates between straight lines and curved lines and recognises shapes
with straight and curved lines

11

G2.78

Creates shapes and images using straight lines and curved lines (concrete,
pictorial)

11

G2.79

Measures and compares length/distance using non-standard units

13

G2.80

Begins to appreciate that the length of objects remains the same when moved
(Length Conservation)

13

G2.81

Compares and states the difference in length/distance using non-standard units

13

G2.82

Draws objects at a distance (specified in units like hand span, matchstick and
finger) from another given object

13

G2.83

Estimates and compares linear and non-linear paths between two points and
understands the concept of shortest distance between two points

13

vii
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